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The current activities of many mining and exploration companies throughout the world are, as a response
to the World energy crisis, chiefly directed towards the search for the energy minerals - oil, coal and
uranium. I will not enter into a detailed discussion of the demand for uranium as you will hear more about
this during the proceedings of this course. Suffice it to say that the presently known uranium reserves of
the free world will only be able to meet the requirements of reactors currently in operation, under
construction or on order up to roughly the end of this century. In the face of this rapidly growing nuclear
commitment, uranium exploration activities have escalated considerably in recent years. As an indication of
this escalation, the number of metres drilled in South Africa in 1978, in the search for uranium, totalled
640 000, as opposed to 67 000 in 1975 - a staggering increase of nearly tenfold in four years.

It has often been emphasised that the advent of highly efficient fast-breeder reactors may drastically ease
the energy problem in view of the fact that, if the technology is successfully applied, they may burn up to
70 % of the available uranium as opposed to a figure of less than 1 % for conventional reactors. In so doing
breeder reactors would convert 238(j to fissile plutonium faster than it burns nuclear fuel and could
accordingly open up a vast potential of energy resources. When this will actually happen is uncertain as the
new and sophisticated fast-breeder technology remains to be perfected. It is generally felt within the
nuclear industry, however, that breeder-reactor generating capacities will become significant by the turn of
the century, regardless of the fact that the United States fast-breeder development program has virtually
been halted in compliance with President Carter's nuclear energy policy. At this stage, therefore, we are left
with no alternative other than to face up to a supply challenge which is not expected to abate in the near
future.

The State, particularly through the Atomic Energy Board and the Geological Survey, is fully aware of the
necessity of furthering exploration for uranium and of its mandate to assist where it can in expanding the
uranium resources of this country.

I? must be remembered that in addition to being an important earner of foreign currency, uranium by
virtue of being a source of energy, has significant strategic importance for South Africa in the international
arena. As you are all aware, an airborne radiometric and magnetic survey, one of the largest of its kind in
the World, is currently being conducted over the Karoo basin under contract to the Geological Survey.
Field crews of both the Geological Survey and the Atomic Energy Board are also active in mapping and
collecting thousands of stream-sediment, rock and water samples for uranium analysis, in an effort to
delineate new target areas. The Geology, Extraction Metallurgy, Chemistry as well as the Isotopes and
Radiation Divisions of the Atomic Energy Board all liaise closely with the mining industry and are at all
times ready to give their experience and knowledge to any interested parties. Their tasks, to mention but a
few, involve the following: a major re-evaluation of South Africa's reserves and resources of uranium;
metallurgical and mineralogical research and pilot plant tests related to the development of suitable
processes for the extraction of uranium from South African ores; the development of a facility for the
calibration of radiomttric field-instruments, which you will hear more about during this course; basic
research into the genesis of uranium ores involving all aspects of geology including sedimentological,
metamorphic and geochemical studies; joint research projects with local universities and outside
organisations; the presentation of lectures on uranium exploration techniques to universities at graduate
and post-graduate levels; the routine analysis of samples submitted by exploration companies for uranium
and thorium and for ore disequilibrium; the development and improvement of geochemical and geophysical
prospecting techniques; and the location of new target areas to which the Geology Division has made a
contribution by uncovering certain occurrences in the northern Cape. This course, organised by the
Geology Division in collaboration with the South African Geophysical Association and the Geological
Society of South Africa, forms yet another facet of the service provided to the exploration fraternity.

On behalf of the Atomic Energy Board, I wish to express our appreciation to the South African
Geophysical Association and the Geological Survey of South Africa for their ready cooperation in this
venture.



In conclusion I would like to add that it can be stated with certainty that virtually every exploration
geologist, geophysicist, geochemist and field technician will at some stage during the course of his duties be
involved with source material exploration, An understanding of the basic physics of natural radioactivity, of
the principles of radioactivity detection and of the quantitative usage of field instruments is absolutely
essential, therefore, to all exploration personnel.

It is the aim of this course, to provide those of you new to the field of uranium exploration with a working
knowledge of these fundamental principles and to fill the gaps in knowledge of those of you who already
have a background in this field. Since all of you work with a common purpose, that is to locate more
uranium, this get-together is also intended to provide a forum for each and every one of you to contribute a
small share of knowledge to the common pool of exploration know-how.

Ladies and gentlemen, it gives me great pleasure to welcome you to Pelindaba and I trust that you will all
benefit greatly from the proceedings of this course.
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LECTURE 1

Introductory Talk on
URANIUM SUPPLY AND DEMAND

A BRIEF HISTORICAL REVIEW

P.O. Toens

Director: Geology
Atomic Energy Board

PELINDASA

1. INTRODUCTION

From the history of Man's use of energy, it is evident that no single source of energy has ever remained the
dominant one; the rise and fall in importance, of every form of energy source, is entirely to be expected,
even though it may be impossible to forecast with much accuracy, the time period in which this will come
about. Pallister (1974) (see Fig. 1) has attempted to show some historical data (and conjecture) in a graphic
manner. If such a figure were drawn in about the year 2100, it will probably show similar wave patterns
recounting the rise of nuclear power, of solar power or power from thermonuclear fusion, and the decline
of fossil fuels.

Uranium was first discovered in 1789 by Martin Kiaprotb, in pitchblende ores at a German mine. It was not
until 1841 that it was isolated as an element by the Frenchman, Peligot. Radioactivity was noted in 1886
by William Becquerel; and radium, a daughter product of uranium decay, was first discovered in 1898 by
Madam Curie and G. Bemont, from pitchblende ores mined at Joachimsthal, Czechoslovakia.

In 1874 and 1881 carnotite was first discovered in Pennsylvania and Colorado respectively. In 1898 test
shipments were dispatched to France for radium production. The large, rich Shinkolobwe deposit located in
Zaire was discovered in 1913. From 1923 to 1930 this deposit largely supplied the source material for
radium. Prior to its depletion in 1960 the Shinkolobwe deposit produced very high-grade ore, with some
shipments containing up to 60 % U3O8.

In 1933 production began from the Great Bear Lake deposit in Canada's northwest territory. Production

from this area shared the uranium market with Shinkolobwe until the early 1940's. Uranium mined at the

Great Bear Lake deposit was the source material used for making the first atomic bomb dropped on Japan

in 1945.

Prior to the development of atomic weapons, world demand for uranium was small, the limited amount
available being used in the glass, ceramic and pigment industries. With the advent of Atomic Energy the
whole position changed completely, with the result that early in World War II the governments of the
United States and Great Britain were jointly sponsoring world-wide prospecting programs for sources of
supply of uranium.

Between 1942 and 1964, during the so-called 'bomb period', uranium was used mainly in the production of
atomic weapons. Since 1965 uranium has been used almost exclusively as a source of power in nuclear
power stations. This unilateral use of the metal for peaceful purposes currently dictates the market
situation and the price.

2. URANIUM IN SOUTH AFRICA

The first notification that the Rand gold ores contained radioactive substances dates from 1915 and is
attributed to Dr A.W. Rogers, Director of the Geological Survey of the Union of South Africa at that time.
In 1923 R.A. Cooper, a South African mineralogist, delivered a paper in which it was noted that there were
relatively large amounts of osmiridium and uranium present in concentrates derived from the Witwatersrand
gold ores (Taverner, 1956).

V-
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During a literature search in the USA, Cooper's paper was discovered and American geologists were
dispatched post-haste to South Africa, reporting directly to Professor Bain of Amhurst College who was
serving on an Advisory Committee appointed in connection with the Manhattan Project to enquire Into
potential sources of uranium.

Their studies indicated not only that there were encouraging possibilities for the recovery of uranium as a
by-product of the gold mining industry, but also that the Witwatersrand Basin could well constitute one of
the world's major sources of uranium.

Pilot plants at Blyvooruitzicht and Western Reefs went into operation in 1949 and 1950 respectively. The
first full-scale production plant was erected at West Rand Consolidated Mines and commenced production
in October 1952. By 1957 there were 17 plants in operation. Peak production was reached in 1959 when
5 8461 of U3O8 were produced. Production slumped during the 1960's and early 1970's. However, with
the advent of the 1973 oil crisis and the resulting emphasis on nuclear power generation, there was a
marked upswing in the demand for uranium. South Africa's uranium production has steadily increased since
1973 and in 1978 a total of 4 5311 of U3O8 was produced. The annual earnings from the sale of uranium
in 1978 amounted to R500 million.

In South Africa the geological fraternity initially concentrated primarily on determining the distribution,
grade and reserves of uranium ore in the gold-bearing conglomerates of the Witwatersrand, Klerksdorp and
the Orange Free State gold fields. As the extent of the uranium resources was established the emphasis
shifted to the investigation of a variety of geological formations considered to be potentially uraniferous.

The Atomic Energy Act was passed in 1948 and the Atomic Energy Board came into being in 1949. The
Act was amended and modernised in 1967 and now stipulates that permission to prospect for source
material (i.e. uranium and thorium) has to be obtained from the Minister of Mines, while any sales of such
materials are also subject to the approval of the said Minister, who has, however, delegated this authority to
the President of the Atomic Energy Board. For this reason the Geology Division of the Atomic Energy
Board has a mandate to keep itself fully informed with all matters concerning nuclear materials. Special
attention is paid to the study of the uranium potential of the country and research, aimed at assisting the
mining industry in a number of facets of nuclear geology, is continuously under way.

3. URANIUM RESOURCES AND DEMAND

The adequacy of world uranium resources compared to uranium demand continues to receive considerable
attention. This attention has been accorded to uranium not only because it is one of the few energy sources
likely to supply the needs of the foreseeable future, but also because it has the long-term potential, if
properly utilised, to provide a virtually inexhaustible supply of energy.

While known uranium resources are believed to be adequate to support the anticipated growth of nuclear
power until the turn of the century, there is the possibility that tight supply situations could occur within
this period, due to possible limitations on the availability of uranium. In the longer term, the emergence of
advanced reactor systems could bring with it the more efficient utilisation of uranium, but until such
systems can become essentially self-sustaining, substantial quantities of new uranium resources must be
identified and exploited. It is, therefore, necessary to monitor continuously the growth patterns of nuclear
power, and the uranium resources and production required to sustain this growth.

According to statistics published by the International Atomic Energy Agency in 1977 (Uranium Resources,
1977), known world uranium reserves, from which production at costs of up to $80/kg U (i.e. $30/lb
U3O8) could be attained, totalled 1,65 million tonnes of uranium. Of these reserves 32 % are situated in the
USA, 10 % in Canada, 18 % in Australia and 19 % in South Africa/South West Africa.

These reserves correspond to about 20 years of requirements on what is now considered to be the likely
growth of nuclear power (OECD, 1977). For economic, technical and political reasons, however, all of
these reserves will probably not be exploited and additional reserves may be necessary to meet the needs of
even this period.

Studies (OECD, 1977) indicate that resources (including reserves) in the Reasonably Assured category,
exploitable at costs up to $130/kgU (S50/lb U3O8) now total 2,2 million tonnes, and Estimated
Additional Resources in the same cost range amount to a further 2,1 million tonnes uranium (see Fig. 2).
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A comparison of the estimated world cumulative demand for uranium up to the year 2000 and presently
known uranium resources, indicates that reserves are sufficient to cover actual needs until 1992-1996 (for
'accelerated' and 'present trend' nuclear power growth, respectively, assuming that spent fuels are not
recycled). However, current reserves may only be sufficient to cover the lifetime requirements of reactors in
existence during 1986-1988, under the same set of assumptions. If spent fuels were recycled at the earliest
opportunity {about 1985), the stated coverages of demand by reserves could be extended by another 2 to 3
years. The total of Reasonably Assured Resources could cover demand until 1995-2000, under the two
conditions of nuclear power growth, assuming no recycling.

This then raises the question as to whether reserve levels will be sufficient to sustain the requisite annual
production levels of uranium in the future.

Studies carried out by various national and international organisations, indicate that production rates, based
on presently known reserves, must eventually decrease as higher grade ores become depleted, and deposits
mined out (World Uranium Potential, 1978). This then places an added emphasis upon the necessity of
exploration activity to bring other resources into the Reserve category.

In South Africa, the private sector has spent ever increasing amounts of money on exploration. For
example, in 1975 a total of R2 783 000 was spent by the industry and by 1978 it had risen to nearly
R25 000 000. The ore reserves have increased proportionally to the amount of money spent.

For South Africa to maintain its position as one of the leading uranium producers, it has to maintain a high
level of reserves. In order to do this we need not only to spend wisely, but to ensure that our limited
resources of manpower receive the best training in the fieid of Nuclear Geology. This course, which you are
attending here at Pelindaba, is being run as a service to the industry in an effort to add to the knowledge of
those of you who are charged with the responsibility of maintaining our resource inventory at a high level.
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LECTURE 2

BASIC PHYSICS OF NATURAL RADIOACTIVITY

J.K. Basso n
Director: Isotopes and Radiation Division

Atomic Energy Board

1. INTRODUCTION

If uranium and thorium minerals were not radioactive, we would probably not know much about nuclear
physics today. These minerals contain radioactive substances whose half-lives are of the order or somewhat
greater than the age of the earth (3 x 1C)9 a). If it were not for the chance fact that the 235u, 238(j a n d
2 3 2 j h halt-lives are as long as they are, there would be no nuclei at all in nature with atomic numbers
beyond bismuth (Z=83); - furthermore, there would be no nuclear reactorsl - nor uranium geologists!

This suggests that these materials, along with the stable nuclei, are survivors of a distant period when nuclei
were formed by aggregation of nucleons. All shorter-lived nuclei have long since died away (unless produced
by longer-lived mother substances).

It also follows that there is no basic difference between natural and artificial radioactivity. Indeed, most of

the naturally occurring radionuclei have also been produced in the laboratory.

2. ATOMIC STRUCTURE

It is one of the marvels of modern physics that all material can be regarded as constructed of only three
fundamental particles (as a first approximation). The electron is a light particle with a negative electrical
charge; the proton is 1 836 times as heavy with an equal but positive charge; the neutron has approximately
the same mass as the proton but carries no electrical charge.

When one atom approaches another, it sees the well-known picture of a number of electrons moving in
different orbits around the nucleus of the atom, raiher like our solar system. The simplest type of reaction
which takes place between the atoms involves only the electrons of the outer orbit; this is the usual
chemical reaction which liberates only a relatively small amount of energy. The number of orbital electrons
therefore specifically determines the chemical properties of the atom; atoms with the same chemical
properties (i.e. the same number of orbital electrons) therefore constitute a specific element, as arranged in
the well-known Periodic Table of the Elements.

The negative electrons are held in orbit by the positive protons in the nucleus through the electrical force.
Because the whole atom is electrically neutral, the number of nuclear protons must be equal to the number
of orbital electrons in the atom; this means that the number of protons (Z) is also characteristic of the
element — atomic number. Proton numbers range from one in the case of hydrogen to 62 in the case of
uranium, the heaviest element found in nature.

What prevents the protons, which are all positively charged and thus repel each other strongly, from flying
apart? It is the so-called nuclear force which, in spite of intensive nuclear physics research, is not yet fully
understood. An indication of the much stronger forces acting within the nucleus is found in the fact that
nuclear energies are expressed in MeV, while the energies released by reactions of the orbital electrons
(chemical, light, etc.) are of the order if a few electronvolts. {The electronvolt, eV, is a unit of energy
equivalent to the amount of energy gained by an electron in passing through a potential difference of one
volt: 1 eV = 1,6 x 1 0 - 1 9 joule.) Furthermore, the mass of an atom is largely concentrated in its nucleus.

The uncharged neutrons play a very important role in the binding of the nucleus into a stable unit. For each
specific number of protons (i.e. for each element) there are several possible numbers of neutrons (N) which
can form a stable or semi-stable assembly, i.e. an "isotope". The total number of nuclear particles (protons
and neutrons) is called the mass number (A), i.e.
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H Z + N = A
. (Atomic number or number (Number of neutrons) (Mass number)
; i of protons)

I 3. RADIOACTIVITY

The word isotope is made up from the Greek words "iso" (= the same) and "topos" (= place), which
>' ' indicates that it occurs in the same place in the Periodic Table, i.e. is a form of the same chemical element

) (Z). More than one number of neutrons (N) is therefore possible for the same element, forming different
{ : isotopes of each element of which some may be unstable, as indicated in the so-called Chart of the

Nuclides. Such an unstable isotope changes to a more stable nucleus by the emission of energetic ionising
radiations and is thus called a radioactive isotope or a radioisotope.

I Example: Iron — the element with 26 orbital electrons and therefore 26 protons in the nucleus - appears in
' nature as four different stable isotopes: 5j|Fe (i.e. 54 nuclear particles (nucleons) and thus 54-26 = 28

neutrons), 5^Fe (30 neutrons), 5 7 Fe (31 neutrons) and 5&Fe (32 neutrons) with relative occurrences of
5,84 %, 91,68 %, 2,17 % and 0,31 % respectively. When iron is exposed to neutron flux, as in a nuclear
reactor, neutron capture takes place to form 55Fe, 5?Fe, 58pe and 59Fe. Of these, 55pe and 59Fe are
unstable and undergo radioactive decay with half-lives of 2,9 a and 46 d, respectively.

; Such radioactive decay consists of the decomposition of individual nuclei independently of each other, and
therefore obeys only the ordinary statistical laws. Every radioisotope has a characteristic possibility for the
radioactive disintegration of its nuclei, which is observed as the "half-life", i.e. the time taken for half of

:, the nuclei to decay. Thus, after a time equal to the half-life of the specific radioisotope, only half of the
original radioactivity remains; after two half-lives, one quarter;after three half-lives, one eighth, and so on.

There are mainly three types of radiation arising from radioactive decay, namely alpha, beta and gamma
rays. An alpha particle is actually a fragment of the nucleus, comprising two protons and two neutrons, and
is identical to the nucleus of a helium atom.

The beta particle is identical to an electron except that it originates from the nucleus where it is produced
by the transformation of a neutron to a proton plus a negative electron (negatron) or, less frequently, by

• '••' the transformation of a proton to a neutron plus a positive electron (positron). Together with the beta
particle, a neutrino is also emitted, with no charge or rest mass — and therefore very difficult to detect —

:'• resulting in a continuous spectrum of beta-particle energies up to a specific maximum.

After the radioactive decay has taken place a new nucleus is formed as a decay product, usually in an
excited state. The surplus energy is then radiated as electromagnetic radiation, called gamma rays. These
quanta of energy are of the same nature as X-ray (or light) photons except that they are usually more

;; penetrating and originate in the nucleus.

3.1 The Radioactive-Decay Law

Each radioactive nucleus has a probability of disintegration which is independent of any outside influence
(heat, chemistry, age, etc.). Consequently the number of nuclei, dN, which decay in a short time, dt, is
directly proportional to the number of nuclei, N, present, i.e.

• 1

•J dN/dt = -MM (1)

' where \ is its decay constant. Integrating equation (1) leads to

; N = N o e~ X t (2)

\ The half-life (really the "halving life" cf. Afrikaans "halveringstyd"), ty2, is the time during which half of
the radioactive nuclei decay, i.e. when N = Vi No . Therefore, from eq. (2) it follows that

ty2 = 0,693/X (3)

1 Usually the activity or rate of decay is measured, which indicates the number of nuclei undergoing
' radioactive disintegration per unit of time, i.e.

_J
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A = dN/dt = -XN

= - X N 0 e"A t

= A^ e~~

where AQ is the initial activity and A the activity of the sample after a time t - consequently also an
exponential decrease with the same half-life.

The unit of activity is the curie (Ci) and indicates a disintegration rate of 3,700 x 10^0 nuclei per second.*
(Originally the curie was equivalent to one gram of radium which decays at a rate of about 3,7 x 101 0

d.p.s.) Note that the curie refers to the number of disintegrating nuclei and not to the associated rays.

3.2 Multiple Decay

For radionuclides with two or more modes of decay, more than one disintegration constants are involved.

For example, consider 212gj (;n the thorium series) which decays by alpha emission to 208 j t l ;n 34 % of
the disintegrations and by beta decay to 212p0 j n the remaining 66 %.

However, no matter what the nature of the detector, i.e. whether it measures alpha particles only, or beta
particles only, or each partially, the resulting plot of activity against time always gives the total half-life of
60,5 min. For example, it cannot be arranged to observe the half-life of 178 min which would occur if beta
decay did not occur simultaneously.

Gamma decay, however, represents a way of getting rid of the remaining nuclear excitation energy and
consequently does not affect the disintegration rate (or half-life).

3.3 Chain Disintegration

If radioactive decay leads to a daughter product which is also radioactive, eq. (2) holds for the first member
of the chain. Let nuclide 1 decay into nuclide 2 with disintegration constant Xi , and let 2 decay into 3 with
disintegration constant X2- Let Ni and N2 be the number of atoms 1 and 2 present at time t. For Ni from
eq. (2)

(4)

The net rate at which N2 is changing (dN2/dt) is the difference between the rate at which it is being
produced (—dN-|/dt) and the rate at which it is decaying (A2N2;see eP- C ))• Using eq. (4) this gives

dN2/dt = X i N i ( o e ~ A ' x - X 2 N 2

Solving this differential equation for N2 and assuming that we start with N2 = 0 at t = 0 leads to

N2 (5)

This general equation leads in practice to various decay situations depending on the ratio between Xi and
X2- (When a radioactive chain consists of more members, the situation becomes, of course, even more
complicated.)

\-\>\2- " nuclide 1 is much shorter-lived than nuclide 2, eq. (5) reduces at large enough t to

N2 = N i r O e ~ X 2 t

Xi<SA2- (a) Another limiting case is when nuclide 1 is very long-lived and hence, e 2* c a n o e neglected in
comparison with e 1* at large t, and

(6)

"The SI unit of activity is the becquerel (Bq) equal to one nuclear transformation per second, therefore 7 Ci ~3,7 x 10*0 Bq
exactly.
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If the half-life of nuclide 1 is not only much larger than that of nuclide 2, but is also large compared with
the observation time, e " ^ 1 will not change appreciably during the experiment and N2 will approach a
constant secular equilibrium value

This same value is approached no matter what the initial value of N2. This is the case for the various
naturally occurring radioactive series.

(b) Even though Xi<X2, the half-life of nuclide 1 might not be long compared to the time during which we
observe the sample. In eq. (6) this means that e ^ cannot be assumed constant. This is called transient
equilibrium.

An example is the decay of 3,8 d radon (222Rn) t0 forrt1 radium-A (218p0). Starting with a pure radon
sample, the activity due to radium-A would increase for several minutes and then would decrease steadily
with a 3,8 d half-life.

Whether an equilibrium is called secular or transient depends on the duration of observation. (See also
Section 5.2.)

3.4 Uranium Series

The main, naturally occurring radioactive series are those headed by 232jh ( 238(j a nd 235y (thorium,
uranium and actinium series, respectively) — Tables la and Ib. Although natural uranium at present contains
0,72 % of the isotope 235u and only 0,0057 % 234u, the radioactive contribution from 235u j s 4,5 % o f
that of the isotope 238(j due to its shorter half-life: 7,1 x lO^a as compared with 4,51 x 10^ a. The
isotope 234u \% naturally in secular equilibrium with the 238^ as will be seen from Table la.

It is evident that the uranium series consists of a lengthy radioactive chain with multiple decay occurring
for several of its nuclides. Furthermore, the half-lives vary over many orders of magnitude, resulting in a
large variation of specific activity (cf. eq. (1)) e.g. 238u (4,51 x 10.9 a) with 3,33 x 10-?Ci/g, 2 26Ra

(1 602 a) with 1 Ci/g etc. Table II presents the masses of the various uranium daughters in secular
equilibrium.

It is also important to note that if the naturally occurring, secular equilibrium has been disturbed (e.g. by
chemical leaching of the ore or escape of the gas radon-222) it may take many thousands or even millions
of years to restore itself. (See Section 5.2.) In the meantime a variety of transient equilibria may be
established.

A common situation, especially when measuring only beta and/or gamma radiation, is that some radium has
been removed and, consequently, all its daughter products, because they are comparatively short-lived.

Hence only the first few members of the uranium series can contribute to the measurement — as it only
emits alpha particles, 238u itself will not be observed by a beta/gamma detector.

An additional complication to the uranium/radon disequilibrium may arise when thorium with its decay
products are also present in the same ore. Table III presents the half-lives and major radiation energies of
the thorium series.

The presence of the natural radioisotope of potassium (40K - 0,012 % abundance and half-life of 1,4 x
109a, giving a specific activity of 790 pCi per gram of potassium) may also influence the radiometric
analysis of uranium ore. It emits beta rays with a maximum energy of 1,31 MeV, followed by a gamma ray
of 1,46 Me V.

4. IONJSING RADIATIONS

From Section 3 it follows that alpha particles and gamma photons are emitted with discrete energies, while
beta particles have continuous spectra with characteristic maximum energies for the various radionuclides.
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TABLE la. URANIUM SERIES (4n+2)*

"Table taken from Radiological Health Handbook, Jan. 1970.
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TABLE Ib. ACTINIUM SERIES (4n+3)*

'Table taken from Radiological Health Handbook, Jan. 1970.
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TABLE II

MASSES OF THE VARIOUS DAUGHTERS IN SECULAR
EQUILIBRIUM WITH ONE GRAM OF URANIUM-238

Isotope

238u
234-Th
234mpa

234u
230T h

226Ra

222R n

218p0

214Pb

214Bi

210Pb

210Bi

210po

Mass (g)

1,0
1,4x10-11
4,8x10-16
5,4x10-6

1,8 x 10-5
3,3 x 10-7
2,2x10-10
1,2x10-15
1,0x10-14
7,4x10-15
4,1 x 10-9
2,7x10-12
7,4x10-11

Because alpha and beta rays are actually particles they can be comparatively easily absorbed; a few
centimetres of air in the case of alphas and a few centimetres of water in the case of betas are sufficient.
Gamma radiation is, however, even more penetrating than X-rays and several centimetres of lead may be
necessary to reduce the intensity.

Such absorption takes place mainly by the electrical interaction with electrons which are knocked out of
their atomic orbits. When an electron is displaced into another orbit, it can return to its original orbit with
loss of excitation energy as light or X radiation. If the electron is removed completely out of the atom, the
remaining atom has a shortage of negative charge and is called a positive ion. Because of this ionisation
process a, 0 and y rays are classified as ionising radiations. The chance of a nuclear reaction occurring is
much smaller and consequently unimportant as regards the absorption of ionising radiation.

4.1 Absorption of Alpha Radiation

On average, 32,5 eV are required to remove an orbital electron, which means that an alpha particle with an
energy of 6 MeV will produce 1,8 x 1 0 5 electron-ion pairs in its passage. Having dissipated all its energy in
this way, the alpha particle comes to rest, combines with two electrons and becomes a helium atom. (This
explains the occurrence of helium gas arising from the uranium in South African gold mines, e.g. Orange
Free State.)

The distance that an alpha particle travels in air before losing its energy is of the order of 5 cm. In other

media this range is inversely proportional to the density, e.g. this sheet of paper will completely stop all

alpha radiation from natural sources.

4.2 Absorption of Beta Radiation

Beta rays are much more penetrating than alpha particles because the electron has a mass 7 400 times
smsHsr. Consequently, repeated scattering by the massive atoms occur in its passage through matter. A beta
particle with an energy of 1 MeV will have a range of about 3 m in air, 4 mm in water and 1,8 mm in glass.

Furthermore, it must be remembered that the beta particles emitted by a specific radionuclide are not
mono-energetic but cover all the energies up to the maximum concerned. The average beta energy is about
one-third of the maximum energy.

f n
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TABLE III. THORIUM SERIES (4n)*

*Table taken from Radiological Health Handbook, Jan. 1970.
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Dsta taken froai! Lederer, C. «., Hollandar, J. M., and Ferlaan, I., Table of Isotopt. (6th ed.j New York: John Wiley 4 Sons
Inc.. 1967) and Hogan, 0. H., Zlgaan, F. I., and Hackln, J. L., Saca Spectra (USHHDL-TR-802 |««ihingto.i D c •
U.S. Atoalc Energy CosaUssion, 1964)).

4.3 Absorption of Gamma Rays

Gamma rays or photons are electromagnetic radiation similar to light and X-rays, but they originate from
the atomic nucleus and are usually of higher energy (shorter wavelength) and therefore of higher
penetration. Such a photon is regarded as an individual package of energy and, consequently, absorption in
matter takes place as an individual process, independent of any other photon.

The decrease in intensity, d l , of a gamma-ray beam impinging on a thickness, dx, is thus proportional to the
intensity I, i.e. dl 1 dx = {A dx, where \i is the absorption coefficient of the material concerned for the
particular gamma energy. Mathematics similar to those in Section 3.1 lead to the equation I = l 0 e~JU*.

Unfortunately in most cases pure exponential absorption does not occur, as a contribution is also made by
scattered radiation. For such broad-beam geometry the formula therefore becomes

= B l0 e-Jf

where B is the build-up factor.

r
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The absorption coefficient is the sum of three principal processes by which gamma rays interact with
matter, viz.:

(a) The photoelectric effect, in which the photon gives up all its energy in ejecting a bound electron. This
process predominates at low energy, especially in matter with a high atomic number.
(b) Compton scattering, in which the photons lose part of their energy to an electron and are scattered at
an angle to their original direction. This process predominates for moderate energies in a wide range of
materials.

(c) Pair production, in which the energy of the incident photon is completely absorbed through the
creation of an electron-positron pair in the electrostatic field of a nucleus. The photons must have an
energy greater than 1,02 MeV since each member of the pair has a mass equivalent of 0,51 MeV. This
interaction predominates at high energies, particularly in materials of high atomic number.

Figure 1 shows the relation of these three absorption processes to the energy of the gamma ray and the
effective atomic number (Zeff.) of the medium. When Compton scattering occurs, the gamma rays continue
to lose energy by Compton scattering until the resulting low-energy photons are completely absorbed
through the photoelectric effect. It should be emphasised that Compton scattering is the,predominant
interaction between gamma rays emitted by natural radioactive elements and rocks of average composition.
Through Compton scattering, in the ground and in the air, the primary spectrum of the radioactive
elements is degraded and heavily weighted in the energy region below 200 keV.

Table IV gives typical values for ju which are of practical importance.

TABLE IV. GAMMA-RAY ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS

Gamma energy

Material

Aluminium
Steel
Lead

(MeV)

Density
(g/cm2)

2,70
7,86

11,34

0,1

0,46
2,09

62,0

0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1.0

Absorption coefficient /u(cm~1)

0,33
1,36

10,7

0,25
0,72
2,50

0,21
0,57
1,35

0,18
0,52
0,98

0,17
0,48
0,80

1,2

0,15
0,44
0,69

4.4 Detection

The detection of radiation results from its interaction with matter.

A point source of radioactive material will emit radiation isotropically. The number of rays passing through
a particular area will decrease with distance according to the inverse square law and similar to the emission
of a light source. A ray will travel in a straight path until it collides with matter in its vicinity, in which case
it can be scattered or absorbed.

Most types of radiation can be detected by the human senses; light can be seen, heat can be felt, etc. In this
modern age we are, however, already aware of other radiations, e.g. radio waves, for which instruments (e.g.
a radio) are necessary for detection. In the same way, ionising radiation requires detecting apparatus.

Detection of any radiation takes place only as the result of its effect on the instrument. The following
effects are used in the different detecting methods:

ionisation — conduction (ionisation chamber)

- electrical pulse (Geiger-Miiller or proportional counters or solid-state detectors)
excitation - fluorescence (scintillation counter)

chemical — reaction (e.g. oxidation of ferrous to ferric sulphate)

— photographic (blackening of film)
heat — temperature rise (calorimeter)

Large radiation doses are detected by calorimeter and by chemical reactions, and lower intensity radiation
by ionisation chambers or photographic films. Individual rays are counted by Geiger or scintillation
counters and solid-state (Ge/Li) detectors.

i ;
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Apart from their remarkable sensitivity, the latter are also able to determine the energy of the radiation
quantitatively (and in this way can help to identify the radionuclide) - cf. Lecture 5.

5. URANIUM RADIOMETRY

The properties of the naturally occurring uranium isotopes are given in Table V.

TABLE V. NATURAL URANIUM ISOTOPES

Abundance

Half-life (years)

Specific activity
(disint/s.g)

(disint/s.g Unat)

Alpha energy (MeV)

Gamma energy (MeV)

238u

99,3%

4,51 x 109

1,22x104

1,21x104

4,20 (75 %)
4,15(25%)

X-rays
«0,1)

235u

0,7%

7,1 x108

7,96x104

5,6 x102

4,58 ( 8%)
4,40 (57 %)
4,37(18%)

0,143(11%)
0,185 (54 %)
0,201 ( 5 %)

234u

0,005 %

2,5 x105

2,29 x 10B

1,21 x 104

4,77 (72 %)
4,72 (28 %)

X-rays
« 0 , 1 )

It follows that the radiometric determination of uranium itself (without daughters) must depend on alpha
counting, or possibly on the gamma counting of the 0,185 MeV ray of 235u. The range of alpha particles in
an average ore is only about 0,02 mm and the detection of this radiation will therefore indicate the
presence of radioactivity in the surface layer only. The low abundance of 235(j and the low gamma yield
make the latter determination rather insensitive. Fortunately the series of radioactive decay products
associated with 2 3 8 U contain some gamma emitters. In an equilibrium situation all 17 radioactive daughter
products (Table la) have the same disintegration rate as 238u. Eight of the daughter products are alpha
emitters while nine are beta emitters. The daughter products 2 1 4Pb and 2 1 4Bi have a high yield of
energetic gamma rays. It is these gamma rays which are utilised in most radiometric surveys.

5.1 Geometry and absorption

The count rate measured depends on both the concentration of uranium and the dimensions (i.e. geometry)
of the source. The accuracy of quantitative field surveys is thus highly dependent on variations in the
geometry of the source and the absorption of gamma rays by covering layers of material.

In Fig. 2 dimensions of sources that would give 90 % of the radiation intensity from an infinite source are
shown for various heights of the detector. For a field survey on foot with the detector at 1 m, a source with
a diameter of 15 m would give 90% of the intensity of an infinite source. However, an aerial survey
conducted at 100 m will require a source with a diameter of 600 m to give 90 % of the radiation intensity
of an infinite source. In the vertical direction a layer of uranium-bearing ore with a thickness of 50 cm will
constitute an "infinitely" thick source - see Fig. 3.

The penetration of gamma radiation from an infinite U3O8 source through air layers of varying thickness is
shown in Fig. 4. Twenty per cent of the gamma radiation is absorbed in a layer of air 20 m thick, and only
10 % will penetrate to a height of 300 m.

A further serious problem in quantitative field measurements is caused by barren covering zones. It can be
shown that even 2 cm of covering rock will allow only 65 % of the gamma radiation to penetrate to ground
leveU Ore bodies located deeper than 50 cm will not be detected at all.

V-
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5.2 Disequilibrium

The chemical and physical properties of the various elements in the radioactive series are different and
fractionation due to leaching processes does occur. One of the members of the series, viz. radon (Rn), is a
gas and constantly diffuses from the ore body. In fact measurements of radon gas are used to locate
uranium depositions - cf. Lecture 8.

When a member of the chain is partly or completely removed, the equilibrium is disturbed and the
disintegration rate of that particular member and the rest of the series is no longer equivalent to that of the
parent 238u. The time needed to restore 99,9 % equilibrium is about 10 times the half-life of the disturbed
member of the series. In the case of radon (3,8 d), equilibrium of the rest of the series following this
nuclide (including the gamma emitters 2 1 4 B J and 214pi)) w i l l be restored after abou'; one month. If the
equilibrium is disturbed through the repeated removal of a long-lived member such as 234u (2,5 x 10^ a) or
226Ra (1 602 a) an equilibrium situation may not be achieved. This limitation of gamma radiometry for
uranium piospecting must be borne in mind. (The state of equilibrium can be determined in the laboratory
but is difficult, if not impossible, in the field.)

The activity of the lirsi member of the chain, i.e. the short-lived 234y n (24 d), builds up rapidly and after
10 half-lives, i.e. 240 d, it will reach an activity equal to that of 238u a n ( j , unless disturbed, it will stay in
equilibrium, i.e. us f01 inntion and decay are equal. The next daughter, 234mpa< vvitl, due to its very short
half-life of 1,2 min, closely follow the build-up of 234 Th f r o m 238u, However, if separated from the
parent those daughter nuclidcs would rapidly decay within months and hours, respectively, to insignificant
activities.

The next membei of the chain is 234u which, due to its long half-life of 2,5 x 105 a, will attain equilibrium
with 238(j only after about 106 a. The growth of this nuclide is shown in Fig. 5. In an equilibrium state the
mass of 234u is only about 0,005 % of that of 238(j. The growths of 230 jh and 226Ra a r e determined by
the growth and decay of 234u a n c j a r e therefore very similar to the build-up shown in Fig. 5. The growth of
radon-222 (3,8 d), 214 P o (3,5 m i n ) 2 1 4 P b (26,8 min) and 2 1 4 B J (19,7 min) follows 226Ra , and on this
time scale are always equal in activity to 2 2 6 R 3 .

However, since radon is a gas and can escape into the atmosphere, it can separate from the chain. In
racliometric measurements it is the nuclides 214QJ and 214pD which emit the penetrating gamma rays
detected by Geiger or scintillation counters. These nuclides are short-lived and thus, if 2 2 2 R 0 escapes, they
will decay to insignificant activities within hours. The replenishment to equilibrium of 222Rn takes about
38 d, This build-up is shown in Fig. 6. The isotopes 2 1 4 B i and 214pt> w j | | reach equilibrium with 222Rn j n

about 260 min (4 h); therefore, if 222Rn is in equilibrium with 2 2 6 R 3 , 214gj a n c j 214pb w i l l normally also
be in equilibrium.

It is clear that disturbances in any of the above processes can seriously affect the radiometric detection of
uranium ore bodies. In practice such disturbances occur due to geochemical processes, e.g. preferential
leaching of uranium relative to radium. As the nuclides involved have long half-lives, it takes thousands of
years for equilibrium to be re-established; in the mean time the gamma radiometric measurement is more an
indication of the 226Ra present than of the 238u. The crushing or heating of ore can result in the escape of
radon gas and, as the gamma-emitting 214pD a n d 214gi have short half-lives, they will decay rapidly. In this
case ore must be stored undisturbed or, in the case of finely ground ore, sealed for a period of one month
to allow equilibrium to be restored.

When secondary uranium is deposited, e.g. in relatively young calcretes, it is assumed that 238(j a n c j 234| j
are present in their natural and constant ratio. The accumulation of 2 2 6 R 3 a n ( j ; t s gamma-emitting
daughters will then follow the curve shown in Fig. 7. Equilibrium will be reached only after some 10 000 a.
As geological processes occur over similar or larger periods of time, equilibrium should be established to a
large extent through any secondary ore body.

The practical application of these fudamental concepts to radiometric prospecting for uranium will be
presented in the following lectures.
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FIG. t INTERACTION OF GAMMA RAYS WITH MATERIALS
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FIG. 3 VARIATION OF RADIATION INTENSITY WITH THICK-

NESS OF U308-BEARING DEPOSIT
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FIG. 4 RADIATION INTENSITY AT VARIOUS HEIGHTS ABOVE
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LECTURE 3

URANIUM GEOCHEMISTRY AND ITS
RELATIONSHIP TO URANIUM EXPLORATION

B.B. Hambleton-Jones
Principle Scientist

M.C.B. Smit
Head: Analytical Chemistry

Atomic Energy Board

1. INTRODUCTION

The geochemistry of uranium is highly complex and as a result uranium enrichments have occurred in every
conceivable geological situation. To complicate matters, uranium is a radioactive element nnd is
consequently associated with radioactive daughter products which, for the most part, are completely
different elements. The distribution of the elements of the decay series and their nuclear properties are the
corner stones upon which most geophysical and geochemical radiometric prospecting techniques are based.
A discussion on the geochemistry of uranium must therefore also include the geochemistry of the daughter
products because an understanding of their behaviour in the natural environment is essential for locating
uranium ore deposits.

2. CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM

2.1 Oxidation States of Uranium in Solution

The behaviour of uranium in solution is determined to a large degree by its oxidation state.
Thermodynamic data indicate that uranium has three oxidation states, U 4 + , U 5 + and LJ6+ (Langmuir,
1978). Under reduced conditions the U4+ (uranous) valence state predominates, in intermediate oxidation
conditions U5+ can exist, while U6+ (uranyl) is very stable in an oxidising environment. Figure 1 shows
the stability fields for the respective species. It is noted that uranium does not usually occur as a
mono-atomic ion (except U 4 + at pH values less than 1) but as a complexed form. The U5+ exists as the
large monovalent ion, U O j , which has complexes considerably less stable than either the UO^ + or U 4 +

complexes formed with the same species.

The existence of the three ionic species of uranium greatly enhances its mobility over a wide range of
natural pH conditions.

2.2 Uranium Complexes in Solution

The relationships between the ionic species shown in Fig. 1 are complicated by the existence of other stable
uranium species such as fluoride, hydroxide, sulphate, silicate, phosphate and organic complexes.

2.2.1 Oxide complexes

Under reducing conditions soluble uranous oxides do not exist because of the extreme insolubility of the
minerals uraninite and coffinite (10~4 ppb; Langmuir, 1978). Below pH 5 in oxidising waters the uranyl
ion, U05j+ is stable.
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2.2.2 Fluoride complexes

The solubility of uraninite increases in the presence of fluoride ions in reducing conditions. Figure 2 shows

this effect, where there is a marked increase in uraninite solubility in the presence of 2 ppm fluoride

compared to when it is absent.

The uranous fluoride complex (UF^ + ) is stable below pH 3 - 4 . In oxidising waters the uranyl fluoride

complex (UO2F+) is stable below pH 5.

2.2.3 Hydroxide complexes

Uranous hydroxides do not exist in solution because of the extreme insolubility of uraninite. Several uranyl
hydroxide complexes exist, the most significant species being U O 2 O H + (pH 4 - 7 ) , (UO2)2<OH)2 ,+ (pH
4 - 6 ) and (UO2)3(OH)jj (pH 5 - 8 ) . In terms of abundance the latter is most important.

. . . . . .1.

2.2.4 Sulphate complex

In groundwaters at pH values up to 7 the uranyl sulphate UO2SO$ complex is stabla where the sulphate

concentration is in excess of 100 ppm.

2.2.5 Silicate complex

The uranyl silicate complex UC^SiOfOH)^ is weak but shows maximum stability at pH 6.

2.2.6 Phosphate complex

The uranyl phosphate complex UO 2 (HPO 4 )^~ is very stable in the pH range 4—10 even when the
phosphate concentration in the water is as low as 0,1 ppm.

2.2.7 Carbonate complexes

Uranyl carbonate complexes are very stable over the pH range 5 - 1 0 for the carbonate concentration
expected from the atmospheric partial pressure of carbon dioxide and at 20 °C. Three carbonate complexes
predominate (Fig. 3) UO2CO§, UO2(C03)S}~ and UO 2 (CO 3 )$~ . The stability of these complexes is also
determined by temperature.

At elevated temperatures (about 100 °C) they dissociate to the corresponding uranyl hydroxide complexes.

2.2.8 General

In the natural environment uranium is mainly transported in solution in the hexavalent uranyl state and
consequently the effect of the uranous complexes on the mobility of uranium is generally unimportant.

The distribution and relative importance of uranyl ionic species in groundwaters of the Wind River
Formation of the USA is shown in Fig. 4. The water typical for that area had the following concentrations
of ions: F~ = 0,3 ppm, C\~ = 10 ppm, SO^~ = 100 ppm, P O | ~ = 0,1 ppm, and SiO2 = 30 ppm.

From this it is observed that the uranyl phosphate complex was the most dominant, followed by the uranyl
carbonate complexes; a fact which has received little attention in the past. Therefore the ability of uranyl
ions to migrate in groundwater in this instance is determined by the type of complex ion and the pH range
in which it is stable. For pH below 5 the fluoride complex is dominant, between pH 3,5 and 7,5 the
phosphate complex predominates and above pH 7.5 the carbonate complexes are the most stable.

n r
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2.3 Uranium Concentrations in Natural Waters

. . . i

The ability of uranium to migrate in water is determined firstly by the oxidation state of the dissolved
uranium, and secondly by the nature of the uranium complexes. Over and above these considerations there
are other important factors which determine the distribution of uranium concentrations in both surface and
groundwaters. *

These are:
(a) The uranium concentration in the surrounding rocks and the availability of this uranium for leaching.

Refractory minerals (e.g. zircon, monazite) do not readily release their uranium.

(b) The proximity of groundwaters to potential source rocks.

(c) The degree of stagnation of the waters. Stagnant wafers may be unreactive whereas groundwaters, being
frequently recharged, tend to be more reactive due to higher carbon dioxide concentrations.

(d) Seasonal variations in recharge, and topography.

(e) The pH and oxidation state of the waters.

(f) The concentrations of dissolved fluoride, phosphate, carbonate, vanadate, arsenate, silicate and other
ionic species which form either strong complexes or minerals with uranium.

(g) The presence of materials with high surface-free energies such as titanium, iron and manganese
hydroxides, organic matter and clays which readily adsorb uranium.

The first four factors deal essentially with the dissolution and the last three concern the precipitation of
uranium. Granitic rocks are the most important type of source rock due to the higher concentration of
uranium available for leaching. Basic rocks are poor source rocks due to their paucity of uranium (Szalay
andSamsoni, 1969).

The concentration ranges of uranium in natural waters vary very markedly. Surface waters tend to have
lower uranium concentrations than groundwaters. Fix (1956) found that in the USA the uranium
concentration range in surface waters is 1—10 ppb and for groundwaters is 1—120 ppb. In Southern Africa
concentration ranges have been found to be much greater, especially in the groundwaters of the very arid
regions of the Namib Desert. Table I lists the range and means of some uranium values in groundwaters
from various regions.

Uranium concentrations in waters have been shown in numerous instances to be related to the
total-dissolved-solids content (Hambleton-Jones et al, 1979). It is clear, therefore, that the uranium
concentration of the water increases at the same rate at which rock material is taken into solution with the
main reactive component being initially carbon dioxide. This relationship does not seem to hold for waters
with either very low or very high total-dissolved solids.

TABLE I
RANGE OF URANIUM CONCENTRATIONS IN SELECTED

REGIONS OF SOUTHERN AFRICA

<2

REGION

Namib Desert

SW Karoo

NWCape

NCape

RANGE IN U CONCENTRATION
(ppb)

6-342

1 -360

2-250

1-150

MEAN
(ppb)

81

54

70

25

r
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2.4 Uranium Solution-Mineral Equilibria

In reduced uranium ores uraninite and coffinite are the most abundant uranous minerals, whereas oxidised
ores contain a wide variety of uranyl minerals such as vanadates, phosphates, silicates, arsenates, etc.

2.4.1 Uranous (ll4+)-mineral equilibria

Four stable uranous oxides can exist at 25 °C and 100 kPa pressure (Langmuir, 1978). These are UO2,
U4Og, a— U3O8 and 7—UO3. General analyses of uraninites show that their compositions fall within the
ranges UO2 to U3O8. This has been attributed to oxidation of the primary UO2 after deposition.

Coffinite and uraninite do participate in an equilibrium reaction

USiO4 + 2H2O -• UO2 + H4SiO4

with the stability of coffinite, with respect to uraninite, determined by the dissolved silica content in the
groundwater. Maximum coffinite stability occurs when silica is in the 20-120 ppm range but more
specifically when it is around 60 ppm.

Uraninite has its greatest stability when in contact with reducing groundwaters. The most recent data,
showing the stability of uraninite with typical groundwaters with a partial pressure of carbon dioxide
(PCO2) of 1 0 ° kPa- is 9'ven i n F '9- 5 (Rose, 1977). Eh and pH measurements of natural waters for both
aerated and reduced environments are enclosed by the dotted lines. The presence of the uranyl carbonate
phases in this instance greatly increases the solubility and hence the mobility of uranium.

The precipitation of uraninite is brought about by the reduction of the uranyl ion accompanied by the
simultaneous oxidation of proportionate amounts of species such as iron, sulphur and carbon. Typical
examples may involve the oxidation of HS~ to SO2/", and Fe2 + to Fe(OH)3 as are illustrated by the
following equations respectively

4(UO2(CO3)3)4- + HS~ + 15 H + -* 4UO2 + SO2," 12CO2 + 8H2O

2Fe 2 + + 3H2O -» UO2 + 2Fe{OH)3 + 3CO2

Other reductants such as pyrite, methane and hydrogen can also precipitate uraninite. Figure 6 (Langmuir,
1978) shows the stability of uraninite in terms of the oxidation potential, carbon dioxide pressure and the
reducing species. At higher pressures of carbon dioxide the solubility of uraninite is greatly increased.
Similar effects occur with higher concentrations of fluoride at a low pH (Fig. 2) and phosphate at about pH
6.

2.4.2 Uranyl (U6+)-mineral equilibria

Uranyl minrals are formed initially from the oxidation of reduced uranium and subsequently precipitated
by complexing with such species as vanadate, phosphate, arsenate, silicate etc. Typical minerals such as
carnotite, tyuyamuntite, uranophane, autunites and zeunerites are common.

The distribution of uranyl minerals is determined by the availability of reacting species and the solubility of
the respective minerals. Carnotite is one of the most insoluble minerals, which in part accounts for its wide
occurrence. Uranyl arsenates are in some cases more insoluble than the corresponding vanadates
(Wagemann, 1978). Minerals such as autunites (phosphate) and uranophane (silicate), being more soluble
than either the vanadates or arsenates, will only precipitate from groundwater when the vanadium and
arsenic contents are extremely low and where phorphate and silicate are present. Uranophane, in turn, wili
only precipitate in the absence of phosphate.

In natural waters the phosphate species will be in the form of H^POJ and HPO^~ or their metal complexes
irrespective of the oxidation potential. Arsenic, usually in the pentavalent state (As5+i, occurs as H2AsOT
in acidic waters and AsO^~ in neutral waters. Vanadium is usually in the \/5+ state, but Mann (1974)
considers that the \ /4+ state is also stable at slightly lower oxidation potentials. In waters where the uranyl
ion is stable, the complexes H2VO^", HVO|~" and V O 2 + are prevalant.

* •

i,
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The stability relationship of carnotite to uraninite, in terms of oxidation potential and pH, is given in Fig.
7. At higher vanadium concentrations (0,1 ppm VO4) the carnotite stability field increases. The maximum
carnotite stability field is between pH 4 and 8 with decreasing stabilities below pH 4 due to the formation
of UO§+, H4VO4" and H3VO41, and above pH 8 due to the formation of the stable uranyl carbonate and
hydroxy complexes. The other uranyl minerals have similar stability fields.

The competition between the various ionic species for complexing with uranium is important from the
point of view of the prospector for certain minerals form in well-defined regions. For example carnotite is
common in the very arid regions of the Namib Desert of South West Africa and in certain areas of the
north-western Cape. By nature of the high bicarbonate content of the groundwaters and the occurrence of

schists, high in vanadium, carnotite is by far the most abundant mineral. In one area carnotite and soddyite
(uranyl silicate) occur together because the vanadium-bearing schists are absent in that vicinity. Carnotite
occurs infrequently in the Karoo uranium deposits but the arsenates such as metazeunerite and uranospinite
are very common. As carnotite and the arsenate minerals have very low solubilities, the source of the
respective ions control their regional distribution. Vanadium concentration in the source rocks is very low
but arsenic occurs abundantly as arsenopyrite.

2.5 Adsorption Phenomena

In groundwaters it frequently happens that the concentrations of the elements do not exceed the levels
required for saturation and subsequent precipitation, yet minerals have formed. Certain solids do have the
ability to adsorb ions from solutions, for example the Ti, Fe and Mn oxyhydroxides, zeolites, clays and
organic matter. The pH range in which maximum adsorption takes place is between 5 and 8, which is very
similar to the stability ranges for the uranyl minerals. An example of the adsorption processes is shown in
Fig. 8 where Fe3+ oxyhydroxide was used as the adsorbent.

The main difference between mineral precipitation and ion adsorption is that in the first case, the mineral
solubilities limit only the maximum uranyl concentrations and in the second, adsorption decreases uranyl
concentrations at all levels below saturation. Berner (1971) has also referred to this phenomena as
nucleation.

The presence of fluoride, sulphate and carbonate ions in the water tend to inhibit adsorption to some
extent. Solids have different adsorption capacities which have been referred to as enrichment factors, some
of which are given in Table II for uranyl ions. Amorphous Ti(OH)4 is the most efficient concentrator of
uranyl ions and kaolinite clay is the least efficient.

As adsorption can concentrate elements from unsaturated solutions, this phenomenon is a very importent
preconcentrator for many types of ore deposits.

The carnotite calcrete deposits of South West Africa were thought to have been precipitated in this way
(Hambleton-Jones, 1976).

Once the uranyl ion has been adsorbed it can be reduced by one of the appropriate reductants to uraninite
or coff inite or react with suitable ions to form one of the many uranyl minerals.

TABLE II
ENRICHMENT FACTORS FOR URANYL IONS ON SOLIDS (Langmuir, 1978)

SOLID

Amorphous Ti(0H)4

Amorphous Fe3+ oxyhydroxides

Peat

Fine-grained geothite

Phosphorites

Montmorillonite

Kaolinite

ENRICHMENT FACTOR

8x104-106
1,1x106-2,7x106

104-106

4 x 103

15

6
2

T
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3. NUCLEAR PROPERTIES OF URANIUM

3.1 Radioactive Decay

3.1.1 Naturally occurring radioisotopes

There are three main radioactive elements in nature, viz. uranium, thorium and potassium. As these
elements are continually disintegrating by nuclear decay, their relative abundances in the earth's crust are
becoming less, but because of their exceptionally long half-lives they have not yet disappeared. 238|j has a
half-life similar to that of the age of the earth, i.e. 4,5 x 10.9 years. The half-life of 235u is slightly less,
being 8,8 x 108 years. Therefore the ratio 238u/235u has not remained constant throughout the life of the
earth, but at any point in time the ratio has a fixed value regardless of the source of uranium.

Variations in this natural 238u/235u ratio have only been observed in the Oklo uranium deposits of
Gabon, where, owing to the formation of a natural reactor, there has been a significant depletion of 235u
(Annon, 1972). In general this phenomenon is regarded as being an isolated occurrence and for our
purposes it is accepted that the 238u/235u ratio is constant. Uranium has a third important isotope, 234u,
which is a decay product of 238u. its abundance in relation to its parent is also not constant, but this
feature will be discussed in more detail later.

3.1.2 Radioactive decay series

The three radioactive series are given in Table I I I . They are Thorium (4n), the Uranium-Radium (4n+2) and
Uranium-Actinium (4n+3) series. The (4n+1) series does not exist in nature. For the three series listed the
mode of decay, the main energies of the a, (3 and y emissions, and the half-lives of the various isotopes are
given. The mode of radioactive decay is mainly by the emission of a- and ̂ -particles with de-excitation by
the emission of 7-rays and the mass of the decay product is either the same as that of the precursor
((3-decay) or four mass-units less (a-decay). Hence the usual refernce is 4n, 4r»+2 and 4n+3 series. The
uranium isotopes all decay by the emission of high-energy a-particles (about 4 MeV) and low-energy 7-rays
and X-rays (about 0,1 MeV).

TABLE III
DECAY SCHEMES FOR THE NATURALLY OCCURRING RADIOACTIVE

NUCLIDES IN THE 4n, 4n+2 AND 4n+3 SERIES

Thorium series (4n)

Isotope

«=Th

«"Ra

" " A c
•

MtTh
I

2"Ra
1

32°Rn

ai«p0

1
=iapb

1
-312 B i

i

aiaPo-i
L*2o.T|

zoipfej

Synonym

MsTh,

MsTha

RdTh

ThX

Tn

ThA

ThB

ThC

ThC
ThC"

ThD

Mode of decay

a

P

P
a

a

a

0,014%/!

t

66,3%/S

33,7% a

a
P

Stable

Energy (MeV)

4,0

0,002

1.6

72% 5,4
28% 5,3

S5%5.7
5% 5,4

6,3

6,8
(?)

88% 0,3
12% 0,6

2,3
1%6.6
2% 5.8
70% 6.0
27% 6,1

8,8
1.8

—

-lEnergy (MeV)

0,910,971,59

0,73

0,58:0,86:2,61

Half-life

1,4 x 1O'°Y

5,75 Y

6,13 H

1,91 Y
1,91V

3,64 D

55,6 S

10,64 h

0,24

60.6 M

3.0 » 10-S
3,05 M

—

•ThemoreimporMnl ;iayenergi€s*regiv>n. Continued..

si :
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Table I I I continued

Uranium-Actinium series (4n • 3)

Isotope

T"
s 1 1Pa

" T A c '

«'Th
1

" 3 R a

1
a">Rn

1
='°Po

•"'Pb
1

a"Bi
i

ao7T|

*°'Pb

Synonym

ArU

UV

-

—

RdAc

AcX

An

AcA

AcB

AcC

AcC"

AcD

Mode of decay

31

a

a

V

a

/I

a

l<

Stable

x, /I Energy (MeV)

4.5

0,2

83% 5,0
16% 4.7

0.02

46% 6.1
54% 5.8

76% 5,7
24% 5.5

84% 6.7
16% 6,3

7,4

20% 0.5
80% 1.4

84% 6,6
16% 6.3

1.5

—

/ Energy' (MeV) Half-life

7,04 » 10° Y

25,6 H

3,25" 10"Y

21.8 Y

18.72 D

11,4 D

3.96 S

1,78 » 10-3S

36.1 M

2.13 M

4,76 M

—

Uranium-Radium series (4n + 2)

Isotope

1
•

Tn

i
2"Pa

I

J,
" °Th

- P o

I

lB '

»'-Bi
i

i

Synonym

U ,

UX,

ux2

0

— '

Em

RaA

RaB

RaC

RaC

RaD

RaE

RaF

RaG

Mode of decay

a

P

8

a

a

a

a

II

II

a

H

P
a

Stable

a, /(energy MeV

4,2

56% 0,2

90% 0.5
10% 1.2

4,8

75% 4./
25% 4.6

93% 4.8
7% 4.6

5,5

6.0

0,7

23% 3.2
77% 1.7
7,7

0,03

1,2

5,3

— '

/. Energy" MeV

0.19

0.24:0.3.0.35
1,77

0,61:0.77:1,12

0.47

Half-life

4,47 x 1O=Y

24.1 D
44% 0.1

1.18M

2.44 » 10*Y

7.7 *10"Y

1600Y

3.824 D

3.05 M

26.8 M

19.8 M

1,64 » 10 *S

22.3 Y

5.01 D

138.4D

—
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3.2 Decay and Growth of Radionuclides

The rate of decay for a particular nuclide caused by its radioactive disintegration is determined by its

half-life. This is expressed by the equation

Nt
where N o

N t

X
t

T

= Noe~Al

= initial number of atoms

= number of atoms remaining after time t

= decay constant (= 0,693/T'/2)

= decay time

= half-life of the radioactive isotope

The growth of a radioactive daughter from its radioactive parent is controlled by the half-lives of both

isotopes. In the simple case where the half-life of the daughter is very much less than that of the parent, the

initial growth of the daughter is given by

N t = N 0 ( 1 - e - * t )

An example of this is shown by the decay of 222 Rn Wjth the simultaneous growth of its daughter isotope

218poinFig. 9.

This simple example can be extended to more complicated chain systems such as the radioactive decay

series given in Table I I I . The equations for the processes involved are given by Basson (1979) in this series.

The rate at which radionuclides, given in Table I I I , decay and in particular those with the shorter half-lives,
is dependent upon the parent nuclides with the long half-lives. For example the rate-controlling isotope for
the decay of 214(jj is 2 2 6 R 3 an^, to a lesser extent 222Rn, both of which are higher in the chain. Similarly
the rate-controlling isotope for 20&n j s 212pD.

Figure 10 gives examples of the growth and decay of various isotopes in the 238u decay chain.

Two cases are given. Case A depicts the growth of the daughter isotopes 234u, 230fh and 226 Ra (curves 2,
3 and 4) from their initially pure parent 23Bu (curve 1). Due to its very long half-life, 238u has hardly
shown any significant decay in the time considered. Equilibrium between parent and daughter isotopes is
reached after about 106 years. Case B illustrates the largely hypothetical situation where only 2 3 4 U exists
initially. With the decay of 234u (curve 5) there is a simultaneous growth of 230-Th and 226Ra (curves 6
and 7) until a maximum activity is reached between 10 5 and 10& years. Thereafter, both 230-Th and 226Ra

will decay at the same rate as 234u. Because of the relatively short half-life of 234u (2,44 x 1C)5 years),
compared to that of 238(j, it will disappear comparatively quickly. It is interesting to note that, although
the daughter isotope is produced by the decay of the parent, its activity often can exceed that of the
parent

3.3 Equilibrium and Disequilibrium

3.3.1 Basic concepts

When a radioisotope decays, producing a radioactive daughter with a half-life shorter than that of its parent,

a condition of radioactive equilibrium will eventually be attained in which the daughter product is decaying

as rapidly at it is being produced. The activity of the resultant mixture decreases at the same rate as that of

the parent, i.e. it is determined by the half-life of the parent. Once a state of equilibrium has been attained,

it will continue unless it is upset by the complete or partial removal of one or more of the radioactive

products in the decay chain, or by the addition of these products to the system. The system will, however,

eventually reach equilibrium again by the normal process of radioactive decay.

Mathematically these concepts can be described in the following manner

Ai = N1X1 (1)
and

i '•

'{

i

V
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A2 = N2X2 (2)
where At ,2 = the activities, or decay rates, of the two radionuclides 1 and 2

Ni,2 = number of atoms of radionuclides 1 and 2

Xi ;2 = decay constants of radionuclides 1 and 2

A true state of equilibrium is reached when the ratio of the number of atoms of the daughter and parent
becomes independent of time. The numbers of atoms are both decreasing, but at such rates that the ratio
remains constant. This also means that the activity ratio reaches a constant value. Rigid treatment of the
decay equations shows that this ratio is given by:

N2
(3)

When the half-life of the daughter is very much less than that of the parent, the value of \\ can be ignored
in relation to the value of X2 in calculating a difference, and equation (3) reduces to

N2

N2X2

h.
X2

A2
or ~ ~ = ——= 1

N1X1 AT
(4)

This simplification is, as was shown in Fig. 10, not always justified. For the purpose of this discussion it
will, however, be assumed that a state of equilibrium means equal activities for parent end daughter because
it is more convenient

It is important to note that equal activities under equilibrium conditions does not imply equal physical
amounts or equal concentrations for the two members of the pair. The relevant half-I if es must be
considered when calculating the relative ^mounts of the two species as shown in equation 4.

3.3.2 Causes of disequilibrium

There are two main causes for equilibrium not being established.

(a) Insufficient time has elapsed for the growth of the daughter radionuclide from its parent to reach the
condition described in equation 4.

(b) One or more of the radionuclides in the decay chain have either been added or removed which requires
a period of time for decay or growth of the nuclides respectively for re-establishment of equilibrium.

3.3.3 Examples of disequilibrium

During the last few years several important works discussing the problem of disequilibrium have appeared
(Levinson and Coetzee, 1978; Fleischer and Raabe, 1978; Titayeva and Veksler, 1977; Osmond and
Cowart, 1976).

This discussion will only deal with the uranium-radium (4n+2) series of Table I I I .

There are four positions in the decay series where major fractionation of isotopes can occur as illustrated in
Fig. 11. Titayeva and Veksler (1977) investigated the state of equilibrium within waters, granites and
sediments. From their results it is shown that serious fractionation can take place at any one or more of the
four positions in Fig. 11. Examples of some typical values of activity ratios are given in Table IV. The
disequilibrium in the 234(j/238u activity ratios in Table IV are not very great, but in certain environments
high values can be obtained. Groundwaters in the vicinity of Pelindaba have 234(j/238u activity ratios in
excess of 17 and for those in the Beaufort West district the range in values is between 1,5 and 6,5 with a
mean of 2,5 (R.J.N. Brits, personal comm.). Osmond and Cowart (1976) reported that generally the
234u/238(j activity ratio is greatest at the lower concentrations of uranium.
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TABLE IV
ISOTOPE RATIOS IN VARIOUS MATERIALS

(Titayeva and Veksler, 1977)

SAMPLE

Granite

Water

Sediment

238u

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

ISOTOPE

: 234u

0,96

0,71

0,92

1.2

3,0

1.2

1,0
—

ACTIVITY RATIOS

: 230TH :

1,1
2,7

1.6

1,2

-

0,3
0,03

4,1

226Ra

2,2

3,0

0,9

46

1,0

2,1
0,2

19

3.3.4 Isotop-c fractionation of 234y and 238u

Fundamentally there are two basic ideas that have been proposed for the fractionation of the 234y a n ( j
238(j isotopes, these are (1) electron stripping and (2) nuclear recoil. Much attention has been given to this
subject and yet there appears to be little unanimity on the exact mechanisms involved (Rosholt, 1959;
Rosholt et al, 1963; Dooley era/, 1966; Kolodny and Kaplan, 1970; Cherdyntsev, 1971; Kigoshi, 1971;
Osmond and Cowart, 1976; Fleischer and Raabe, 1978). Nuclear recoil is preferred by most workers and
yet there are variations concerning this process. The most recent attempt to determine the exact processes
involved was by Fleischer and Raabe (1978) who produced some convincing experimental evidence. Brief
outlines of some of the proposed mechanisms are given below.

3.3.4.1 Electron stripping

Kolodny and Kaplan (1970) assumed initially that 238u was in the +4 valency state. During the radioactive
decay of 238u to 234u (Table III) the two intermediate isotopes 2 3 4 T h and 234pa both emit /3-particles.
After each emission one electron is stripped off with the nett loss of 2 electrons in the process.
Consequently 234|j automatically assumes the +6 valency state and may be referred to as auto-oxidation.
This is diagrammatically represented in Fig. 12.

k ' ,.

3.3.4.2 Nuclear recoil

Due to the principles of conservation of momentum, nuclear recoil occurs when the product nucleus (or
isotope) recoils or moves in the opposite direction to the emitted particle. The recoil of a rifle after firing a
bullet is by analogy the same process. The nett effect is the transposition of an isotope from one place to
another within the crystal lattice wherein it occurs. In this context the 234jh is displaced due to the
emission of an o-particle during the decay of 238|j thereby influencing the relative position of 234(j.

(a) Dooley etal (1966) proposed that the recoil energy is sufficiently large to break the chemical bonds
which strips two electrons off the recoiling nucleus.

(b) Cherdyntsev (1971) proposed that 234u Was translocated by recoil from its original site to one that
was more readily accessible to oxidising solutions through crystal imperfections such as microcracks. In
this case it was not necessary to auto-oxidise 234(j by recoil. The permeating waters would then be
relatively enriched in 234u.

(c) Kigoshi (1971) discovered a-recoil tracks at the surface of crystals and suggested that recoiled 234u
could diffuse up the tracks making itself more readily available to oxidising waters.

\%

"
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(d) From direct experimental observation Fleischer and Raabe (1978) found that nuclear recoil ejected
particles thereby damaging sections of crystals which, when coming into contact with water, were
loosened or etched and carried away in solution. Not only recoiled atoms entered the water but also
loosened fragments. The overall effect was selective leaching of 234u a t t r i e e n ( j o f the track in the
physically damaged region.

In general, whichever processes that are involved in bringing about the fractionation of 234y a n c | 238u
isotopes, the disequilibrium caused has severe implications for radiometric prospecting for uranium.

3.3.4.3 Migration of uranium isotopes in water

At this stage it is pertinent to discuss the hydrological processes of uranium isotope migration into and out
of a uranium ore deposit or, to generalise, the leaching and depositional behaviour of uranium with respect
to its environment whether it be as small as a single mineral or as a large mass of rock. Figure 13 shows a
model for the migration and decay of uranium isotopes in a uranium ore deposit. The isotopes in the boxes
are those inherent in a uranium ore deposit. A solution carrying both 238y and 234u enters the system as a
flux. Part of the 238u remains in the pore solution, a part precipitates in the deposit, a part leaves the
system and a part decays to 234| j . Some of the 238|j in the ore will dissolve and leave the system in
solution. A similar situation applies to the 234(j flux.

In general, this implies that the system comprising the uranium ore body and the solutions entering and

leaving it is a dynamic one that continuously changes as long as there is an ore deposit or minerals

containing uranium with associated subsurface water of favourable chemical composition. In the situation

described above fractionation of the uranium isotopes is a very common process.

The 234( j /238u isotope ratio of the uranium flux in the pore water may be either in or out of equilibrium.
Assume that it is the latter case with an over-abundance of 234| j . A certain proportion of that uranium flux
precipitates in the ore deposit, then the initial isotopic ratio of that uranium deposited will be the same as
that of the solution. This implies that there is a proportion of 234u that is unsupported by its parent 238u
and the consequences of this situation are important for the relative abundance of 230 fh a n c j 2 2 6 R 3

daughter products.

3.3.4.4 The effect of the 234y /238u ratio o n prospecting techniques

The versitality of the scintillometer and spectrometer for exploration is wellknown because the instruments
can be used to estimate the concentration of uranium given as a term referred to as equivalent uranium
(eU). It is broadly defined as a reading on a scintillometer which has been calibrated against a uranium
source in equilibrium having a known uranium concentration. Equivalent and actual uranium values are not
necessarily equal.

Spectrometers use the 1,76 MeV gamma ray from 214gj for the determination of equivalsnt uranium.
214(3i (Ty2 = 19,8 min) is short-lived and falls well down in the (4n+2) uranium chain. The activity of the
214(3i is dependent upon the gaseous 222R n a n c j jf radon escapes, the chain is in disequilibrium. Even if it
is assumed that there is no radon loss the secular equilibrium is still largely dependent on the relation
between 2 2 6 R 3 a n t j 238| j which again assumed equilibrium between 234(j and 238u.

Consider now the contribution of 226Ra to secular equilibrium. The half-lives of 234(j a n ( j 230xh a r e Very

much longer than 226Ra (Table I I I ) and therefore geologically speaking, the 2 2 6 R 3 would be replenished

by radioactive growth in a relatively short time. On the basis of a closed system, the isotopes 222pin and

214gj would replenish themselves within approximately 40 d. Therefore 226Ra \s one o f the key isotopes

in the determination of equivalent uranium using a calibrated field instrument.

If the uranium dissolved in the groundwater has a 234u/238( j activity ratio of 1,0 and is precipitated from
solution in the same ratio, then the growth of 226Ra would follow the line R = 1,0 in Fig. 14. The activity
ratio 226R a /238| j will then attain equilibrium in about 1()6 years. However, the 234u/238u activity ratio
for groundwater is usually greater than unity. Curves for R = 1,2; 1,5 and 2,0 are also plotted. I t is noted
that the curves go above the equilibrium line, 226Ra/238u=1, and return back to that line at
approximately 2 x 106 years. The reason for this peak is that there is 226Ra accumulating from the
unsupported 234u. Therefore this means that there is a 'mixture' of 2 2 6 R 3 ' S I some from the unsupported
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234u and the remainder from the supported 234u. The unsupported 2 2 6 R 3 differentially grows and finally
decays with the unsupported 234u. The time of equilibrium to be reached for the R = 2,0 case is
approximately double that of R = 1 case.

The implications for this situation are very important and in particular for those uranium accumulations
having ages less than 2 x 10°" years. Consider the situation where the uranium in the grounfjwacer at R = 1,5
is being deposited. There are two ages where the activity ratio of 226Ra /238| j j s a t unity, i.e. 1,4 x 1 0 5

years and 1,6 x 106 years. This does not mean that there are two equilibrium ages, which is not possible,
but that the first age is an apparent equilibrium age, brought about by there being 50 % more of
unsupported 234(j. Furthermore, if a uranium deposit is being explored with a calibrated 7 spectrometer
(either portable or borehole types) and it has an actual age of, say, 2 x 105 years, there will be an
over-estimation of the equivalent uranium by an amount of 30 %, i.e. the difference between the value at
R = 1,5 and R = 1,0. Conversely, assume 226R a /238u = 0,8, then the apparent discrepancy between the
ages for the cases R = 1 and 1,5 will be 8,8 x 10^ years.

Therefore, if the uranium flux (Fig. 13) has a value R > 1 and part of that uranium is being precipitated,
then the grade of uranium will be over-estimated if the age of the deposited uranium is less than a few
million years. If the exact age of the deposit is known and is less than several million years, a good estimate
of the amount of disequilibrium may be calculated.

The radiometric technique whereby the degree of disequilibrium can be determined using the 7-ray energies

of the daughter products of 226pta in the (4n+2) decay chain may lead to severe errors. If R = 2 the error

will be so large ( > 100 %) that any result will become virtually meaningless for those deposits younger than

2 x 106 years.

The relationship between actual and enuivalent concentrations does show marked deviations in a large
number of instances (B. Corner, personal comm.). The question may now be asked, after what period of
time can a secondary uranium accumulation be detected? This is an important problem because the field
determinations of equivalent uranium assume that the uranium is in secular equilibrium, which is not
always the case, especially when uranium mineralisation is above the watertable.

A hypothetical example of a situation where disequilibrium occurs is given in Fig. 15.

Uranium is leached from a deposit, transported in solution as a uranyl complex and deposited in fluviatile
sediments. The actual uranium content in the recent sediment may be fairly high but does not emit 7-ray
activity as it is too young. Residual 2 2 6 R 3 j n the now depleted ore deposit will give an apparent uranium
anomaly. The problem hinges around the short-lived 7-emitting isotope 214gj r which is a daughter of
226p a and therefore its radioactivity is dependent upon the growth of 226Ra f r o m 230Th and the residual
2 2 6Ra . Referring back to Fig. 14 and assuming the idealised case of R = 1 there will be approximately
1,5 % of the equilibrium amount of 226Ra after 3 000 years and 3,5 % after 6 000 years. Therefore 7-ray
activity could be detected within this time span. However, in the case R = 2, which is more likely the
situation in nature, 7-ray activity could be detected between 1 000 and 2 000 years and possibly even
earlier.

This section has attempted to highlight the significance of the fractionation between 2 3 4 U and 2 3 8 U has
on prospecting for uranium using field instruments such as scintillometers and spectrometers.

3.3.5 Isotopic fractionation of 2 3 0 m

The isotope ratios given in Table IV showed that 230Th was also fractionated relative to the other isotopes
in the decay chain. Titayeva and Veksler (1977) pointed out, whereas the fractionation of the uranium
isotopes was brought about by their chemical properties, recoil and isotope exchange (Fig. 13), the thorium
isotope abundance was influenced by its own chemical characteristic? in addition to those of its parent
234(j. It has generally been assumed that thorium was immobile in the secondary environment. Leaching
experiments by Titayeva and Veksler on rock fragments containing both thorium and uranium using a 5 %
Na2CO3 solution (the pH of the solution was not stated but assumed to be in excess of 8) demonstrated
that both elements were leached. Their results showed that in most of the experiments thorium passed into
solution more easily than uranium. However, the instability of the thorium ionic forms and the ease in
which thorium is adsorbed limits its mobility considerably which will then affect the state of equilibrium
between 230Th and the uranium isotopes. Sakanoueefa/ (1968) determined 2 3 0 T J I / 2 3 8 U activity ratios
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on uranium ores from the Ningyo-Toge mine in Japan and found that the activity ratio varied between 0,95

and 9,5 which indicates the severity of the disequilibrium that can take place.

If the 234u/238u activity ratio is out of equilibrium then automatically the 230Th/238u activity will also

not be in equilibrium and will remain so until such time that all the unsupported or depleted 234y has

decayed or grown in respectively.

3.3.6 Isotopic fractionation of 2 2 6 R a

The distribution of 226p a in the earth is of fundamental importance to the exploration techniques of

scintillometry and radon emanometry.

Fractionation of 226Ra w a s reviewed by Levinson and Coetzee (1978). They pointed out that the
concentration of 226Ra in groundwaters ( 1 0 ~ 7 - 1 0 - 3 p p D ) j s much lower than the solubility of certain
of its compounds, such as RaSO4 having a solubility of 20 ppb at 25 °C. Because of this, there is no
solubility barrier to the mobility of radium. However, certain types of deposits such as radiobarite and
some peats are enriched in radium.

The fractionation of radium is controlled by chemical and nuclear mechanisms.

t
1

3.3.6.1 Chemical mechanisms

Four mechanisms are responsible for removing radium from uranium rich solutions.

(a) Cocrystallisation takes place when barium and radium, both being alkaline earths, precipitate to form

radiobarite. Because of their similar chemical characteristics they can occupy the same structural sites

in certain crystals.

(b) Coprecipitation is a process whereby hydroxides of iron and in particular manganese scavenge radium
from solution during precipitation at spring orifaces.

(c) Adsorption; radium is preferentially adsorbed onto surfaces of clays, hydroxides of iron and manganese
and organic matter in peats.

(d) Biological uptake; plants readily accept radium and other alkaline earths in the same way. Radium is
more readily absorbed into the plant tissues than uranium which brings about a significant
fractionation between the respective isotopes.

3.3.6.3 Nuclear mechanism

The nuclear fractionation of 226R a has been discussed in detail in Section 3.3.4 because it is determined by
the 234u/238u ratio.

3.3.7 Isotopic fractionation of 222R n

The fractionation of radon has been discussed in detail in another paper in this series (Hambleton-Jones and
Smit, 1979) and will therefore not be dealt with here.

3.3.8 General remarks

The quantitative relationship between the isotopes in the radioactive decay series depends upon their
chemical and nuclear properties such as half-lives, isotope exchange and nature of the surrounding media.
So long as external influences do not affect the decay chain, it will remain in equilibrium. With the
interaction between solid and liquid phases disequilibrium results which, in turn, is a qualitative measure of
the nature and magnitude of the interaction that has taken place. For example, by determining the relative
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abundance of some of the isotopes in the uranium-radium (4n+2) decay chain it is possible to interpret the
nature of some of the processes affecting a uranium ore deposit. Levinson and Coetzee (1978) summarising
the work of Rosholt (1959) listed the following relationships:

(a) 234 j > 238u > 230-fh > 226Ra indicates a young accumulation of epigenetic uranium. This is the

type of deposition indicated in Fig. 6.

(b) 234u > 230jh «* 226Ra > 238u indicates an older accumulation of epigenetic uranium than in (a)

above.

(c) 230xh > 2 2 6 R 3 > 238u > 234u indicates a recent partial leaching of an old uranium deposit.

(d) 230rh > 2 2 6 R 3 > 234u > 238u indicates recent leaching, but more severe than in (c) above.

If, due to some geological event, the uranium ore deposit again becomes a closed system the unsupported
fractions of the isotope abundances will decay and equilibrium will re-establish itself once again. This
'tell-tale' distribution of the isotopes will therefore no longer apply.

4. SOURCE OF URANIUM

The distribution of the major uranium deposits over the globe indicates that there are certain favourable
zones in which they occur, commonly termed uranium provinces. This predestination seems to be a
consequence of the preconcentration of uranium originally enriched in rocks of some areas. This concept
has been demonstrated in areas of the Canadian Shield (Darnley etal. 1975), the two mica granites of the
Central Massif in France and the Basement Complex of the Damara Orogenic Belt in South West Africa. In
their study of the Precambrian basements, Anhaeusser et al (1969) suggested that there were thermal events
during which the more volatile elements migrated towards the surface during the process of craton
formation. Presumably these granites were the source from which the uranium was initially dei ived, as
geochemically it will concentrate in the late phases of granitisation.

Isotope ratios of Th, U, and Pb in the granite mountains (Rosholt and Bartel, 1969; Nkomo and Rosholt,
1972; Rosholt etal, 1973) of the Sweetwater Arch in Wyoming indicated that lead behaved as ? -Hosed
system whereas uranium did not Considerably more 238u must have been present to account , the
relatively high abundance of radiogenic lead. It is evident that uranium was leached out, providing a source
for the uranium deposits in the Wyoming sedimentary basins. Similar conclusions were derived for the
uranium mineralisation in the calcretes and gypcretes of the Namib Desert (Hambleton-Jones, 1976).

Most of the uranium ultimately seems to have been derived from igneous rocks and more particularly
granites. The average abundance of uranium ir: the various rock types is given in Table V and that for the
rock-forming minerals in Table VI. The major minerals contain on average little uranium but the hydrous
minerals, such as biotite snd hornblende, are relatively enriched. Most of the uranium in rocks is located in
accessory minerals such as sphene, zircon and monazite.

TABLE V
THE AVERAGE ABUNDANCE OF URANIUM
IN VARIOUS ROCK TYPES AND SEA WATER

HOST ROCKS

Mean value in lithosphere

Ultrabasic rocks

Basalts

Syenites
Diorites

Acid rocks (high Ca)

(low Ca)

Slates and clays

Sandstones

Carbonates

Sea water

Uppm

2,6

0,002

0,75

3,0

1,8

3,0

3,0

Z.2

0,45

2,2

0,003
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TABLE VI
CONCENTRATION OF URANIUM IN ROCK-FORM ING MINERALS

(Rogers and Adams, 1970)

MINERAL

Quartz

Feldspar

Biotite

Hornblende

Pyroxene

Olivine

U ppm

1,7

2,7
8,1
7,9
3,6
0,05

5. GEOCHEMICAL CYCLE OF URANIUM

To form a uranium ore deposit successive stages of preconcentration are required. All the stages through
which the uranium passes to form the different types of uranium ore deposits are collectively referred to as
the geochemical cycle, a typical model of which is given in Fig. 16. The diagram is self-explanatory and at
any stage in the cycle and under favourable conditions the uranium may be leached and deposited to form
an ore deposit.

I;-.
Hi
Ifl

-\

6. CONCLUSIONS

The geochemistry of uranium and that of the more abundant isotopes in the radioactive decay chains is of
fundamental importance to the understanding of the origins of uranium ore deposits and the application of
both geophysical and geochemical prospecting techniques.

Disequilibrium within uranium ore plays havoc with analytical techniques using instruments such as
scintillometers and spectrometers which rely on the abundance of isotopes such as 214pD and 214gj which
lie far down in the radioactive decay chain. The nett result is either an over- or underestimation of the grade
of the uranium ore. Reasonably accurate results with these techniques necessitate a condition of
equilibrium and frequently this is not obtained.

Selection of potential target areas for uranium prospecting requires models based upon known geological
and geochemical relationships within uranium deposits which can then be extrapolated to likely areas with
no known occurrences. Theoretical aspects of uranium deposition provide the basic information needed to
evaluate a regional plan for exploration. For this purpose criteria such as source for the uranium,
mechanisms by which it was transported and deposited, distance from source area and chemistry of the ore
must be evaluated. Therefore basic geological information coupled' with geochemical evidence regarding
potential target areas is vital to the understanding of the mass relations of a uranium ore body to its host
environment.

Without the knowledge of the basic concepts governing the geochemistry of uranium, the task of finding
and evaluating uranium ore deposits becomes all that more difficult.
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Fig. 1. Eh-pH diagram showing the relative importance of +4, +5 (as Uo£) and +6 vaient uranium species
at 25 oc for 2t /=238ppb at a typical groundwater CO2 pressure of 1 kPa (Langmuir, 1978}
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Fig. 2. The effect of uranous fluoride complexing on the solubility of uraninite at 25 °C (Langmuir, 1978)

100

Fig. 3. The stability ranges of uranyl carbonate complexes as a function ofpH, for PCO2 = ' kPa *nd U -
2,4 ppb (Langmuir, 1978)
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Fig. 4. Distribution of uranyl complexes in the groundwaters of the Wind River Formation at 25 °C and
=°'3<t(Pa ILangmuir, 1978)

(0

1
Fig. 5. Eh-pH diagram
for uranium at25°C and
100 kPa pressure
showing the mobile
species Uo2+,
U020H+, UO2CO3,
U02<C03)2 and
U02<C03)3

U~ under
oxidising conditions and
U*+ and U0H3+ under
reducing conditions.
Separate fields of the
solid uraninite species are
shown but in nature they
are probably represented
by a single non-stokhio-
metric phase of similar
stability (Rose, 1977)
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Fig. 6. The solubility of uraninite, U02, at pH 8 and 25 °C as a function of Eh and Pco? The Eh values of
some1 of the more important redox reactions are shown (Langmuir, 1978)
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Fig. 7. Eh-pH
diagram in the
system K-U-V-02
•H20-C02 at
25OC. K = 39
ppm, U = 0,24
ppm, V= 0,1 ppm
(as VO4) and

PCO2 = ' kPa
(Langmuir, 1978)
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amorphous Fe(ni) Oxide (3.24q/S)
I U added * I ppm
• O.CHM KCI, no CO2

o O.OIM (KCI + KHCOj), o i r C 0 2

Fig. 8. Adsorption of uranyi ions onto Fe3+ oxyhydroxide versus pH and CO2 concentration (Langmuir,
1978)

2,0 r

Growth of a i aPo daughter
from 22aRn parent

0,1

Decay time (minutes)
Fig. 9. Decay of 222 Rn and the simultaneous growth of its daughter /so
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ACTIVITIES OF OAUSHTERS IN THE

URANUM DECAY SERIES

VALUES ARE RELATIVE TO MTIAL

ACTIVITY Of 2JUu

CASE A-ONLY titU INITIALLY
CASE B ONLY 2 3 < U INITIALLY

10' 10'

ELAPSED TIME (YEARS)

Fig. 10. Growth and decay curves of various isotopes in the 238u decay series

238u^2 34lj[-*
1
i

/

230rh\-*22
I
i

2
I
3

222fin\-*

•
4

218Po

Fig. 11. Positions in the uranium-radium series where fractionation between the isotopes commonly takes
place causing disequilibrium

Fig. 12. Diagrammatic representation of the process of auto-oxidation by electron stripping
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2 3 8 238H

[a3OThF=0] [230ThL=o]

2 3 5 u

SYMBOLS
UF Uranium flux
Up Uranium in pore water
UL Uranium leached

1238U| Isotope in ore body

[231 PAL= 0]

Fig. 13. A model of the migration and deposition of uranium in a uranium ore deposit

1,4-

10
t (years) 10e

Fig. 14. The growth of 226 fa from / g parent 234(j is shown. When uranium is precipitated from solution
with an activity ratio R = 234u/238u = / men secular equilibrium will be attained in 1<fi years. lfB>1
then there is an amount of unsupported 234U and secular equilibrium is attained at a greater age
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Recent stream
U0,(C0,)1-2Ha03~ in solution

Fluviatile sediments with recently
deposited uranium in palaeo-
drainage channels

Anomaly due to
a '*Bianda1*Pb
giving a high
apparent uranium
content

*

Actual uranium
content

Fig. 15. Diagrammatic representations of the relation between actual and equivalent uranium
concentrations in a weathering environment (Toens, 1975)

Stratiform deposits
confined to sedimentary
basins

General metamorphism

Solution, placer

Syngenetic/
epigenetic
stratiform

Catazone
refractory
minerals

Fig. 16. The geochemical cycle ofuranium (After Bigotte, 1964)
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LECTURE 4

MINERALOGY AND MOBILITY OF URANIUM

B.H. UITERWUK
SENIOR SCIEN TIST: MINER A LOGY

NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR METALLURGY

1. INTRODUCTION

Various types of uranium deposits occur in Southern Africa, such as pegmatite deposits at Rossing, ancient

placer deposits in the Witwatersrarsd, stratabound deposits in the Karoo and deposits associated with

alkaline complexes such as Ptialaborwa and Pilanesberg. This paper shortly deals with the mineralogy of

uranium minerals and the behaviour of uranium during oxidation and transport.

2.MINERALS WITH TRACE AND MINOR AMOUNTS OF URANIUM

In many minerals uranium only occurs in minor amounts. The Uranium usually occurs as U 4 + , which has an

ionic radius of 0,97 A. It might therefore occur in the positions of elements with similar dimensions, which

is particularly true at high temperatures, and eventually combine with a valency exchange.

The uranium content in these minerals is usually 0,1 % or less. In general they are accessory minerals such
as zircon, apatits, epidote, monazite, etc. The a-emission of the uranium often produces peculiar features in
the minerals such as isotropisation, radioactive haloes in surrounding minerals, etc.

Economically these minerals are of no importance unless present in very large quantities, in which case they
might be recovered as by-products (as in some phosphate deposits).

In another large group of minerals, often pegmatite minerals with very complicated mixed crystals, uranium
does not necessariiy occur in the structural formula, but usually acts as substitute for the rare-earth
elements, tkanium, iron(ll), etc. Examples are euxenite, pyrochlore group minerals, brannerite, and
baddeleyiie. Although these minerals might contain many weight per cent of uranium, this is only a small
mcJeculai percentage, due to the high atomic weight.

The a-emission in this second group of minerals often causes metamictisation; this is the loss of optical and
physical properties due to lattice destruction. Part of these characteristics might be restored with heating.

Because of low concentrations in the host rocks these minerals are not of economic importance, unless
concentrated in some way (placers).

3. MINERALS WITH URANIUM AS AN ESSENTIAL CONSTITUENT

This group of minerals can be subdivided into tetravalent ( U 4 + ) and hexavalent (U6+) minerals. The
tetravalent minerals are usually oxides, silicates and niobate-tantalates that are either anhydrous or contain
water as an hydroxyl ion. The formulae are usually simple (uraninite, UO2 coffinite USiO4|.x .(OH)4X).
The hexavalent minerals consist of carbonates, phosphates, silicates, arsenates, vanadates, etc., commonly in
association with uranium plus some other cation. Usually these supergene minerals contain abundant H2O
in their structural formulae (metazeuner i te Cu(UO2)2(AsO4)2.8H2O, carnot i te
K (UO2)2<VO4)2.I-3H2O)). These minerals are invariably bright yellow, grsen or orange-coloured and are
generally fluorescent. Occasionally economic deposits of hexavalent minerals are found, like the carnotite
deposits of the Colorado Plateau. - >-•

Uraninite and coffinite, economically the most important uranium minerals, will be treated in more detail.

v
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3.1 Uraninite (UO2)

Uraninite is the most important uranium mineral in the various deposits of Southern Africa, i.e. in those of
the Witwatersrand Basin, at Rossing, and is also present in the Karoo. Uraninite is a black brittle mineral
with splintery to rough-conchoidal cleavage, and theoretically contains 88 % U. The hardness is 5,5 — 6 and
specific gravity is 10,95 (for synthetic material). Luster is submetallic and iron-like in unaltered crystals,
but in altered material it is usually dull or pitch-like to slightly greasy.

Uraninite is cubic and crystallises in the hexaoctahedral crystal class, (4/m,3,2/m), which is the highest

symmetry form of the cubic system.

The crystal structure is analogous to that of fluorite where each

each 0 2 ion is in four-fold coordination (Fig. 1).

ion is in eight-fold coordination and

Natural uraninite virtually always occurs in an oxidised state. This has a notable effect on the cell

dimensions of the uraninite lattice, which decreases with increasing oxygen content (UO2 5,468 A -UC>2,6

±5,36 A). The cell dimensions are also affected by substitutions like Th and Ce. For example, substitution

of Th results in an increase of the cell parameters.

Analyses of uraninite usually indicate an excess of oxygen (i.e. a composition between UO2 and UO3)
which is due to radioactive disintegration and/or oxidation. Uraninite quite often contains radiogenic lead,
whereas T h 4 + and Ce4+ regularly act as substitutes for U4+. IT1O2 and CeO2 are miscible with UO2 in
unlimited proportions, transposing into thorianite and cerianite, however, minerals with 15 — 5 5 % T h O 2
are lacking in the UO2-ThO2 system.

3.1.1 Modes of occurrence

Uraninite generally occurs in subordinate amounts of different rocks, for example:

(a) in granites and other acidic rocks. The thorium content of these rocks is usually much higher than the
uranium content, but the thorium is, for the greater part, located in independent minerals, particularly
monazite. The uraninite contains up to 15 % ThO2;

(b) in pegmatites of granitic and foyaitic rocks where the thorium and rare-earth contents of the uraninites
are commonly high. The ThO2 content might be as high as 15%, whereas in rare-earth pegmatites
contents of more than 15 % CeO2 have been reported;

(c) in skarns and hydrothermal veins. The veins are in particular associated with Co-Ni—Ag-(Bi) minerals.

The thorium content in the uraninites is low;

(d) in stratabound sandstone deposits (Colorado-type) in a strongly reducing environment. The actual
mineralisation usually occurs in zones rich in carbonaceous matter. Low thorium content of the
uraninites;

(e) in placers like those of the Witwatersrand. Relatively small amounts of thorium in the uraninites seem
to increase the resistance to attrition and oxidation. Uraninite with more than 1 % ThO2 can survive as
river detritus under present-day atmospheric conditions.

3.2 Coffinite (USiO4,.x(OH)4x)

This mineral seems to be the major phase of the Karoo deposits. Coffinite occurs as a dark, coaly to
pitch-like substance which theoretically contains nearly 82 % U (for x = 0) . The hardness ranges from 5 —
6. The specific gravity is 5 ,1 , but is ordinarily lower owing to porosity and admixtures (down to about 2,2).
Ceil dimensions are a o = 6,94 A, c0 = 6,31 A. The mineral crystallises in the tetragonal crystal class, but is
commonly isotropisised.

Coffinite is isostructural with zircon, with both uranium and silica in four-fold coordination (Fig. 2) .
-t
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Published analyses of coffinites generally show a number of additional elements such as As, Al, V, Fe and P.
However, these elements are probably not essential, but derived from different admixtures. Energy
dispersive analyses on Karoo coffinites indicate only the presence of uranium and silica.

Hydrothermally formed coffinite often forms radiating masses, whereas precipitates from circulating
groundwaters are more likely to form coarser Dotryoidal masses or aggregates that cement the silicate
grains. In the latter case it in fact takes the place of the clay/chlorite matrix.

Older coffinites are often dusted with galena and/or lead. Coffinite might break down to the assemblage
quartz-uraninite.

3.2.1 Modes of occurrence

(a) In Colorado Plateau-type deposits, where it is associated with carbonaceous matter, pyrite, uraninite,
etc. In the Karoo it seems to be the main tetravalent uranium mineral.

(b) In hydrothermal veins.

4. CARBONACEOUS MATTER

The origin of the carbonaceous matter can be manifold. It rriay originate as coal fragments derived from
plant material or originate from hydrocarbons that have been polymerised and converted into materials
similar to coal. This conversion may occur during the various stages of metamorphism.

In many sandstone-type deposits carbonaceous matter is present in large amounts, where it acts as a
reducing agent for the uranyl ion. The uranium minerals are usually restricted to dark bands enriched with
carbonaceous matter and are sometimes intergrown with it.

In the Witwatersrand, 'Thucholite' is a major uranium phase. The name is a contraction of the elements
present, though thorium is in fact only of minor importance. It is usually formed by fine-grainod uraninite
that has been surrounded by migrating hydrocarbons. In black marine shale:,, which are usually very
low-grade "ores", the uranium is closely associated with carbonaceous matter which i..«irs abundantly in
these rocks.

5. PHASE RELATIONS IN THE SYSTEM UO2-SiO2-H2O-O2

In sandstone-type deposits with coexisting uraninite and coffinite the groundwaters contain more dissolved
silica than the average content in groundwater (± 17 ppm). It therefore seems highly likely that coffinite
becomes stable, relative to uraninite at intermediate silica levels (> ±60 ppm), a situation that is rather
common in groundwaters in arid climates.

The composition of uraninite in equilibrium with coffinite is about UO2,08- l n this environment,
amorphous silica is present instead of quartz. The possible phase relations in the system
UO2-S1O2-H2O-O2 are drawn in Fig. 3.

6. OXIDATION AND TRANSPORT OF URANIUM

Uraninite and coffinite are extremely insoluble in waters of normal pH. The concentration of urancus
hydroxy complexes is usually below 0,05 ppb, but the presence of fluorine increases the solubility of
uranium below a pH of 4 (formation of uranous fluoride complexes) (see Fig. 4).

However, oxidising conditions and the presence of carbonates, phosphates, etc. in the groundwater greatly
increase the mobility of uranium and the solubility of uraninite. These phenomena are best illustrated by
varying carbonate concentrations. In the Eh-pH diagram of the U-O2-CO2-H2O system, uraninite has a
large stability field (Fig. 5), but increasing Eh and/or pH favours the formation of VO%+ and various
carbonate complexes. Fig. 6 shows that for a pH 8 at Eh values of above -0,05 V the solubility of uraninite
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increases about a 1 0 0 0 times from atmospheric pressures (PCO2 = 0,032 kPa or 1 0 ~ 3 ' 5 atm) to
groundwater levels (1,013 kPa or 1 0 - 2 a t m ) .

7. PRECIPITATION OF URANIUM FROM GROUNDWATERS

The formation of a tetravalent uranium deposit requires the reduction of the mobile uranyl ion to U 4 + and
the subsequent precipitation of the highly insoluble uraninite (coffinite). To obtain this, proportionate
amounts <>f more abundant phases must be oxidised. The following reactions are capable of reducing U 6 +

to U4+ : HS~oxidation to S o | ~ ; Fe2+ to Fe(OH>3; FeS2(pyrite) oxidation to Fe2+ and SO^~; CH4 to
CO2; and H2 to H2O. With the exception of the latter reaction the oxidation potentials are plotted in Fig.
6. Obviously each one of these reactions can precipitate uraninite from groundwater, reducing it to levels
below the detection limit. Because of a very low Eh, hematite does not precipitate directly from
groundwater, but at elevated temperatures kinetic and thermodynamic factors favour oxidation of Fe2+,
which can lead to the coprecipitation of uraninite and hematite as occurs in vein-type uranium deposits.

Sorption on natural colloidal matter, particularly organic matter and various oxyhydroxides and to a much
lesser extent zeolites and clays, is often quite important in precipitating uranium. Once the uranyl ion has
been adsorbed reduction to LJ4+ might occur, either by mobile reductants like CH4 or H2S or, if the
sorbent is organic matter, by the sorbent itself. However, reduction does not necessarily take place and in
this case the uranyl ion may be desorbed by certain Eh-pH changes, like an increase of alkalinity at a
constant pH or by increasing pH.

Obviously solubilities, sorption and evaporation greatly influence the precipitation of uranyl minerals. On
the Colorado Plateau the main uranyl minerals are the vanadates, carnotite and tyuyamunite, the
phosphates of the autunite group and the silicate uranophane. It has been found that phosphates and
silicates are at least a hundred times more soluble than the vanadates and rarely precipitate from
groundwater except under special condition!!. The vanadates are the least soluble, even at low vanadium
concentrations. The phosphates can be expected when phosphorus is available but virtually no vanadium,
whereas uranophane only ssems to be stable in silica-rich systems which are dificient in both vanadium and
phosphorus.

In the Karoo the distribution of uranyl minerals differs from the above situation in so far that vanadates
only occur sporadically, whereas arsenates become very important together with (as above) phosphates and
silicates. This indicates the importance of arsenic in the Karoo (predeominantly as arsenopyrite), whereas
on the other hand the vanadium content must be considered negligible.

Generally the uranyl minerals form adjacent to such tetravalent minerals as uraninite and coffinite, but
transport over considerable distances is not uncommon.
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:Ca; Q:
Fig. 1. Clinographic projection of the unit cell of the cubic structure of fluorite, CaF2-
(After Evans, 1964)
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Fig. 2 The structure of zircon. The eight bonds from each zircon atom to neighbouring oxygens are shown
only at the centre of the figure.
(After Bragg, 1937}.
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UO 2 (OH) 2 H 2 0
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Ct-U3Oe
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Fig. 3. Possible phase relations in the system UO2~SiO2-H2O-O2 at 25 °C with the activity of H2O = 1
for amorphous silica (Fig. 3a) and for quaru (Fig. 3b). Percentages are molecular.
(After Langmuir, June 1978)
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Fig. 4. The effect of uranous-fluoride complexing on the solubility of uraninite, UO2M. vspHat2S°C.
(After Langmuir, June 1978)

Fig. S. Bh-pH diagram in the
U-O2-CO2-H2O system at
25OC for PC02 = 10-2 atm.
Uraninite, UO2M, solution
boundaries are drawn at
10-6 M (0,24 ppm) dissolved
uranium species. "H & G"
denotes the boundary of the
uraninite stability field
according to HOSTETLER
and GARRELS (1962).
(After Langmuir, June 1978)
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Eh (volts)
Fig. 6. The solubility of uraninite, UO2M, atpH = 8 and 25 °C as a function of Eh and PC02 Also shown

are the Eh values for some important redox reactions computed assuming CH4 = CO2, SO4 =HS~, Fe2+

= 10-4 Mf ana- SO4~ = 10~3 M.

(After Langmuir, June 1978)
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LECTURE 5

INSTRUMENTATION AS APPLIED TO
SOURCE MATERIAL EXPLORATION

D.W. VANROOYEN
Electronics Engineer

Rio Tinto Exploration (Pty) Ltd

1. INTRODUCTION

Previous speakers have told you of the basic physics of radioactivity. This lecture is intended to tell you
something of the tools available to you at the present time, and later speakers will tell you about
techniques, i.e. how to use these tools.

In general, no detailed description of the inner workings of sub-units will be given, but they will be treated
more like boxes whose functions are explained in terms of their input and output, and the conditions that
affect their operation.

2. STATISTICAL FLUCTUATIONS

As the atomic disintegrations in any one nuclide are completely independent of one another, their
frequency follows Poisson's statistical distribution. The most important feature of this distribution (from
our point of view) is that the standard deviation equals the square root of the number of counts
(disintegrations) in any specified period of time. Thus, any single count N must be regarded as N± \ / N .

The fractional deviation is then \ / N 7 N = 1 / \ / N ! From this it follows that the larger the count is, the
smaller the fractional deviation, i.e. the smaller the error. For example, when N = 100 the standard
deviation is 10%, but when N = 10 000 the standard deviation is only 1 %.

When adding or subtracting counts a and b, each with an inherent uncertainty (\/a"and Vb~respectively),
the resultant uncertainty always increases. The table below shows what happens in some simple cases.

Standard Deviation

a + b
a-b
(a + b) - b

The last case is frequently encountered in practice and it is important to realise that:

Va + 2b w Va when b is small
«s V2b~ when a is small

When N is large the Poisson distribution approximates to a normal distribution. Therefore, having obtained
the standard deviation (i.e. \/N) from the Poisson distribution, it is more convenient now to use the normal
distribution in all calculations.

In the normal distribution 6 8 % of all readings fall within ±o (one standard deviation) either side of the
mean, 95 % within ±2a and 99 % within ±3a. This can also be stated the other way, namely, that any
reading can be regarded as within ±o of the true reading with 68 % confidence, within ±2(7 with 95 %
confidence and within ±3CT with 99 % confidence.
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3. DEAD TIME

Some electronic sub-units used in instruments have a dead time immediately following activation by a
pulse. Any other pulse arriving during this dead time will be lost.

For scintillation counting systems this dead time can usually be reduced to about 5 jus or less. Geiger-Muller
counter tubes, however, have inherent dead times of the order of 500 /us which is 100 times longer than
that of a scintillation counter.

The effect of deed time is to introduce a non-linearity into the response curve, as shown in Fig. 1.

When the system dead time is known, it can be corrected for by the formula

where N = true counts per second
n = observed counts per second
t = dead time in seconds

The dead time of an instrument can be estimated if two or more combinations of values of true and
observed count rates can be obtained (Crew and Berkoff, 1970; Technical Report Series 174,1976). This
method is particularly applicable to borehole loggers if at least two test boreholes are available, one with
medium-grade ore and the other with high-grade ore. If the grades are accurately known, the observed
count rate in the medium-grade hole can be extrapolated to give the expected count rate in the high-grade
hole. The dead time can then be obtained by a graphical method, or by a computer program using an
iterative technique, or by calculation using the formula below.

where

t =

t =
n =
m =
R =

n— Rm
nm (1 -R)
dead time in seconds
observed count in low-grade hole
observed count in high-grade hole
ratio of grades
grade in low-grade hole
grade in high-grade hole

4. DETECTORS OF NUCLEAR RADIATIONS

This discussion will be limited to a few detectors from each of two main groups:

4.1 Detection by ionisation produced in gasas and semiconductors

4.2 Detection of scintillations produced in certain solids and liquids

4.1.1 Geiger-Muller tube

The GM tube consists of an outer cylindrical tube of metal or glass with a cylindrical conductor inside it,
and a central wire insulated from the outer conductor. The tube is filled with an inert gas at a pressure
lower than atmospheric pressure. Some tubes have a mixture of gases in them.

Nuclear radiations will cause ionisation of some of the gas molecules in the tube, i.e. produce separate
positive and negative charges. If, in addition, a high voltage exists between the electrodes, the movement of
these charges produces an avalanche effect so that the total charges reaching the electrodes are millions of
times larger than the original charges. This gives an easily measurable output current pulse from the tube.

All radiations cause the same magnitude of output pulses. Therefore, there is no way of discriminating
between the energy levels of the radiations. i
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A GM tube will detect gamma rays, and those alpha and beta particles having sufficient energy to pass

through the outer walls of the tube. The so-called organically quenched tubes have a limited life because the

organic gas is slowly decomposed during its active life.

The advantages of GM tubes lie in the simple electronic circuitry, the low cost and robustness. They can
also be used at high temperatures, special tubes being useful up to 300 °C (Harshaw Catalogue, 1971). For
these reasons GM tubes are still being produced and used in certain applications even though, in
exploration, they have largely been replaced by scintillation counters that give a much higher count rate
when used for the detection of gamma rays.

4.1.2 Semiconductor detectors (Ortec Catalogue and Bulletins; Oosting, 1967; Nuclear Techniques, 1969)

Slabs of silicon or germanium crystals can be used as detectors, provided certain impurities are introduced
into the crystal structure to create, what is termed, a PN junction (familiar to many people as a rectifying
junction). When a voltage is applied to reverse bias, this junction - a thin depletion layer — is formed
between P and N regions. Ionising radiations penetrating to this depletion layer will cause minute pulses of
current to flow between the N and the P region. By employing special low-noise amplifiers these pulses can
be magnified sufficiently to be counted.

By special manufacturing techniques the PN junction, and thus the depletion layer, can be formed very
close to one surface of a slice of silicon so that alpha and beta particles will penetrate the junction and
cause ionisation. These are called surface barrier detectors. They will operate at normal room temperatures.

Diffused junction detectors have a thin inactive layer on the surface of the slice, approximately 0,2 /urn

thick, which is still thin enough to allow most alpha and beta particles to penetrate to the active depletion

layer.

Silicon PIN diodes (positive — instrinsic - negative) usually have a thicker surface layer. In this case, the
intrinsic layer is the active one, but gamma rays (and high-energy particles) will still cause ionisation.
However, the layer is too thin to absorb all the energy in a gamma ray and, therefore, it cannot be used for
gamma spectrometry.

By a lithium drifting process the same effect as a thick intrinsic layer can be obtained. The active layer can
then be made sufficiently thick to absorb all the energy in the gamma ray;,. The sizes of the output pulses
are proportional to the energy of the gamma rays which produce them and the detector can be used for
gamma spectrometry.

Because the lithium is very mobile at normal temperatures, the detector has to be cooled to less than
100 O K ( -173 oc) to immobilise the lithium after the drifting process. This low temperature can be
achieved by using liquid nitrogen (77 °K) or melting solidly frozen propane (80 ° K ) . The low temperature
also has the advantage that the semiconductor pre-amplifiers emp'oyed have lower internal noise at these
temperatures. However, it is necessary to operate the detector and pre-amplifier in a vacuum to prevent ice
forming. These detectors are often made in a coaxial form, as shown in Fig. 3.

Lithium-drifted germanium, Ge(Li), detectors give a far better resolution of the various gamma-ray energies

than scintillation detectors, as can be seen in Fig. 3 which shows a spectrogram obtained with a Ge(Li)

detector compared with one obtained from a scintillation detector using a Nal(TI) crystal.

Silicon-diffused junction detectors are used in prospecting as alpha detectors for determining trace amounts
of radon in soil gas. Lithium-drifted germanium detectors are almost exclusively used in the laboratory
environments in conjunction with multichannel analysers to gain maximum benefit from their great
resolution capabilities, and also because of the necessity to keep them at a low temperature at all times.

4.2.1 Scintillation detectors

There are a large number of substances that will produce minute flashes of light when nuclear radiations
strike them. 1 he most commonly known is sodium iodide with a controlled amount of thallium impurity
added to it, but there are others such as ZnS, CaF2(Eu), Csl(Na), Csl(TI), as well as some plastics and some
liquids.

V
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ZnS is not transparent to light, therefore, it is only used in the form of a thin layer close to a photosensitive

tube to detect alpha particles as, for example, in air sampling systems in mines.

Becauso Nal(TI) is the most commonly used scintillator in exploration, it will be considered in more detail.

The crystal which is transparent and hygroscopic, is sealed in a thin metal can with a glass window at one
end. This is optically coupled to the photocathode of a photomultiplier tube (PMT) which is supplied with
a high voltage (HV) of about 1 000 V. The crystal and tube are sealed to exclude extraneous light and the
tube is shielded from magnetic fields.

The crystal, optically coupled to the photocathode of the PMT, forms the detector, while the rest of the

PMT is merely an amplifier which amplifies the pulses from the cathode approximately a million times to

give out oasily measurable pulses to the electronics.

The major advantage of this detector is that the size of the output pulse (in volts) is directly proportional to
the energy of the gamma ray absorbed by the crystal. Therefore, it can be used to discriminate between
radiations from different nuclides. Also, it can be made in large volume. The pulse rate obtained over, say, a
distributed source, is proportional to the crystal volume. However, an increase in volume creates problems
in the effectiveness with which the photocathode can "see" scintillations in different parts of the crystal.
This causes a broadening of the spectral peaks in spectrometry.

A modern development is the production of long rectangular prisms of Nal with a PMT coupled to one end.
It is claimed that by Jtting two or more of these crystals next to one another, the count rate is increased
by more than the increase in volume.

The amplification or gain of the PMT is critically dependent on the high voltage applied (HV). The relation
is approximately a 5th to 7th power law, depending on the type of tube used. This means that 1 % variation
in HV will produce about 5 % to 7 % variation in the gain, and an equivalent variation in the size of the
output pulse. As will be shown later, this is one of the causes of drift in spectrometers.

The gain of the PMT is also temperature dependent, but this is not predictable, varying from tube to tube
and even between tubes of the same type number. Temperature coefficients of up to 4 % per degree Celsius
have been reported (Gregory and Fournier, *960). Considering that temperature variations of 10 °C during
a day are quite normal, it will be seen that this can be a major cause of drift.

v

Summarising then, the disadvantages of a scintillation counter are:

1. The crystal is hygroscopic; it must always be sealed.

2. The crystal is fragile in single crystal form, less fragile in polycrystalline form.

3. The detection efficiency of the crystal is temperature dependent, dropping off below 10 ° C and above
60 c-C (Harshaw Catalogue, 1971).

4. The PMT is fragile.

5. The gain of the PMT is temperature dependent

6. The gain of the PMT is affected by extraneous magnetic fields.

7. High-energy gamma rays produce an appreciable amount of Compton scatter which tends to fill the
valleys between photopeaks in spectrometry, as was seen in Fig. 3.

The advantages of scintillation counters are that they form efficient gamma detectors and that they can be
used for spectrometry despite their disadvantages. The ways in which some of these disadvantages are
overcome will be explained later.
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5. ELECTRONICS

It is not the intention to give you a course in electronics, suffice it to say that the instruments you use are

made up of "building blocks" whose names generally describe their functions very well.

We start with minute current pulses from a detector, that are a direct result of the ionisation produced by
nuclear radiations. These pulses are processed by amplifiers, comparators, pulse shapers, pulse stretchers,
counters and ratemeters to give us, finally, a read-out on a meter or a digital counter. The reason for the
processing and the functions of some of the building blocks, will become apparent as we go on.

Eiectronic technology has progressed to the point where most of these building blocks consist of single
integrated circuits each containing a large number of transistors, and a few external components to adapt it
to the specific function it is to perform. Their reliability is such that by far the most breakdowns in
equipment occur in mechanical components such as meters, recorders, relays, connectors, slip rings, etc.

5.1 Galvanometer-type Meters

This is the final output device of most field instruments and therefore merits a few remarks. They
commonly require 50 to 100 /uA of current for full-scale deflection of the pointer, and because of this high
sensitivity they are of delicate construction and easily damaged by shock, vibration and dirt. The
hairsprings are easily tangled by mechanical shock causing them to read incorrectly.

Because there is mechanical movement there is also wear of the pivots or failure of the suspension due to
shock or metal fatigue. Eventually they have to be discarded and replaced by new meters.

The reading accuracy is never better than 2 % of full-scale for a steady reading, while for a fluctuating one,
it is often difficult to decide what the mean reading is. Damping of the fluctuations becomes essential, but
this necessarily introduces a time lag in the response of the meter.

It is necessary to let a reading stabilise for at least five times the time constant before a reading of any

accuracy can be taken.

Because of the large range of count rates encountered, it is common practice to use a range switch with five
or six ranges differing by a factor of three. This, however, increases the probability of errors in noting the
readings.

5.2 Analogue Recorders (Strip-Chart Recorders)

There is a great variety of such recorders available which differ, firstly, in the method of pen drive:

1. Galvanometer-type which contains a delicately balanced pen assembly driven by a galvanometer-type

movement.

2. Servo driven pen in which a relatively strong motor positions the pen so that it is less affected by
external forces, such as friction or accelerations.

Secondly, recorders also differ in their method of writing:

1. Light beam onto a photosensitive film or paper.

2. Pen system with capillary ink feed from an ink reservoir.

3. Ink pen using disposable pens.

4. Heated stylus moving over heat-sensitive paper.

5. Pointed stylus bearing on pressure-sensitive paper.
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6. Chopper bar type where a meter pointer is periodically pressed against pressure-sensitive paper.

7. Electrical etching on a metal-film-coated paper.

8. Spark recorders where a high-voltage spark jumps from the meter needle to a bar under the paper, thus

making a mark on the special paper.

Paper transport systems of most recorders are of the constant speed type, but the more recent development

of stepper motors has made it easy to synchronize the chart movement with some other parameter, such as

the depth of the probe down a borehole. Some recorders even have reversible paper transport systems.

Analogue recorders, being mostly mechanical devices, suffer from wear and metal fatigue. They are

susceptible to failure due to shock and vibration and can be jammed by dust and dirt. Some of the capillary

ink systems are messy, especially whan subjected to reduced atmospheric pressure as in air transport.

5.3 Pulss Counters and Digital Displays

We are all familar with counters in various forms, such as in calculators, and no attempt will be made to

explain their workings.

Reading accuracy is limited only by the statistical accuracy obtainable which improves when a large count
is taken. Counters with 4 to 5 digit read-outs are common. (The expression "3'/a digit counter" is used to
denote one that will count to 1999, while a "3 digit counter" will only count to 999.) The probability of
reading errors is much less than for analogue meters. Having obtained a count in digital form, it can be
processed by calculator techniques to perform, say, background subtraction, spectrum stripping, etc.

Some remarks about the display devices are necessary. The display of figures is invariably of the 7 bar type

where the numbers 0 to 9 are made up of 7 bars arranged as in the figure Q • ( t c a n consist of:

1. Light emitting diodes (LED's) that consume comparatively high battery current and are not well visible

in sunlight

2. Incandescent filaments that suffer the same disadvantages as LED's.

3. Fluorescent displays that are brighter than ihe previous two, but require extra circuitry to produce the
high voltage necessary to drive them.

4. Liquid crystal displays (LCD's) that take very little battery current, can be seen in bright sunlight, but
are not as easily seen in dim light.

The present trend is to use LCD's in all portable instruments with digital counters.

5.4 Digital Printers and Recording Methods

As in strip-chart recorders there is a large variety in the method of printing figures or characters to obtain a
permanent record. The most common printers work in a manner akin to a typewriter, where a figure is
struck through an inked ribbon to leave an imprint on the paper. It is also an electro-mechanical device
suffering the disadvantages of susceptibility to misoperation due to dust and dirt, and needing periodic
maintenance attention.

It provides a permanent record of the output of a counter and can be programmed to print other
information as well, such as the depth of a probe in a borehole. It is, therefore, a very useful addition to a
digital instrument when used for routine readings.

Other digital recording methods such as punched paper tape and magnetic recording are essential where the
data are to be fed into a computer for further processing. These methods are now being used in airborne
surveys and sophisticated borehole loggers and will, undoubtedly, be used more and more in field
instruments.

v
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5.5 Timers

In digital counting systems the count rate is obtained by counting for a specified time. One factor that

directly affects the readings is the accuracy of the timar.

Many timers operate on the principle of the time taken to charge a capacitor through a resistor, and usually

via the contacts of a range switch. This makes the timing dependent on the stability of these three

components. Most capacitors and resistors change values with change in temperature and with age, while

switch contacts are notoriously unreliable. The result is that our basis of measurement is not a constant.

A far more reliable time base is a crystal oscillator in which a vibrating quartz crystal is the time

determining unit. Such an oscillator may oscillate at 100 kHz (100 000 cycles per second), but 5 stages of

decade frequency division will bring this down to 1 Hz or a timing period of 1 s. Further frequency division

can give any desired timing period.

Crystal-controlled time base circuits are easily constructed to an accuracy of 1 ppm over a wide range of

temperature and battery voltage.

Some timers used in mains-operated instruments use the mains frequency with suitable frequency division

to provide the necessary timing signals. Whereas the supply frequency of large power stations is usually

closely controlled, this cannot be said of some smaller power stations or lighting plants used in remote

locations. In all cases where there is doubt about the frequency stability of the mains supply,

crystal-controlled timers should be specified.

5.6 Batteries

Portable instruments are always powered by batteries, but these can be a perpetual source of trouble. There
are many types of batteries, but only three will be mentioned here.

Dry cells of the carbon-zinc type are freely available in standard sizes in most parts of the country,
especially the " D size" flashlight cells. The smaller penlight cells and 9 V batteries used in transistor radios
are also fairly freely available.

Dry cells have a limited shelf life especially in warmer climates, but, provided fresh stocks can be obtained,
they form a reasonably reliable source of power for instruments. Care must be taken to check them
frequently and to discard low or leaky batteries as these can cause corrosion of metal parts in the
instrument Alkaline dry cells have a longer active and shelf life but are considerably more expensive.

Rechargeable nickel-cadmium batteries are reliable provided they are not charged at a current higher than
that recommended by the manufacturers. The charging current in miiliamperes is usually numerically equal
to 0,1 of the capacity of the cell in milliampere-hours. The cell voltage is 1,2 compared to 1,5 for a dry cell
and 2 for a lead-acid cell.

Rechargeable lead-acid batteries can be an efficient power source, but they require more maintenance since
they will deteriorate rapidly if allowed to stand in a discharged state. They will also be damaged by
overcharging. Therefore, an automatically regulating charger is essential if a long life is to be obtained from
the battery.

Because field personnel seldom pay sufficient attention to the recharging of batteries, many instruments are
designed to operate from dry cells only.

6. COMPLETE INSTRUMENTS

6.1 Geiger-Muller Counters

Referring to the figure, the pulses from the GM tube are passed via the pulse shaper which also amplifies the
pulses to the ratemeter which drives the meter in proportion to the rate at which the pulses come in. The
high voltage for the tube is derived from the battery supply, but stepped up by the HV circuit to about
600 V.
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6,2 Scintillometers

Referring to Fig. 7(a), the pulses from the PMT are amplified and those larger than the threshold or
reference voltage, pass through the comparator and the pulse shaper to the ratemeter which drives the
meter.

In the case of the digital instrument (Fig. 7(b)) the pulses larger than the threshold setting pass through the
comparator to a gate which is controlled by the timer. The timer opens the gate for a fixed time and the
pulses that pass through are counted.

The count rate, obtained with a scintillation counter over a radioactive source, depends on the source
detector geometry, the size of the crystal and the effective energy threshold.

As soon as we make the threshold adjustable we turn the instrument into an integral spectrometer.

. :i

6.3 Gamma Spectrometers

Consider the energy spectra of uranium and thorium in equilibrium with their daughter products, as
measured with a particular set-up. We have already stated that the size of a pulse from the detector (crystal
and photocathode) is proportional to the energy in MeV of the gamma ray that produced it. This pulse is
amplified and appears as a voltage pulse at the discriminator. We now turn this spectrogram so that the
energy in MeV is en the vertical axis and equate this to our pulse height in volts at the discriminator.

It is now evident that to discrimate between gamma rays of different energies it is only necessary to
discriminate between pulses of different amplitudes (in volts). We do this by measuring the amplitude of
each pulse against a stable reference scale in volts, and only allowing those pulses that fall within set limits
to pass further and be counted. Electrically, tl.", can be done quite easily. We can count all the pulses larger
than a set threshold, or all the pulses between two set limits, commonly known as a window.

6.3.1 Calibration (Energy-window Alignment)

For simplicity in explanation, let us assume that the design of the instrument is such that the threshold and
window limits in volts equal the desired energy limits in MeV.

The process of calibration is then to adjust the total amplification or gain between the detector and the
discriminator so that the pulses produced by, say, 1,46 MeV gamma rays will appear as 1,46 V pulses at the
discriminator to pass, say, the "potassium" window.

The gain of the system can be changed by changing the high voltage which changes the gain of the PMT, or
by adjusting the gain of the amplifier. Referring again to Fig. 9, what we do is to stretch or compress the
scale of the spectrogram to f i t the voltage scale preset in the design of the instrument. Not all instruments
will have the simple relation of 1 MeV = 1 V at the discriminator, but the principle remains the same.

In practice, we need a source of gamma radiation with a clearly recognisable energy peak which we can fit
into its correct place on our voltage scale. Where the threshold is continuously variable, a cesium-137 source
can be used which gives a clear 0,662 MeV peak.

Some portable spectrometers are supplied with a thorium source and are designed to be calibrated on the
thallium-208 peak at 2,615 MeV. This, in practice, often presents problems because of the low count rate
encountered and the difficulty in recognising this peak. However, other speakers will say more on the
practical aspects of calibration.

6.3.2 Integral, differential and multichannel spectrometers

. An integral spectrometer is one where all the pulses over a set threshold level are counted. The threshold
can be continuously variable or selected by a switch. 1 -•:
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A differential spectrometer is one where only pulses falling in a window between set upper and lower limits,

are counted. The window setting may be continuously variable or preset and selected by a switch. If it has

only one window it is known as a single channel spectrometer.

Multichannel spectrometers are those that have a number of windows, the pulses being sorted

simultaneously into the various channels where they are usually stored to be recalled later for display or

print-out

6.3.3 Stabilisation

The main causes of drift in calibration of spectrometers are given below:

1. Temperature effect on the crystal. This is small in the range 10 °C to 60 °C. (However, a rapid change in

temperature can cause the crystal to crack.)

2. Temperature effect on the gain of the PMT. This is variable and can reach - 4 % per °C. Thermal

insulation becomes essential in spectrometers.

3. Stability of the EHT. With good design this can be kept to 0,01 % / ° C

4. Stability of the amplifier gain.

5. Stability of the reference voltage. This can also be kept to 0,01 %/°C.

6. Magnetic fields near the PMT. Magnetic shielding of the PMT is essential. Most manufacturers provide

shielding around the tube.

7. Faulty components or connections, or low battery voltage.

Of the above, the temperature effect on the gain of the PMT is probably the one that causes the most
problems, but all of them can contribute to the total drift of the system. If an automatic stabilising system
has not been fitted to an instrument, it is advisable to check its calibration frequently, especially during
periods of rapid change in temperature.

6.3.4 Automatic stabilisation by isotope doping or by light pulsers

It is possible to stabilise the total gain of the system from the detector to the discriminator by adding a
small radioactive source to the crystal, picking out its characteristic pulses at the discriminator and using
them in a feedback loop to control the gain of the system.

One such source is americium-241 (Harshaw Catalogue, 1971) which emits alpha particles. These can be
arranged to give scintillations in the crystal of magnitude, equivalent to about 3 MeV gamma rays, but with
no Compton scatter.

Detecting this peak with two adjacent channels, obtaining the difference in count rate between them and
feeding this back to control the HV, the spectrum can be pegged at its upper end and any variation in gain
automatically corrected for.

In the past, this technique has only been used in very expensive instruments, but it will no doubt find its
way into the lower-priced field spectrometers and borehole loggers as well.

6.4 Borehole Loggers

Only some instrumentational aspects of borehole loggers will be touched upon.

Probe: This contains the detector HV supply and an amplifier. Power is supplied either by self-contained
batteries or is sent over the cable to the probe. A very efficient seal is necessary to prevent water coming in
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contact with the conductors of the cable and providing a leakage path for currents. This will affect the gain

of the system and consequently the calibration.

Cable and Winch: Special co-axial or multicore cables are used, while the winch can be hand- or

motor-operateH. A cable length counter is essential and this can be arranged to drive the strip-chart recorder

so that a depth record to a fixed chart scale is obtained.

The slip rings can be a serious source of error, either introducing noise which is erroneously counted as
gamma rays, or introducing resistance into the system which affects the gain in various ways. A number of
brushes connected together (in parallel) give a lower probability of noise or poor contact than a single
brush.

7. CARE AND MAINTENANCE

The susceptibility of instruments to mechanical shock has already been stressed. However, when an
instrument survives an accidental shock, people tend to think that field instruments are rugged. What they
do not realise is that the effects can be cumulative and eventually lead to a sudden breakdown. This is
especially true of vibration which applies a series of shocks to the instrument. An instrument on the bare
floor of a vehicle is more likely to break down than the one on the seat next to the driver, because it is
subjected to vibration, i.e. a large number of shocks in rapid succession.

The more obvious rules to observe are listed below:

1. Safeguard the instrument from shock and vibration.

2. Keep clean and free of moisture.

3. If disposable batteries are used, inspect them regularly and discard any leaky batteries.

4. Handle interconnecting cables with care, do not pull a plug out by pulling on the cable.

5. Handle borehole cables with care, do not allow them to bend sharply or kink because this can damage

the insulation inside.

6. Switch contacts and slip rings can be lubricated by spraying lightly with "Servisol" or a similar
preparation.

7. Mechanical bearings must be protected from dust and dirt and lubricated. Where dust collects on open
bearing surfaces, graphite can be used as a lubricant in preference to oil.

8. LABORATORY EQUIPMENT AND ASSAYING SET-UPS

In the laboratory measurements can be made under controlled conditions of cleanliness, constant
temperature, constant voltage, and very important - operator comfort. It is difficult to maintain
concentration and a scientific approach to a problem in all kinds of weather and ail manner of transport
and when other problems are vying for one's attention.

Extensive use is made of NIM units in laboratory, airborne and even borehole logging equipment. These are
internationally standardised plug-in modules, each performing a specific function, similar to the building
blocks of electronics mentioned earlier. These NIM units plug into standard racks and by suitable
interconnections an almost limitless variety of instruments can be made up. The only trouble is that they
tend to be expensive.

Special mention must be made of multichannel analysers which are multichannel spectrometers with a very
large number of channels such as 256, 5 1 2 , 1 024, 2 048 and even 4 090. These instruments also accept
input pulses from detectors and sort them into the channels according to the heights of the pulses, but they
operate on computer principles. The totals in the various channels can then he printed out or displayed as a
spectrogram on a cathode ray oscilloscope.
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It is not within the scope of this lecture to elaborate on the many techniques that can be used for, say,
sample assaying using beta counting or gamma counting or combinations of these to circumvent the effects
of disequilibrium. Suffice to say that samples coming in from the field can ba crushed or otherwise
prepared, put into shielded enclosures, and readings taken with an accuracy and confidence that is not
attainable with portable equipment Sensitive balances can bo used for weighing and electronic calculators
used for doing any processing of data.

In any laboratory, an air-conditioner is usually a good investment when considering the greater stability of
the equipment operating under a constant temperature, and the reduction of wear and contamination
resulting from a dust-free environment • i •

9. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Developments in instrumentation are so rapid that what is covered in this lecture may be obsolete in a few

years' time. Already instruments are being produced with built-in microprocessors, but this lecture has

dealth with a selection of those instruments in general use today. Other speakers will give more details on

borehole loggers, airborne gamma spectrometers and specialised assay instruments.
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LECTURE 6

QUANTITATIVE GAMMA SCINTILLOMETRY AND SPECTROMETRY IN
URANIUM EXPLORATION

B. Corner
Principal Scientist, Geology Division,

Atomic Energy Board

1. INTRODUCTION

A consideration of the absorption characteristics of the three types of natural radiation (Basson, 1979)
shows that the relatively low attenuation of gamma rays by matter, compared with that of alpha and beta
rays, makes it the most suitable radiometric medium for the detection of uranium occurrences. This does
not imply, however, that alpha and beta rays are of no importance in uranium exploration, but rather that
they have a more limited application, e.g. they may be beneficially used in such supplementary techniques
as radon emanometry (Hambleton-Jones and Smit, 1979a) and the detection of and correction for
disequilibrium effects.

Having thus been limited to only one of the three types of radiation which may be utilised in the search for
uranium, we find ourselves further limited by the fact that uranium itself does not emit gamma rays which
are readily detectable in the field! All three uranium isotopes are alpha emitters and emit only weak
gamma radiation of low yield. Indirect techniques, based on the detection of the gamma rays arising from
the daughter nuclides, therefore, have to be employed.

The same situation applies to thorium, whereas potassium may be detected directly through the
gamma-emitting 4 0 K isotope.

In the past, many uranium geologists tended to utilise gamma radiometry on a purely qualitative basis - an
unfortunate situation which hasn't been entirely remedied! Gone are the days, however, when the field
geologist could happily continue under the misconception that all you have to do is get a kick on the
scintillometer and your day is made. An understanding of the basic physics of natural radioactivity, of the
principles of radioactive detection and of the quantitative usage of field instruments is absolutely essential
to every exploration geologist.

In this lecture the methodology of quantitative gamma spectrometry and scintillometry, as applied to
ground uranium exploration, is presented and the limitations involved are discussed.

2. GAMMA SPECTROSCOPY

The fundamental aspects of natural radioactivity have been dealt with by Basson (1979) and will not be
repeated here. It is, however, relevent that the basic principles of gamma spectroscopy, as applied to
radiometric field instruments, be briefly reviewed.

The three naturally occurring radioactive decay series, viz. those of 238u, 235u a n d 232Tn, a r e presented
in Fig. 1, and the corresponding gamma-ray energy spectra (including that of 4 0K) are shown in Fig. 2. It
can be seen that the daughter nuclides 214QJ anc j 214pb are the chief contributors to the 238u-series
gamma spectrum and that the principal gamma rays arising from the decay of 235u t a r e o f relatively low
intensity and occur below 1 MeV. The relatively high backgrounds (seen in Fig. 2) which increase with
decreasing energy (of which the potassium spectrum presents the most striking example) are due to the
effects of Compton scattering. This, to a large extent, is a function of the type of detector, and, although
the peak-to-background ratio can be improved by using a detector of improved resolution, e.g. Ge(Li), the
Nal(TI) remains the most versatile of field instruments {Van Rooyen, 1979).

In field gamma-spectrometry we employ characteristic gamma peaks which have a relatively good
peak-to-background ratio and have sufficient energy separation from other peaks to make suitable
discrimination and hence, detection, possible. These well-known characteristic peaks occur at 1,461 MeV
for potassium (40K), 1,764 MeV for uranium (due to the daughter nuclide 214B;) and 2,615 MeV for
thorium (due to its daughter nuclide 208TI ) .

\
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Since the ultimate objective of uranium exploration is to locate sufficient quantities of 2 3 5 U , we make two
fundamental assumptions with field gamma-spectrometry. Firstly, the 2 3 5U;238u ratio (=0,72%) remains
constant in nature; this assumption is valid, although an interesting exception is the Oklo uranium deposit
in Gabon, where this ratio has been reduced to 0,29% in places by natural-reactor processes (Le
Phenomene D'Oklo, 1975). Secondly, the 238u series is in a state of secular equilibrium (Basson, 1979;
Hambleton-Jones et al, 1979); this is not always the case and hence poses one of the most serious
limitations to quantitative in-situ radiometric assaying.

3. QUANTITATIVE FIELD SPECTROMETRY AND SCINTILLOMETRY

3.1 Field Instrument Capabilities

Since the responses of radiometric field instruments are largely functions of the radio-element
concentrations in the survey area, it follows that by suitable calibration of the instruments and by applying
correct field procedures the in-situ concentrations of uranium, thorium and potassium may be obtained.

With the simplest of field instruments, i.e. scintillometers and Geiger-Muller counters, no discrimination
between the radio-elements can be achieved since they operate in a total-count mode, measuring gamma
rays over a wide range of energy, e.g. from 0,2 - 2,8 MeV (see Fig. 2). They may thus only be used
quantitatively on uranium occurrences which are either known to contain little potassium and no thorium,
or which have a constant ratio of these elements.

Energy discrimination as applied in field spectrometers, overcomes this problem and enables accurate in-situ
assaying for the natural radio-elements. These instruments are of two types (Van Rooyen, 1979), viz.:

(a) Differential (Channel) Spectrometers: Discrimination is achieved by measurement of energy falling
within windows which are preset over the characteristic peaks described above. The energy windows are
centred on these peaks and normally vary in width from 0,2 to 0,4 MeV.

(b) Integral (Threshold) Spectrometers: These instruments discriminate by measuring all energies above a
certain threshold, usually set immediately below the energy of the characteristic peak of the element to
be detected. Typical threshold energies are 1,35 MeV for the K channel, 1,65 MeV for the U channel
and 2,45 MeV for the Th channel. However, they might vary according to a specific manufacturer's
setting. These instruments yield higher count rates in the respective channels, compared with
differential spectrometers, due to the greater span of energies measured, but have reduced sensitivities
as a result of the lower signal-to-noise (characteristic-peak to Compton-background) ratio. Although
cheaper, integral spectrometers are thus not as suitable for quantitative work, especially at low
radio-clement concentrations.

3.2 Calibration of Surface Radiometric Field Instruments

3.2.1 The Pelindaba calibration facility

Standard uranium, thorium and potassium surface and borehole sources, as well as a background pad, were
constructed at the Atomic Energy Board, Pelindaba (Corner ef al, 1979), in order to provide a calibration
facility for deriving the following maximum benefits from radiometrii; surveys:

(a) Field assaying - Observed count rates of either scintillometers or spectrometers may be related
semi-quantitatively or quantitatively to the in-situ equivalent concentrations of uranium, thorium and
potassium.

(h) Uniformity - The standardisation of all total-count instrument responses, in terms of a single
meaningful unit of reference, is essential in uranium exploration. Firstly, in view of the often widely
varying sensitivities of different makes of instruments and, secondly, since most instruments are
graduated in terms of a gamma count rate which, without any conversion, is relatively meaningless
from a geochemical point of view. Such a unit is equivalent uranium (eU3Os) indicating the
concentration of U3O8, in equilibrium, which would account for the observed reading if no potassium
01 thorium were present. Measurements made with different instruments are, therefore, easily
compared when referred to such a standard unit as derived from the calibration sources.
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(c) Instrument functioning — The calibration sources provide a facility for checking the correct
functioning of instruments and repeatability of responses. This is essential if an instrument is suspected
of being faulty, non-linear or when repairs have been effected.

Calibration facilities, similar to those at Pelindaba, are in use elsewhere, viz. at Grand Junction in Colorado,
USA, at Ottawa in Canada and at the Risp Research Establishment in Denmark, and are described by Dodd
and Eschliman (1972 - with reference to borehole calibration), Killeen and Conaway (1978) and Uvborg
et al (1972). They have all been built along similar lines, i.e. the surface standards comprise flat cylindrical
concrete pads 2 - 3 m in diameter and are doped with the required radio-elements. Radiometric reporting
techniques and calibration facilities are also discussed in the IAEA Technical Report No. 174 (1976).

A different approach to calibration has been described by Wormaid and Clayton (IAEA 1976) at Harwell in
the United Kingdom, They utilise a variable calibration pad in the form of a granular-fluid (sand) bed.
Calibration is based on a number of small sources of uranium, thorium and potassium, of which the
concentrations are accurately known, and which are placed at selected points within the bed. A uniform
distribution of source material can then be achieved since the same source can be placed at each of a
number of positions and the spectrometer response summed by weighting individual measurements
according to volume. The advantages of such a system are that a variety of geometries can be approximated,
e.g. s point source, a line source or plane source, etc. and that the sand bed need not be flat but may be
varied to simulate minor effects of terrain relief. The major disadvantages of such a system are that
calibration is extremely time consuming and counting statistics, being extremely important, require long
counting times.

The construction and physico-chemical properties of the standard sources at Pelindaba have been described,
and recommended calibration and data reduction procedures discussed by Corner etal (1979), Only the
essential principles of portable surface-instrument calibration will therefore be presented here.

3.2.2 The concept of background responses

A certain low level of gamma radiation exists in the environment even in the absence of potassium, uranium
and thorium and is referred to as background. It may arise from a number of causes, viz.:

(a) Cosmic rays which originate in outer space and which produce low-intensity high-energy radiation in
the atmosphere.

(b) The atmosphere may contain varying amounts of natural radioactive nuclides such as 2 2 2 R n a n c j 2 1 4 B J
which are subject to strong fluctuations at times depending on climatic conditions. Radon levels can,
for example, be expected to be relatively high on the Witwatersrand due to the presence of mine
dumps.

(c) Radioactive nuclides which are produced in nuclear explosions may spread over the earth's surface and

atmosphere in varying amounts. Nearly all the resulting gamma rays are, however, less than 1 MeV and

thus will not interfere with quantitative work which is normally based on the higher energies.

(d) Certain instruments of high sensitivity may have an inherent instrumental background.

The above factors make up the absolute background response of an instrument in a particular area.
However, since background counts are considered as noise in quantitative spectrometry and noise may also
be derived from the effects of poor geometry (e.g. underground or in a narrow valley) or unwanted
amounts of potassium or thorium in total-count surveys, the definition of background may be extended to
include these apparent effects. This does not include radiation from minor quantities of potassium or
thorium in areas of good geometry since this may be considered as signal rather than noise in quantitative
spectrometry.

The determination of absolute background is ideally achieved through measurement above a body of water
which is at least 1,5 m deep. Since no such body of water exists at Pelindaba, a background pad containing
less than 1 g/t U3O8 and TI1O2 and 0,4 % K2O has been constructed at Pelindaba to enable absolute
background levels to be approximated. These levels may be used with quantitative field spectrometry in
areas of good geometry.
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Correction for apparent background in the field depends largely on the nature of the problem encountered,
e.g. for a survey being conducted on the floor of a steep-sided valley the apparent background may be
estimated by taking measurements on a wide (not less than 2 m) dolerite dyke which should contain very
little uranium or thorium; or by taking measurements directly above a reservoir filled with water.

3.2.3 Calibration of total-count instruments

Since total-count channel responses are non-discriminative they can only be converted to an
concentration, i.e. if C is the observed count rate of a scintillometer with background counts subtracted,
then

eU3Os(g/t)=Ki.C (1)

where Ki is a constant of proportionality calculated from the inverse slope (g ^ 9) of the calibration
curve. This is derived by reading, at different prescribed heights, each of the four 'hot' uranium pads at
Pellndaba and plotting the observed count rates (background subtracted) against the given concentrations.
An example of a typical total-count calibration curve is given in Fig. 3. Unfortunately the uranium sources
do contain small amounts of TI1O2 which will result in an error of approximately 4 % in the value of K i .
This can be simply corrected for, if required, by reading the three thorium sources in order to calculate the
instrument response per unit concentration thorium. Users are urged to consult the report by Corner etal
(1979) for the procedure and source concentrations, etc. Data are reduced and plotted at the AEB
Computer Centre as a free service to industry.

I t is important to note that the constant K\ is only valid for the linear portion of the calibration curve (see
Fig. 3) . Although instrument responses should be linear over the concentration range encountered at
Pelindaba (0 — 4 400 g/t U3O8), many models still display non-linearity at higher concentrations (e.g.
above 1 100 g/t iri Fig. 3). Where responses deviate from linearity (due perhaps to instrument dead-time),
eU308 values may be obtained directly from the calibration graph.

A local manufacturer will in the near future produce scintillometers graduated directly in terms of g/t
eU3O8 using the Pelindaba calibration facility (i.e. K-| will be fixed at a convenient value of 1 or 2, for
example). Given equal concentrations of U3O8, ThO2 and KoO, it is interesting to note how their gamma
activities compare when expressed in terms of e l^Os- Using a standard scintillometer, the following values
were noted:

1 000 g/t U3O8 yielded (of course) an equivalent uranium concentration of 1 000 g/t

1 000 g/t TI1O2 yielded an equivalent uranium concentration of 400 g/t

1 000 g/t K2O (0,1 %) yielded an equivalent uranium concentration of 0,25 g/t

The effect of potassium could thus be considered as being negligible in uranium exploration, since most

rocks have contents of less than 10 % K2O which is equivalent to less than 25 g/t

3.2.4 Calibration of spectrometers

The calibration procedure for scintillometers applies equally to spectrometers, except that the thorium and
potassium sources are read as well. Other factors which are important to consider with quantitative
spectrometry, including calibration, are counting statistics and energy-window alignment. In the former
case, readings should be taken over a sufficient length of time so as to reduce errors due to statistical
uncertainties (Van Rooyen, 1979) to a minimum, e.g. with a digital spectrometer a minimum of three times
at 10 s each should be read per observation point on the calibration sources — if low concentrations are
anticipated, this would have to be increased to say 5 x 1 min in the field. Examples of the uranium-channel
responses of two instruments, as derived from the calibration sources, are given in Figs. 4a and 4b.
Instrument A was calibrated using a counting time of 1 s, whereas a counting time of 150 s (5 x 30 s) was
used for instrument B. The significant improvement in reading accuracy is obvious. The same argument
applies to instruments equipped only with a ratemeter, in which case counting statistics may be improved
by using a longer time constant Energy-window alignment (loosely termed — energy-calibration — by most

v"
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manufacturers) should also be checked at regular intervals according to the procedure recommended by the
manufacturer. For some instruments this might be as often as every half-hour depending on the local
temperature variations.

For deposits having more than one radioactive element the spectrometric assaying procedure is not as
clear-cut as with scintillometers, even though the channels are discriminative for such instruments. This
results from overlapping of the K, U and Th gamma-energy spectra as is illustrated in Fig. 2. Thus,

(a) the Th channel reflects counts largely due to Th but with some counts due to the U-decay series;

(b) the U channel reflects counts largely due to the 2 1 4 Bi peak in the U spectrum but with some counts
due to the Th-series spectrum. In the case of integral spectrometers the 208TI peak of the Th spectrum
is counted as well;

(c) the K channel similarly reflects counts due to 4 0 K but with major contributions from U and Th.

This channel interaction can be effectively 'stripped' leaving separated count rates due to the single
elements. These are then related to actual concentrations through the use of the calibration standards.

The general equations mostly given for converting the observed count rates to in-situ concentrations of the
radio-elements, are as follows:

ThO2 (g/t) = K2.C(Th) '. (2a)
U3O8 (g/t) = K3 [C(U) - S ^ T h ) ] (2b)
K2O(%) = K 4 [C(K) -S3(C(U)-Si .C(Th))-S2.C(Tb)] (2c)

where K2, K3 and K4 are constants of proportionality calculated from the inverse slopes of the calibration
curves derived from pure sources of thorium, uranium end potassum for a given source-detector geometry.

S i , S2 and S3 are stripping ratios given by

c__C(K)
S2"cTfhT
o C"(K)

3 C"(U)

where C(K), C'(U) and C'(Th) are the count rates in the potassium, uranium and thorium channels
measured over pure thorium sources, and C"(K) and C"(U) are the count rates measured in the potassium
and uranium channels over pure uranium sources.

The required constants of proportionality and stripping ratios may be calculated using the Pelindaba
sources, but it is important to note that the above equations will only yield approximate (within 10 —
15%) in-situ radio-element concentrations (assuming other factors such as field geometry and secular
equilibrium to be equal — see Section 4 below). The reasons for this are twofold/viz.:

(a) Equation 2a takes no cognisance of the contribution, although small, cf gamma rays arising from the
uranium decay-series in the thorium window (see Fig. 2) for a source containing uranium in addition to
thorium.

(b) The standard sources at Pelindaba are not entirely pure (Corner et al, 1979), i.e. the uranium sources
contain small amounts of thorium and vice versa.

In order to overcome these sources of inaccuracy a slightly different approach (Richards, 1976; Corner et
al, 1979) is employed, i.e. a set of equations are set up expressing count rates in terms of the concentrations
of all three radio-elements in any particular source. This may be expressed by the generalised equation

Vji = (3)
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where

and

Vji = count rate in any channel i due to source j ,
at j = count rate in i * channel per unit per cent potassium
a2i ~ count rate in ith channel per unit g/t uranium
33; = count rate in ith channel per unit g/t thorium

xjj = percentage K2O in source j
XJ2 = g/t U3O8 in source j
*j3 = g/t ThO2 in source j

The resulting set of equations may be solved by using matrices. In matrix notation these equations may be
written Y = XA

where
Y = the matrix of observed count rates
X = the matrix of source compositions
A = the matrix of calibration constants

Having once calculated the matrix of calibration constants A its inverse A~1 may be determined. For the
field situation X is unknown and may be calculated from the inverse relation

X = Y A -1
A calibration chart such as shown in Fig. 5 may be drawn from the elements of A for a rapid determination
of uranium and thorium concentrations in the field.

The above description of the method of data reduction employed at Peiindaba is intentionally brief and the
interested reader is referred to the quoted references.

Calibration data are reduced at the Peiindaba Computer Centre and the corresponding calibration charts are
plotted as a free service to industry. The matrices of calibration constants, (A) and inverse (A~1), are also
given and if the calibration chart is found not to be sufficiently accurate (due to its scale) the potassium,
uranium and thorium concentrations may be calculated directly from the inverse matrix ai follows:

If the inverse matrix A—1 is given by

a'11 a'12

then

a'i3\
a23l
a&3/

K2O(%) =a 'n (K )+a2 i (0 / ' a3i(Th)
U3O8 (g/t) = a<| 2<
ThO2 (g/t) = a'i3(K|

(4)

where (K), (U) and (Th) are the background-corrected count rates, normalised to unit counting time, in the
potassium, uranium and thorium channels respectively.

4. ACCURACY OF IN-SITU (SURFACE) RADIOMETRIC ASSAYING

The accuracy of any in-situ radiometric assay, assuming that the instrument utilised has a linear response
and that energy-window alignment has been applied, is dependent on a number of factors of which the
most important are: disequilibrium; departure in the field from the geometry used for calibration; true
physico-chemical simulation of field conditions by the calibration model; and the presence of thorium or
potassium in the case of non-discriminating instruments. Although these factors apply equally to surface
and borehole work this discussion will be limited to the surface environment in particular.

4.1 Disequilibrium

This is undoubtedly one of the chief sources of inaccuracy and hence one of the main limitations of in-situ
r idiometric assaying since it cannot be rapidly detected in the field with standard radiometric instruments.
The mode of occurrence of disequilibrium in nature has been extensively covered in Lectures 2 and 3 and
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will not be repeated here. The only firm guide which can be put forward to the field geologist is that where
the uraniferous ore layer is situated well below the water table (i.e. below the zone of seasonal fluctuation)
the ore can be expected to be in equilibrium (Corner, 1976; Corner and De Beer, 1976). With a uraniferous
outcrop, however, anything can be expected, i.e. the radiometric assay could yield either an optimistic oi
pessimistic result, depending on whether uranium or its daughters have been removed from the outcrop.
Disequilibrium in outcrop may be aggravated by high rainfall and the resulting inaccurscies thus generally
tend to be less in arid areas. An example of the magnitude of the problem was seen on a fairly continuous
weathered outcrop of uraniferous reef which never yielded in-situ radiometric values of more than 80 g/t
U3O8, the corresponding chemical assays being slightly lower. The same reef, intersected below the water
table, yielded values of between 300 and 1 000 g/t U3O8. Both uranium and its daughters had thus been
severely leached from outcrop. Disequilibrium can thus be expected to be a minimum in a fresh,
unfractured outcrop showing little oxidation of the iron minerals.

Disequilibrium may be detected in a variety of ways of which the following are the most important:

(a) By chemical and radiometric (laboratory) analysis of the same homogenised sample.

(b) By sealing a sample in a metal cannister so as to prevent the escape of radon gas. Gamma radiation
arising from the sample should be measured immediately after sealing and again after 30 d with the
cannister and detector probes in exactly the same geometric position, by which time the radon will
have built up to an equilibrium level (Basson, 1979). If the readings are significantly different, radon
loss from the sample is indicated. This does not, however, yield any information on uranium-radium
disequilibrium.

(c) In-situ beta/gamma (0, 7) counting may also indicate disequilibrium, although a serious limitation here
would be any non-uniform distribution of the uranium minerals. This results from the fact that beta
and gamma rays have very different attenuation coefficients and thus the beta rays observed would
arise from a thin surface layer of the outcrop, whereas the gamma rays would penetrate from much
deeper (see Fig. 6a for the sample volume of a gamma detector).

This problem can be overcome if measurements are made on a homogenised milled sample. However, if
the milled material does not have a low radon escape/production ratio inaccuracies will result. A
breakthrough has been made in that a radiometric method, based on j3-y counting, has been
theoretically derived (Holden, 1973), which will allow the true uranium concentration to be rapidly
determined on a milled sample, irrespective of the state of radiochemical equilibrium. The method
stems from a modification of a partially successful 0-y technique described by Eichholz etal (1953).
Semi-portable instruments (both local and imported) have very recently appeared on the South African
market and should greatly assist exploration teams since they require no specialised operation.

(d) Disequilibrium may also be investigated by quantitative analysis of the alpha and gamma spectra
associated with ore samples (Ostrihansky, 1975; Killeen and Carmichael, 1976). The techniques are,
however, relatively slow, require specialised personnel and involve the use of laboratory spectrometers
which cannot be readily utilised at an exploration site. A portable instrument is, however, currently
commercially available, which compares gamma peaks of 235| j and 214p(jf a n c j j s capable of yielding
an accurate in-situ uranium grade provided that no radon loss occurs.

If the degree of disequilibrium is constant for a particular occurrence (determined by analysis of numerous
samples using one of the above methods), as may be the case in arid areas, then a correction factor can be
applied to the radiometric data. In-situ radiometric grade determinations on occurrences showing variable
disequilibrium are of little value in ore-reserve estimations.

As a service to industry, the Isotopes and Radiation Division of the AEB conducts equilibrium analyses on a
routine basis. The method is simple yet diagnostic — a radiometric assay is conducted in the laboratory on
the sample being investigated by using an accurately calibrated Ge(Li) detector. The sample is then sealed
for 30 d and re-assayed radiometrically. This gives a quantitative idea of the radon retention properties of
the sample. The sample is then assayed for true uranium content using delayed-neutron counting. A
comparison of this result with the sealed radiometric value yields quantitative information on the
uranium/radium ratio. If disequilibrium occurs in the sample, it can thus be pinpointed in the decay series
as occurring either between uranium and radium, or between radium and the bismuth and lead
gamma-emitting daughters.
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4.2 Geometry

The calibration facility at Pelindaba simulates essentially two geometries encountered in the field, i.e. a 2n
steradian (flat semi-infinite suiface) geometry and a 4ff steradian geometry as encountered in a borehole.
Any deviations from these geometries may result in serious errors in predicted radio-eiement concentration.
In the field a good 2JT geometry is considered to be one where the outcrop being checked is reasonably flat
for a radius of 1 m around the detector probe (with the probe placed on the outcrop). If the observation
point is in a gulley or valley or next to a hill, optimistic radiometric grades will be measured due to side
effects, unless the surrounding rock is essentially barren from a radio-element point of view. Conversely, if
the outcrop or boulder being checked is smaller than the calibration pads, a pessimistic radiometric grade
will result. Deviation from the calibration geometry may thus result in errors of hundreds of per cent or
more.

The problem of departure from a 2n geometry in the field may be overcome by using a collimated
lead-shielding technique. This is, however, impractical for routine surveys dua to the weight of the lead
surrounding the detector (approximately 100 mm of lead is required to shield 9 8 % of the incoming
radiation). The method does have the advantage that the face of the detector is in contact with the outcrop
and hence good counting statistics can still be maintained. As a compromise a lead-block technique may be
applied (Corner, 1978) whereby a cylindrical (or conical - see Fig. 6b) lead block 100 mm thick is placed
in front of the detector probe on the reading point. Two readings are then taken, one with the lead block in
position and one with the block replaced exactly by a hollow perspex or aluminium cannister of identical
dimensions. The difference between the two readings (residual count rate) relates to a conical volume of
material directly below the position of the lead block (and cannister) and is largely independent of the
surrounding radiation (see Fig. 6b).

A consideration of the statistical uncertainties discussed in Lecture 5 shows that adequate counting times
must be maintained for the residual count rate to be a true reflection of the amount of uranium in the
volume of rock measured. The method obviously loses accuracy with decreasing uranium concentration.
Preliminary studies in the West Rand Consolidated Mine indicated that the method could be employed for
in-situ underground measurements. The Geology Division of the AEB is currently undertaking an additional
study, in collaboration with the Chamber of Mines, on the applicability of the method to in-situ
radiometric assaying as an effective replacement for conventional channel sampling methods.

4.3 Physico-Chemical Characteristics of the Calibration Sources

Radon loss from the calibration sources could seriously affect the derived calibration constants, and hence
the resultant in-situ radio-element determinations, yieldinq optimistic results. Such radon loss has been
reported (L0vborg et al, 1978) at the Riscf calibration facility in Denmark. Radon escape/production ratios
have been determined on a small number of the ore chips used at Pelindaba and were found to be small,
varying between 2 and 7%. This result is considered to be negligible and is supported by the fact that
monitoring of the calibration sources since 1973 has shown no marked seasonal variations in gamma
activity such as reported at Ris0. It is felt that the size of the ore chips used played an important part in
reducing the effect of radon loss. Contrary to subsequent recommendations of the IAEA (Report 174,
1976) that the ore material should be crushed to the consistency of sand, the ore at Pelindaba was crushed
only to 90 % minus 20 mm. Each ore chip, which comprises highly consolidated quartzite or conglomerate,
may thus be considered a sealed unit which allows a small percentage of radon to escape only from the
uranium minerals (uraninite) appearing at the surface.

In using a coarse fraction for the ore material, however, the overall density of the sources is reduced and is
therefore somewhat less than the average values for most rocks (the densities of the uranium and thorium
sources are estimated as 2,2 ± 0,2 and 2,4 ± 0,2 g.cm~3, respectively). L0vborg et al (1972, p.157) have,
however, shown that gamm.'-spectrometer calibration constants are essentially independent of rock density
and chemical composition for most rocks. Intuitively, one might expect a higher count rate from a rock of
relatively low density, &'e to a reduction in the attenuation of the gamma rays. This would, however, be
compensated by the fact that an equal volume of rock of lower density, given a fixed concentration per
mass, would in fact contain less uranium anyway, thus reducing the observed count rate. Inspection of the
problem (within thr range of densities encountered in most rocks) using the PELSHIE program (de Beer,
1971) shows no change in radiation dose with density and thus the above two factors are probably fully
self-compensating.
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Investigations were conducted to determine the accuracy of in-situ surface measurements. Radiornetric
assays were made by using a spectrometer calibrated at Pelindaba. The assays were compared with
delayed-neutron and XRF analyses which were made on small cores drilled from the measured outcrops.
Assuming equilibrium and a good geometry, the results (Corner, 1979) indicated that the in-situ values are
accurate to within 5 % of the true values (on average) for potassium, uranium and thorium, although for the
former radio-element a relatively large scatter of the data was evident. This accuracy holds for uranium and
thorium in the concentration range from under 10 g/t to prevailing ore grades.

4.4 Presence of Thorium or Potassium

In view of the extremely low gamma activity of potassium and its relatively low concentration (mostly less
than 5 %) in nature, it may be considered to have a negligible effect on uranium or thorium ore-grade
determinations.

Thorium which has a gamma activity of roughly two-fifths that of uranium does, however, pose a problem
for total-count instruments. The effect of thorium can be corrected for only if the ratio of these two
elements remains lar^sly constant. This would have tc be established by laboratory or in-situ spectrometric
analyses on numerous samples over a wide concentration range.

4.5 Non-Uniform Distribution of the Source Material

Although inhomogeneity of the outcrop being measured cannot be said to affect the accuracy of the in-situ
radiometric assay, it certainly may affect the correspondence between this and a chemical assay made on a
core or grab sample. This obviously results from the fact that two very different volumes of rock are being
measured. (The sample volume of a gamma detector placed on an outcrop is shown in Fig. 6a.) Provided all
the factors affecting accuracy, as described above, are satisfied, the radiometric grade will in fact be more
representative of the outcrop than the single chemical assay.
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FIG. 3 TOTAL-COUNT CALIBRATION CURVE
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LECTURE 7

BOREHOLE LOGGING TECHNIQUES

J.B. FINK
SENIOR MINERALS GEOPHYSICIST,

ESSO MINERALS AFRICA INC.

1. INTRODUCTION

The basic physics of natural radioactivity and the instrumentation necessary for observing it have already
been discussed. Hence, in this lecture, we will concentrate on the more relevant aspects of logging, namely,
looking for ore in boreholes. Some of the pertinent differences that influence the measurements will likely
be repeated here but only for the sake of emphasising their importance. Some of the exploration
procedures, that are normally employed on the surface, take on special significance when applied to a
borehole. Problems of calibration, anomaly Interpretation and factors affecting repeatability and accuracy
become quite critical when the logger is being used as an assay tool. Because of this application,
disequilibrium problems have precipitated new methods of logging. Also, the significant increase in uranium
exploration in recent years has resulted in a better understanding of uranium environments. Accordingly,
the use of non-radiometric logging techniques has increased to take advantage of this improved knowledge
for prospecting purposes.

2. BASIC PRINCIPLES

Gamma logging implies just that. Only gamma rays are measured. Alpha and beta particles do not have
enough energy to penetrate the drilling fluid and probe housing. Also, there are not enough natural
neutrons available for reliable measurement. What is measured, the density of the gamma flux, is directly
proportional to the quantity of gamma emitting material present. This material can only be detected if it is
within a very limited distance of, or intersected by, the borehole. This distance is usually referred to as the
radius of the sphere of influence of the detector.

2.1 Sphere of Influence

The sphere of influence is one of the more poorly understood aspects of logging. It is generally considered
to be the spherical volume surrounding a detector and within which any source material present will be
detected. However, this is subject to severe limitations, which will be discussed. The radius of the sphere is
usually determined in a calibration pit. It is the distance from the edge of a very thick source bed to a point
at which the log begins to deflect noticeably. This applies regardless of whether the detector is in barren
material approaching the source bed, or in the source bed approaching barren material. The effect is the
same and is usually called anticipation.

The reason the sphere of influence is somewhat of a misconception in exploration terms is that the
exponential rate of attenuation of gamma rays in solid rock is not a normal intuitive notion. Figure 2.1
shows an exponential attenuation (typical for gamma rays in rock having a density of 2,670 g c m - 3 ) . Note
that the contribution of the material at distance is minimal whereas that of the closer material is
substantial. However, this is a theoretical plot of a hypothetical situation. The important point to keep in
mind is the rate of fall-off versus distance. With "poddy" or lens-type ore zones, the fall-off will be even
more severe. Clearly then, a fist-sized piecs or ore-grade material near the limit of the sphere of influence
would not be Detectable. In fact, unless it were quite close to the borehole, say 200 mm or less, it would
not produce an anomaly of adequate size to be significant.

Since the sphere of influence is defined 'or a static point detector, the process of moving the probe through
a borehole would translate the sphere of influence into a cylinder of influence.

The sphei e of influence is a useful concept but it has its limitations.
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2.2 Sampling Volume

The sampling volume is normally equated to the sphere of influence. But, as the sphere of influence has
limitations, so does the sampling volume. Accordingly, it should be borne in mind that whatever grades are
calculated from a gamma-!og anomaly, they should only be considered to extend a few tens of centimetres
away from the borehole. This is not to say that the source material cannot exist beyond this close range,
but rather that the grades beyond that distance have little to do with the observed gamma-log anomaly.
Any interpolation of grades between adjacent boreholes must be made on a geologic basis and never on a
radiometric basis.

2.3 Laboratory Assays

When drill core or cuttings are assayed in a laboratory and the results are compared with those of the
borehole logging, some striking differences are often observed. Generally, the logging is considered suspect,
as are those who calculated the data. This need not be so, as there are several justifiable reasons for lack of
agreement

2.3.1 Laboratory chemical assays versus borehole radiometrics

The most common error is that of comparing laboratory-determined chemical grades with borehole
radiometric grades without considering the intrinsic differences. When making this comparison, one tacitly
assumes there is no disequilibrium and no extraneous radioactive material present. This can be avoided if
the proper laboratory radiometric assays are performed in conjunction with the chemical assays.

2.3.2 Laboratory accuracy

Oftentimes, samples of a wide grade range are sent to a Isb for assay. The typs of essay is usually requested
by the sample submitter. However, it must be remembered that each assay technique has a limited grade
range where it produces optimal results. Above and below this range, the error increases. Be sure to consider
the quality of the assays for the extreme grades prior to comparing with the radiometric grades.

2.3.3 Sample volume comparison

There is also the problem of comparing an assay of a small quantity of material removed from the borehole
to a much larger volume of material still surrounding the borehole. The material assayed in the laboratory
was never seen by the logger and the material surrounding the hole was never seen in the laboratory. It is
not unheard of to have blank assays and hot holes or vice versa, but it is readily understandable.

To further complicate the problem, the grades observed in the boreholes are dependent on the method of
anomaly calculation employed. These methods will be discussed later, but suffice it to say, one anomaly
can result in a variety of interpreted grades and thicknesses. Which method is the correct one? Who
knows? Unfortunately, this is an extremely difficult question to answer for the aforementioned, and
following reasons. Not only are gamma-ray emissions subject to statistical variation but so are the
occurrences of uranium ore (especially in sandstone deposits). To satisfactorily solve the problem of
equating borehole radiometrics with true grades, one would have to remove and assay a volume of rock
equivalent to the cylinder of influence under question. Furthermore, a reasonable population of these large
rock volumes should be sampled. Obviously, this exercise would be extremely expensive and certainly
exceed the point of diminishing returns. It is an academician's dream and an explorationist's nightmare.
Most log calculation methods are within 10 to 15 % of each other. Consequently, the comparison between
laboratory grades and borehole radiometrics should not be anticipated to be any better than 10 to 15 %.
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3. CALIBRATION

3.1 Purpose of Calibration

The calibration of a logger, or more accurately of a probe, is the process of determining the relationship
between the final results obtained from the logging system and the grade of radioactive material being
measured. The level radioactivity can be given in various units and a summary of the more important unit is
shown in Fig. 3.1. The most commonly encountered units in South Africa are counts per second (cps|. The
value of concern in calibration is the constant relating cps to grade, known as the "K-factor". K-factors can
be calculated from data gathered from special calibration pits.

3.3.2 Pelindaba calibration facility

The calibration facility at Pelindaba (Corner era/, 1979) has two such pits with a third at Beaufort West.
These pits at Pelindaba consist of a uranium standard for gross-count loggers and a thorium standard for
spectrometric loggers. The pit at Beaufort West contains a uranium standard. The standards in each pit are
of adequate thickness to allow a plateau or maximum response to be reached. With the Pelindaba pits are
two steel casings, sizes BX and NX, for determining casing effects. A PVC pipe is also available. With these
casings and water, a variety of borehole conditions can be simulated.

3.3.3 Calculation of K-factors

There are essentially two methods of K-factor calculation (Fink, 1978); the total area method and the
plateau method. The plateau method is more accurate and reliable when the data are smooth and a thick
homogeneous calibration standard is used. The total area method is preferable when these conditions
cannot be met Figure 3.3.1 shows a composite log obtained from averaging four consecutive runs in the
uranium pit at Pelindaba with no water or casing.

To calculate the K-factor using the plateau method, simply divide the grade by the plateau value,

K = 1,44/3560 = 4,04 x 10-4(kgcps/t eU3Os).

To calculate the K-fsotor using the total area method, simply divide the grade-thickness product by the area
bsnsath the curve,

K = (1,44 x 0,86)/3085,5 = 4,01 x 10-4(kg-cps/t eU3O8>.

It is suggested that during a calibration exercise- several passes be made and the resulting average be used.
This will help avoid problems due to heterogeniety and statistical noise.

3.3.4 Comparison to other calibration facilities

Another noteworthy comment regarding calibration pits is that in spite of the care and precision with
which the pits are constructed, there are still differences between all the existing calibration facilities. A
substantial difference, up to 20 %, in logger response has been observed between the Grand Junction N-3
pit in the USA and the uranium pit at Pelindaba. The Canadian Geological Survey (Killeenand Conaway,
1978) has built test pits which also differ from those at Grand Junction. The fact that the test pits differ
has been acknowledged by all involved but the source of the problem or errors has yet to be determined.

4. LOGGING PROCEDURES

4.1 Effects of Logging Speed

Generally, when logging in the field, two modes of operations are practiced; moderate-speed logging for
reconnaissance purposes and slow-speed logging for quantitative interpretations. The logging speed in both
cases is dictated by the machine time constant and the thickness of the anticipated target. The effects of

4
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logging at increasing speeds, with a fixed time constant are manifested in thres ways; attenuation of

anomalies (severely so, in the case of thin beds), distortion of anomaly shape on the flanks, and

displacement of the peak response.

Figure 4.1 shows the attenuation and distortion effects of increasing logging speed. Notice that the anomaly
shape and amplitude are functions of logging speed. The asymmetry of the anomaly results from logging
too fast for the particular time constant. It is also noteworthy to comment here that the total areas of each
anomaly are nearly equal whereas the width increases substantially. Consequently, although the source
material geometry never changes, any interpretation or calculation performed on the anomalies will result
in very different values of grade and thickness.

4.2 Time Constants

4.2.1 Definition of time constants

The normal rate-limiting factor in logging speed is the time constant of the filter or filters used to smooth
the incoming statistical data. A variety of filters are used in the industry, each with its own peculiar
characteristics. Generally, the time constant is given as the amount of time, in seconds, required for a
system to respond to within 1/e (or 67 %) of the amplitude of a step function excitation. Unfortunately,
this time constant is related to RC-type filters and when applied to other filter types does not necessarily
give a representative comparison.

4.2.2 Comparison of filters

An example of an RC-filter response with a one second time constant is seen in Fig. 4.2. A Bessel function
filter response using the 1/e time constant measurement of one second is overlain on the RC curve. It is
obvious the curves have different shapes but what is important is which one arrives earliest at or near the
maximum value. The reason this is important comes out in interpretation. Tha Bessel function filter will
allow a narrow anomaly to reach a higher value in the OR? to two second time period. With thin zones, this
could result in a slightly higher grade calculation. Wher dealing with narrow anomalies it is important to at
least be aware of the filter characteristics of your logger. Another factor involved here is that some
manufacturers, being aware of filter characteristics, give their time constant as the time required to reach
9 0 % of full amplitude (again to the same step function excitation). This unfortunately, precludes
meaningful comparisons between different instruments according to their time constants.

4.3 Logging Speeds

As a general rule, for a time constant of one second, a reasonable logging speed should be in the range of
0,5 to 1,5 m/min for quantitative runs and around G m/min for reconnaissance runs. It migt be interesting
to point out that a particular logging contractor in the USA is doing both quantitative and reconnaissance
runs at 18 m/min in a single pass. This high speed is attained by using an on-board minicomputer, a zero
time constant and digital recording. The resultant reconnaissance log and quantitative calculations are
plotted after the run has been completed.

It might also be pointed out here that logging up the hole, rather than down, is preferable. By lowering a
probe to the bottom (or desired depth) of a borehole, the maximum and minimum deflections of other
logging parameters can be pre-determined for setting the instrument scales. The probe can then be smoothly
drawn up the hole without any adverse effects due to changing viscosity of fluids in the hole, changing
diameter or stinking of the probe.

Once the borehole has been successfully logged, the next step is to interpret the results.
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5. LOG INTERPRETATION

5.1 General Approaches

There are several ways in which a gamma-log anomaly may be quantitatively interpreted. Most techniques
involve an area calculation but others simply equate the log to equivalent grade directly. The former is more
time consuming but has less intrinsic error. Likely, the best approach available to date is that proposed by
Conaway and Killeen (1978) using deconvolution. However, since the ultimate results for each method are
usually within 10 to 15 % of each other, the selection of a method should be based on preference and ease
of utility.

5.2 Area Calculations

5.2.1 Total area

The most commonly encountered area calculation approach is that advocated by Dodd and Eschliman
(1960) and is usually called the total area method. A gamma-log anomaly area is determined by summing
the discrete sampling intervals beneath the curve from background to background and multiplying by the
width of the sampling interval. The anomaly width is then determined by measuring the distance between
the outermost inflection points ('/= amplitude values) on tiie anomaly. Using the equation G = K x A/T the
average grade is calculated by plugging in the K-factor (K), area (A) and the thickness(T).

5.2.2 Modified total area

Some modifications to the total area method are commonly encounterd in the literature.

One method is to calculate the area beneath the curve from the beginning to end inflection points and
multiply the end points by a suitable constant (tail factor method). The constant accounts for the area
beneath the curve between the inflection points and background. The calculation follows the G x T = K x A
equation. The end result is usually quite similar to the total area approach. This method avoids the
problems with noisy background but cannot account for gradational changes in source material content.

Another approach is to calculate the area between inflection points. This area is then used in the G x T =
K x A equation. Obviously, the resulting grade will be lower than that of the total area approach.

Another variation of the above approaches is the removal of an average background from the area
calculations. In some cases this results in a lesser thickness as the inflection points and their respective %
amplitudes are not always the same.

5.2.3 GAMLOG

The GAMLOG computer program fits a series of equi-spaced zones to the anomaly curve and determines a
probable grade for each zone through iteration. Some early problems with the program put it in disfavour
but later versions are gaining in popularity.

5.2.4 Deconvotution

An article by Conaway and Killeen (1978) presented a method of applying digital time series analysis to
gamma logs for quantitative interpretation. The digitised data are transformed to the wave number domain,
deconvolved by an appropriate impulse function and then transformed back into the space domain. The
end result gives grade as a function of depth. For good results the quality of the data must be high and
noise-free. The necessary computer programs are not yet available from the CGS. This approach also has the
added problem of either gathering data in digital form or digitising analog records.
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5.2.5 Direct grade equating •

Another approach to log calculation is the direct conversion from cps to grade. This approach shows little
appreciation for the physics of radiometric logging and has high intrinsic error at low grades. However, the
simplicity of the approach appeals to many geologists and using certain constraints the results are often
within ± 10 % of the other methods. This approach is also called the grade cut-off method as the data are
handled directly as assay results, i.e. they are averaged over pre-selected mining intervals.

5.3 Corrections

Once the calculation method has been selected, correction factors should be considered. The factors
affecting gamma-ray absorption are each a function of borehole size. They include the air factor, water
factor, mud factor and casing factor. Disequilibrium and dead time factors are additional corrections
independent of hole size, but have been discussed elsewhere.

5.3.1 Air factor

The air factor allows for a borehole of a different size from that initially used to calibrate the probe. When
the new borehole being logged is larger than the calibration borehole, the correction factor is only slightly
greater than one. If the new borehole is smaller, then the correction factor is less than one, but seldom by
greater than 5 %. Generally, the air factor is ignored.

5.3.2 Water factor

The water factor is used in place of the air factor in water-filled holes. For very large boreholes, the

correction can increase the count rate by more than 20 %.

5.3.3 Mud factor

The mud factor is a modified water factor to account for any suspended, natural mud in the water or for
drilling additives such as barite or bentonite. Usually, barite is the only additive of any consequence. Only
in cases where a fair amount of drilling additives were used would it be worthwhile using a mud factor.
Otherwise the-water factor-should be adequate.

5.3.5 Thickness corrections

All the above corrections were for adjusting the amplitude of the measured count rate. None of the above
factors would influence a thickness measurement except when using the grade cut-off method. Thickness
corrections are important for thin beds, say less than half a metre. The AEB has published a thickness
correction procedure (1976) that is a step in the right direction. The procedure is based on the theoretical
response of a point detector to thin beds. In the limit, an infinitesimally thin bed gives rise to a relatively
wide anomaly (a % width of approximately 200 mm). If one includes the effect of a finite-sized borehole,
the effects of true bed thickness (within certain limits) is completely masked. In fact, the hole size will
strongly influence the apparent V& width for thin beds. Added to this, in the practical situation, is the length
of the detector crystal; which tends to broaden the anomaly even more yet. With these combined effects,
any interpreted bed thickness under 300 mm, and probably under 500 mm, must be considered rather
tenuous.

6. SUMMARY

Borehole radiometric logging is a fast, convenient and relatively inexpensive method for the detection of
radioactive source material. Although there are a number of pitfalls to be avoided, the logging method is
quite useful and extremely powerful. The field procedures rapidly become routine as do the interpretations.
Differences between assays and calculated results are common but seldom of major consequence. Nobody
will walk away from an ore body because of poor gamma logging.
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Remember, we have a finite amount of energy and aporoximateiy one half-life left to use it, so hurry up
and find something.
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FIGURE 4.1
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LECTURE 8

PRINCIPLES OF RADON EMANOMETRY

B.B. Hambleton-Jones
Principle Scientist

and

M.C.B. Smit
Head: Analytical Chemistry

A TOMIC EN ERG Y BOA RD

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been stated in some of our other lectures that uranium ore deposits are amongst the most elusive
mineral accumulations that the prospector has to contend with. When burled, uranium accumulations do
not necessarily respond to some of the conventional and commonly used prospecting methods.
Fortunately, however, there are, within the major uranium radioactive decay chains, gaseous daughter
products which have the ability to migrate away from the ore deposit and which can be detected at the
surface, viz. radon and helium. The presence of these gases is ideally considered to be an indication of
potential uranium mineralisation at depth. Since it is much easier and cheaper to detect radon than is the
case for helium, radon has been more widely used in uranium prospecting.

This lecture will discuss some of the theoretical aspects of radon, its migration, and the factors influencing

i t Finally, the detection methods used in prospecting will be described.

2. RADON CHEMISTRY

Radon is the heaviest member of that group of elements generally referred to as the "inert gases". It is
known, however, that these elements do form stoichiometric compounds such as fluorides, oxyfluorides,
clatharates, and others. These compounds are rather unstable, and can only be prepared and studied under
special laboratory conditions which do not exist in nature. For the purpose of field emanometry radon can
be considered to be an inert gas that does not form chemical compounds.

Radon is, however, slightly soluble in certain liquids which include water and organic compounds such as

hexane, toluene, carbon disulphide and some others (Sedlet, 1966). The solubility of radon in water

decreases at higher temperatures (Table 1) and at higher total-dissolved-solids. At standard temperature and

pressure the gas density of radon is 9,7 g/l (Sedlet, 1966).

TABLE 1 SOLUBILITY OF RADON IN WATER (Goldak, 1974)

There are three isotopes of radon, viz. 222R n (radon), 220R n (thoron) and 219Rn (actinon), which are
formed from nuclear disintegrations within the radioactive decay chains of 238u , 2 3 2 j h and 235| j
respectively. The decay schemes of 238u , 232 fh and 235u are not repeated here as they can ba found
elsewhere (Hambleton-Jones and Smit, 1979a). The most important radon isotope from the point of view
of the prospector, is 222 Rn because it is the daughter product of 238u and it has a relatively long half-life
of 3,84 d. The second most important isotope is 220Rn which is a product of the 2 3 2 j h radioactive decay
chain and has the advantage of having a short half-life of 55 s. 219Rn can be ignored because of its very
short haif-life of 3,9 s and the very low abundance of its parent, 235u,

i • •.
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All the radon isotopes mentioned are alpha-particle emitters and their immediate parent isotopes are the
corresponding radium isotopes. The distribution of radium is, therefore, the most important factor in
determining the position and intensity of radon emanation.

The decay of 2 2 2 R 0 a n ( j its growth from the parent 2 2 6 R 3 are given by the curves in Fig. 1. Equilibrium
between the two isotopes occurs after about 20 d; and after about 26 d of decay, in the absence of its
parent 2 2 6 R a , approximately 1 % of the radon will remain. The relative radon and thoron decay rates, and
the growth of 218p 0 (the daughter product of 222Rn ) a r e shown in Fig. 2. A sample of soil gas drawn for
analysis will normally contain both thoron and radon, and both of these will contribute to the observed
value. From Fig. 2 it can be seen that less than 10 % of the thoron activity will remain after 3 min, with
almost no change in the activity of radon. At the same time, 218p 0 starts to grow in, reaching equilibrium
in approximately 20 min. Therefore, within the first 2Vi min. of the a-particle activity will decrease, but
thereafter will increase due to the growth of 218p0 , as shown by the total relative activity curve. These
fundamentals are important when the a-particle activities of both radon and thoron are compared (see
Section 6.1).

3. ESCAPE OF RADON FROM CRYSTALS

The technique of field radon-emanometry requires that radon gas is produced at a source, escapes from that
source and finally emerges at the surface to be detected by some method. It is desirable at this stage to
briefly consider the mechanisms whereby radon escapes from the crystals in which it was formed. Andrews
and Wood (1972) investigated the problems of radon release from rocks, and found that four mechanisms
could be postulated:

(a) Recoil directly into the fluid phase, of radon atoms following radium decay at or near the surface of

the particle.

(b) Diffusion of radon from within the crystal lattices of the mineral phases of the rock particle into the
fluid phase.

(c) Recoil of radon atoms following radium decay within the particle, into crystal mosaic boundaries,
dislocation planes, and grain boundaries; followed by comparatively rapid diffusion along such
imperfections to the particle surface.

(d) Release of radon by any of the above mechanisms into relatively porous secondary phases in complex
rock matrices (for example, into the cementing material in sandstones, followed by its rapid diffusion
to the surface, possibly from deep within the rock fragment).

A further possible mechanism is that of Nuclear Recoil as defined by Hambleton-Jones and Smit in Lecture
3.

Andrews and Wood (1972) also showed experimentally that radon is released mainly according to the third
mechanism, and that crystal imperfections therefore play a vital role. This means that the fraction of the
radon released to groundwater and soil air will depend largely on the physical nature of the rock and
associated fluid phases, rather than on the uranium concentration in the rock.

4. RADON MIGRATION

Radon is unique among the elements of the radioactive decay chain in that it is an inert gas, and therefore
has the ability to migrate freely from its point of origin where the decay process occurred, to some other
point Fleischer and Mogro-Campero (1976) considered the principles of radon migration in detail and
proposed that the problem should be divided into two basic fields of study: the nuclear and the spatial
parameters of the source of the radon isotopes.

The first category concerns the relationship between radon, thoron and actinon and their progenitors
(238(j, 232Th, and 235u respectively) and other precursors in the decay chain. Here, attention is given to
problems such as thoron interference in radon measurements, the fact that radon is derived from radium,
possible disequilibrium in the decay chain, and others. The case of radon and thoron will be discussed in
Section 5. In the second category are grouped all the problems related to the actual movement of the radon

r
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gas from the radium from which it is derived, to the measuring site. Careful evaluation of experimental data
and the theory of diffusion indicate that a distinction should be made between "local" and "distant"
sources.

LOCAL signals are due to radon and thoron derived from soil in the immediate'vicinity of the detecting
device. Migration to the sampling site can be adequately explained in terms of diffusion only. DISTANT
signals are those coming from sources which are so far from the sampling site that it appears impossible for
radon to have reached the detector by diffusion alone. Such a signal may represent a buried ore deposit, but
a better explanation must be found for the long migration paths.

The rate at which a gas can migrate in a medium by diffusion, is a fuction of that medium and is expressed
by the diffusion constant, D. There is, however, also a time limit involved because of the radioactive decay
of radon and thoron as expressed by their respective decay constant, A. This implies that a limited distance
can be travelled by radon before it decays fully. Because of the exponential nature of both the diffusion
and decay equations, a maximum range can not be defined, and is it more appropriate to calculate (DM)1/*.
The diffusion distances of radon and thoron in various media are given in Table II. From these values it is
clear that the expected migration distances are very short in most media. Similar distances have been
reported by Smith et al (1976).

In practice, however, there have been claims that radon emanometry has detected uranium ore bodies up to
200 m deep (Gingrich and Fischer, 1976). Other examples have been cited which concern the use of radon
detection for the prediction of earthquakes (Mogro-Campero and Fleischer, 1977; Fleischer and
IVIogro-Campero, 1978; King, 1978! which also imply the long distance that radon may travel. A typical
example of how the technique is used is shown in Fig. 3. During the first 100 d there was a excessive release
of radon just after the earthquake occurred. This evidence indicates that there must be some other
mechanisms that play a significant role in bringing the radon to the surface over and above that of simple
diffusion.

TABLE II. MEAN DIFFUSION DISTANCES OF RADON ISOTOPES IN DIFFERENT MEDIA
(Fleischer and Mogro-Campero, 1978)

Medium

Air
Porous soil
Water
Saturated porous soil

Diffusion constant assumed
cm2/s

10-1
5 x 1 0 - 2

10-5
5 x 1 0 - 6

Mean Distance

222Rn (mm)

2 200
1 550

22
15,5

220Rn (m m )

28,5
20
0,29
0,2

The necessity for assuming some other transport mechanism can also be stated in terms of the velocity
required to bring radon sufficiently fast to the surface to be detected before it decays fully. When radon
moves away from the source its concentration, i.e. the signal strength, decreases due to radioactive decay.
In order to be detected, however, this signal must have a minimum residual value over the local background,
which means that a limited attenuation of the signal can be tolerated.

Assuming certain signal attenuation factors Fleischer and Mogro-Campero (1978) calculated the minimum
velocities required for transporting radon over certain distances. A simplified version of their data is given in
Fig. 4. For radon to travel more than 100 m without suffering a signal attenuation of more than 1 000, a
velocity of about 3 x 10~5fn/s is required. This attenuation factor is roughly equivalent to radon from a
1 % uranium ore giving a signal three times background over soil containing 3ppm uranium and 100 m
thick. Transport velocities of less than 5 x 10-7 m /s can be explained by diffusion processes alone; but for
values in excess of 10—5 m/s diffusion plays an insignificant role, which is implied by the change in slope of
the curve in Fig. 3.

Mogro-Campero and Fleischer (1977) are cautious about being categorical concerning the long distance that
radon travels, but suggest that these observations do require a reappraisal of the principles governing radon
transport from a distant source. They divided radon transport mechanisms into two categories,
"earth-mechanical" and "fluid-convective".

n
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4.1 Earth-mechanical Mechanism

A number of factors which can affect the earth-mechanical transport of radon (Gingrich and Fischer, 1976)
include:

(a) Earth tidal pumping effects, the opening and closing of fractures and pore spaces.

(b) Pore pressure changes due to seismic stresses.

(c) Deep effects of barometric pressure changes.

(d) Diffusion pressures of more concentrated soil gases (O2, N2, CO2, Ar, He and other gases).

(e) Upward aqueous transport vectors.

(f) Soil and temperature gradients.

(g) Wind speed, direction and turbulence effects on the soil gas.

Other parameters falling into the same category also play a significant role in determining the distribution
of radon such as grade of the uranium ore, uranium mineral species, crystal or particle size, lithology,
radium-bearing minerals, geological age, mobility of the uranium and moisture content.

Qualitative relationships have been demonstrated for some of these. Miller and Ostle (1972) studied the
effect of atmospheric variations on the migration of radon. The radon distributions are markedly affected
by changes in barometric pressure, and follow similar patterns as shown in Fig. 5. Rainfall occurring
between days 6 and 7 is accompanied by depression of both the barometric pressure and radon emanation.
In those soils with much humus the reverse pattern may occur where, after rainfall, the soggy humus layer
tends to trap upward migrating radon under a thin impervious layer thereby causing an enhancement of
radon activity.

4.2 Fluid-convective Mechanism

A newer concept described by Mogro-Campero and Fleisher (1977) attempts to explain the allegedly large
distances that radon can travel on the theory of fluid convection within the earth. A convection cell is
induced in either water or soil air by the geothermal gradient which causes a change in the density of the
fluid medium. The most favourable regions are those with the highest permeability. This is shown
diagramatically in Fig. 6 which depicts situations for both winter and summer conditions.

The convection cells will extend down to an impervious layer, and each will have a region of downdraft (i.e.
low emanation) and one of updraft (i.e. high emanation). For effective radon detection, updraft regions
should preferably be monitored. An important factor to consider when monitoring radon from deeply
buried deposits is that significant signals can only be expected during that period of time when upward
motion occurs through or near the ore. As cells may shift, a downdraft may pass through the ore body and
cause the radon to be carried away from the sampling site. This aspect may have important implications for
the detection of those subtle signals from the more distant sources, and may explain large shifts and false
anomalies.

Summertime heating of the upper layers of the soil may cause a change in the direction of the geothermal
gradient, creating an inversion and producing an effective barrier between the updraft and the surface. The
overall effect is the lowering of the emanation rate at the surface and the decrease in the sensitivity of the
method. From a case study, Mogro-Campero and Fleischer (1977) noticed that for winter conditions there
appeared to be organised zones where the emanation rate was either very much higher or lower than
expected. This could be explained on the bases of updrafts ant: downdrafts respectively.

Similar observations have been made by the authors during radon trials in calcrete and gypcrete terrains.
There were instances where radon anomalies had shifted up to 250 m relative to the known position of the
uranium ore. In one case a substantial mineralised zone had no associated radon anomaly, and there seemed
to be no reasonable explanation at the time. Parameters such as the very young age of mineralisation and
impervious layers appeared to be unlikely possibilities, whereas a downdraft vector over the deposit is
considered to be a very likely explanation.
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4.3 Migration of Precursors

Cognisance must be taken of the fact that the presence of radon reflects the distribution of its parent
radium isotope, in this instance 2 2 6 R 8 . Under oxidising conditions and in associated carbonated water
some of the precursors of radon such as 238(j , 234u and 2 2 6 R 3 m a y migrate from their original site in the
ore deposit to new sites some distance away, depending upon the geological and hydrcilogical conditions
prevailing. In a typical instance where the primary uranium ore is situated below the groundwater table, the
precursors may be leached and deposited at a higher stratigraphic level. The radon anomaly is therefore
related to this secondary deposition of precursors and not to the primary ore. This situation has commonly
been used for explaining long distance radon migration.

Smith et al (1976) have proposed many such hypothetical situations, some modified versions of which are
shown in Fig. 7. Cases b, c and d illustrate the effect of the displacement of the precursors 238 | j , 234u a n d
2 2 6 R a on the distribution of radon at the surface. Here distinction is drawn between diffusion (d-|) and
transported Id2) distance of radon and the transport distance W3) for the precursors. Figure 7(a) is the
ideal situation and may approximate a uraniferous calcrete deposit occurring above the groundwater table
<GWT).

In Fig 7(b) the precursors have migrated from the reduced ore zone to the GWT nearer the surface, thereby
producing the radon anomaly. The sketch of Fig. 7(c) may depict a Karoo-type uranium deposit through
which a fracture occurs. The radon is chiefly derived from the secondary minerals at or above the GWT and
transported upwards through the fracture. Depending on the inclination of the fracture and the distance
that the uranium ore is from it, a false anomaly situation may arise. A typical false anomaly is shown in Fig.
7(d). There are probably many other situations that could be devised to describe the migration of radon
and its precursors and their relevance to the occurrence of true and false anomalies.

Clearly then, it is evident that the behaviour of radon in the environment is highly complex and little
understood, and at this stage it seems unlikely that radon emanation values could be quantified to the
extent where predictions could be made regarding the grade of the ore deposit in depth. At best, radon
emanation rates are relative and are useful for the purpose of contouring only, bearing in mind that the
anomalous areas might reflect those distant signals from an elusive uranium ore deposit. Furthermore, there
is evidence now that long distance transport of radon is possible, and that anomalies are not necessarily
related to the presence of radium in the immediate vicinity of the anomaly itself.

5. THE THORON PROBLEM

In many gneissic, granitic and alkaline rock terrains having potential uranium mineralisation, thorium-rich
minerals commonly occur. The radon gases emanating from such sources comprise a mixture of both radon
(222Rn) and thoron (220Rn ) t with the latter frequently having a high concentration. An example showing
a natural mixture of the two gases is illustrated in Fig. 8 (HambletonJones and Smit, 1979b). From the
decay curve the activity and mass ratios of the respective isotopes may be determined. This separation
technique is necessary to estimate the relative contribution that thoron makes towards the total
alpha-particle activity of a soil gas sample.

Radon surveys in a thorium-rich region may be adversely affected by the presence of thoron, as it will cause
spurious anomalies and mask those distant signals originating from a buried uranium ore deposit. Clearly
then, it is desirable to be able to distinguish between the radon and thoron components during exploration
surveys.

Different methods can be applied to remove the thoron contribution. A common factor in the methods is
the significant difference between the half-lives of the respective isotopes. The emanometer relies on the
principle of allowing the thoron to decay in the scintillation cell for about 3 min before the radon is
counted. In this way both isotopes can be determined, depending upon the elapsed times before counting.
The "Track-Etch" method uses the concepts of diffusion or permeation barriers (Fleischer and
Mogro-Campero, 1978). Both methods have been patented in South Africa (Fleischer, 1977; and Ward,
1977, respectively). The method most commonly used in exploration is the permeation barrier, also
referred to as the 'thoron filter', which is a membrane composed of dimethylsiloxane-polycarbonate
copolymer placed over the entrance of the cup. The principle of separating thoron from radon is based on
the differences in the mean diffusion distance of the respective isotopes as given in Table I. For example, in
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air radon can migrate about a hundred times further than thoron. This implies that the residence time of
ti>oron dissolved in the .membrane can be made so much longer than its half-life that it will decay before
emerging on the opposite side. Radon with its very much longer half-life and mean diffusion distance, will
be largely uneffected by the diffusion barrier. The measured values are therefore due to radon only.

The presence of thoron need not necessarily be a problem, and may even assist in the interpretation of
potential radon anomalies (Morse, 1976). At a site, assume that the relative gas emanation rate of both
thoron and radon are constant under all conditions, then their ratio should remain constant. As the
emanation rate of radon gases is affected rapidly by atmospheric conditions this ratio should help to
eliminate some of these effects.

6. RADON DETECTION METHODS

There are five, commercially available, groups of radon detection systems which are: the emanometer
group, the cellulose nitrate group (which includes "Track-Etch"), alphameters, thermoluminecent
detectors, and finally "ROAC". Each of the systems has its unique characteristics, making some of them
better-suited to particular geological conditions than others. The first four techniques are based on the
detection of alpha particles, whereas the last ono, ROAC, utilises the gamma radiations of the radon
daughter products.

An important aspect in the design of some of the detectors is the range that alpha particles can travel in air.
The higher the energy of the particle, the further it will travel. This criterion is important in that the
distance between the detector and the source must be greater than the maximum range of the alpha
particles likely to cause interference in radon measurement. Table 111 lists the ranges of the most important
nuclides involved.

TABLE I I I : ALPHA-PARTICLE RANGE IN AIR

(Fleischer and Mogro-Campero, 1978)

Radon and
Daughters

2 2 2 R n

2 1 8 P o

2 1 4 P o

a-particle

range (mm of air)

40,8
46,7
69,1

Thoron and
Daughters

2 2 0 R n

216po

2 1 2 P o

2 1 2 B i

a-particle

range (mm of air)

50,1
56,7
85,3
47,3

6.1 The Emanometer Group

The method requires a hole to be made in the ground up to 2 m deep and 30 to 40 mm in diameter,
depending on soil conditions. Two main types of instrumentation have been developed: probe and pump
monitors. The alpha probe makes a down-the-hole measurement and consists of a zinc-sulphide-coated
perspex rod. Light pulses from the scintillator are reflected to a photomultiplier at the surface. In this case
the alpha activities of both radon and thoron are measured simultaneously, and the contributions cannot be
separated by allowing appropriate decay times. For this pump monitor, measurements are made by
pumping air from the hole into the instrument and measuring the activity of the trapped gas. Two
measuring techniques were generally available: scintillation detectors and ionisation-chamber-types. The
scintillation-type is more sensitive but less robust than the ionisation chamber. Both are portable. The most
common emanometer and water degassing unit used in South Africa is manufactured by EDA Instruments
Inc. of Canada.

Contamination of the detector head by residual alpha activity is not a serious problem for the ionisation
chamber, and is easily compensated for. However, in the scintillation counter this can be more serious. The
residual alpha activity is the result of the growth of 2 1 8 P o (having a half-life of about 3rnin) from its
parent radon, which attains equilibrium after about 20 min (Fig. 2). The background of the instrument
must therefore be frequently monitored. If, after a particularly high reading, the background remains
unacceptably high, a short waiting period may be required for the 218p 0 to decay. Should this be
insufficient, the scintillation cell may be rapidly replaced by a fresh one. Figure 9 gives a hypothetical
example of the processes involved.
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Assume that some quantity of soil gas is sucked into the emanometer. The 218p0 daughter will grow in
from the radon parent according to the 218p0 growth curve. After a measurement has been taken, say after
3 min, the excess gas is expelled. The 218p0, being a solid, will remain behind in the cell and decay to a
residual 10% of its initial activity after 10 min. Contaminated cells are reusable after some 30 min. In
reality, some 218p0 is also expelled with the excess gas, and the remaining 218p0 will decay in a shorter
time.

Both radon and thoron are measurable in the field. If, within the first three minutes, the count rate falls,
this is due to the presence of thoron in the soil gas. Thoron decays rapidly (see total relative activity curve
in Fig. 2), but the count rate increases again owing to the growth of 218po. On the other hand, if no thoron
is present, there will be an increase in count rate within the first 3 min owing to 218p0. This is the type of
situation where uranium mineralisat'jn rele?-es radon almost exclusively. On this basis it is possible to
distinguish between these two radon isotopes.

The advantages and disadvantages of radon determinations using an emanometer are set out below.

Advantages:

(a) on-site data are provided in a short time and only one field trip to the survey area is required;

(b) cost per sample point is low;

(c) the emanometer is portable and can be used for radon measurements in both soil and water;

(d) radon and thoron may be determined individually; and

(e) no third party handles the results.

Disadvantages:

(a) as t'ie sample volume is small and the measuring time short, the variations in radon emanation due to
atmospheric conditions cannot be accounted for; and

(b) the electronic instrument may break or be mechanically damaged during handling in the field.

6.2 The Alphameter

This device is basically an integrating solid-state detector or solid ionisation chamber. Two types are
commercially available, but the one in general use in South Africa is manufactured by "alphaNUCLEAR"
Co. of Canada. The most up-to-date version of this instrument is comprised of a silicon-diffused junction
detector with an active area of 400 mm-?. The detector housing is 64 mm deep which provides sufficient air
space to eliminate alpha particles from the unwanted emitters (Table III). Particles with energies less than
1 MeV are not detected.

For exploration purposes the alphametet is planted in the ground. The sampling period, i.e. the time in
which it is in the ground, can vary between one hour and several weeks, and one operator can handle in
excess of 30 alphameters if the sampling period is longer than one hour.

Advantages:

(a) there is on-site evaluation of the area;

(b) the alphameters are small and poi cable and can he reused, thereby reducing the cost of an exploration
program;

(c) radon flux variations can be overcome if the alphameters are in place over extended periods;

(d) the operating temperatures are between 46 °C and - 2 0 °C;

(e) the instrument can be handled easily by an unskilled worker;
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(f) no third party handles the results;

(g) for the direct purchase of the instrument, the initial cost is high. The manufacturer has introduced a
scheme whereby the alphameters can be leased for ca. $80 each per month. If they are used to their
maximum capacity, the cost per site is low (G.M. Denham, personal communication).

Disadvantages:

(a) condensation on the detector reduces sensitivity, particularly during short integrating periods;

(b) as with all electronic equipment, these instruments are prone to failure, although the manufacturer
states that all instruments are hermetically sealed to prevent the ingress of moisture into the electronic
circuitry;

(c) a small magnet used to activate the instrument, can be easily lost, causing inconvenience;

(d) this sophisticated and expensive instrument is left unguarded during exposure during which time it can
be stolen;

(e) over a long period of time a steady increase of background noise will occur because of the
accumulation of 210pD (ty2 = 22 years);

(f) the operator has frequently to return to the area, at least once per day until the survey is complete.

As a whole, the modern versions of the alphameter have performed satisfactorily and as such it promises to
be a useful tool in the arsenal of prospecting techniques.

The relative efficiencies of both the alphameter and "Track-Etch" as measured by Fleischer and
Mogro-Campero (1978), are given in Table IV. It is evident that there are significant differences in the
efficiencies of the two systems. More recent developments in "Track-Etch" may, however, have eliminated
this wide gap (see Section 6.3).

TABLE IV: RELATIVE EFFICIENCIES OF "TRACK-ETCH"
AND ALPHAMETER TECHNIQUES (cnflSO d.pCi/l)-1

Nuclide

2 2 2 R n

218 P o

214p0

Total
2 2 0 R n

216p0

212 P o

212B i

Relative Efficiency

"Track-Etch"
Tracks

15
8
5

28
10
8
5

23

"alphaNUCLEAR 1 "
Counts

78
58
69

205
91

105
71

267

"alphaNUCLEAR 2"
Counts

67
74
96

237
77
75
94

246

6.3 "Track-Etch"

The "Track-Etch" method is no longer new and has been tested in hundreds of exploration programs
throughout the world with varying degrees of success.

It was developed in the laboratories of the General Electric Co., but the method has been taken over by an
affiliate organisation, Terradex, which has patented it in selected countries (Alter and Price, 1968).

"Track-Etch" utilises the principle of radiation damage caused by the impingement of an alpha particle on a
cellulose nitrate (CN) detector film, housed in a plastic cup. Tracks formed along the trajectories of the
alpha particles in emulsion can subsequently be enlarged by etching with a caustic solution under stringent

r
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conditions of temperature and time. Etching is carried cut to the extent where optical or other means can
be used to count the tracks. The general principles have been discussed in various papers (Gingrich and
Fischer, 1976; Alter and Gingrich, 1975). The height of the cup is based on the data given in Table I I I , such
that alpha particles emanating directly from 218p 0 j n the soil do not reach the CN detector located at the
top of the inverted cup. The cups are exposed for periods of up to 30 d and the results are generally given
as tracks per mm2 normalised to 30 d.

Comparison surveys between "Track-Etch" and emanometer methods have been reported (Gingrich and
Fischer, 1976; Minatidis, 1976). From the results the following conclusions could be drawn:

(a) both methods give similar anomaly patterns although some differences were noted;

(b) no distinction could be made between the radon isotopes, whereas with the emanometer this was

possible;

(c) the emanometer survey was completed in 2 d, the same period required for setting out the
"Track-Etch" cups;

(d) a second visit to the area was therefore required to retrieve the cups which then had to be processed at
some distant laboratory. The method did not provide for rapid on-site evaluation;

(e) the initial cost of the emanometer is high, but it can be used for many surveys. "Track-Etch" is not

reusable, and the high cost discourages its use. Recently the price of the cups was, however, reduced

slightly.

Advantages:

(a) recent innovations and improvements to the CN detector have dramatically increased its sensitivity.
(J.E. Gingrich, personal communication.);

(b) the annealing temperature of the CN detector has been increased from 50 °C in the old type to 70 °C

in the new version;

(c) a membrane filter can easily be used to compensate for thoron activity;

(d) the system is easy to use by unskilled workers; '

(e) "Track-Etch" is an integrating technique whereby the total radon flux during the exposure period is
recorded. This has the effect of eliminating flux variations caused by fluctuating atmospheric
conditions.

Disadvantages:

(a) even though the cost per cup has been reduced in comparison with other methods, it is still high. For
the minimum number of cups the tariff is US $15 per cup;

(b) there is no on-site evaluation, as the films are returned to the USA for processing. A time of 4 to 6

weeks (spanning the period of exposure and analysis) may lapse before the results are available;

(c) a third party is involved in the handling of results, and in particular, values relating to a strategic

material. Terradex, however, claims strict confidentiality;

(d) water condensation on the CN detector may reduce the sensitivity, but according to the manufacturers
they have a method of compensating for this;

(e) "Track-Etch" cannot be reused.

Even though "Track-Etch" does have these problems, the technique is still the most widely used radon
prospecting method. If the number of cups used, is any indication of its success, then the method has
proved its point.

f " n
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There are other similar alpha-sensitive CN detectors available on the market, for example the Kodak
LR 115 film. These can be used in the same way as "Track-Etch", but the user has to do his own
developing and counting and must ensure that the "Track-Etch" patent rights are not transgressed.

6.4 Thermoluminescence

Thermoluminescence is the ability of certain substances for storing energy that can later be released in the

form of light when the substance is heated. This principle is commonly used in radiation-monitoring

dosimeters, called thermoluminescent detectors (TLD's).

Westinghouse Electric Corporation has patented the application of TLD's for the purpose of uranium
exploration (Felice, 1977). According to the manufacturer the type of T L D most suitable for prospecting is
a phosphor composed of CaSO4, doped with dysprosium, and held in a matrix of polytetrafluoroethylene.

As TLD's are sensitive to alpha, beta and gamma radiation, a procedure has to be adopted to determine the
alpha contribution only. Two TLD's are mounted in an inverted cup and placed in the ground in the usual
manner. One of the TLD's is wrapped in a foil that will exclude all alpha particles, i.e. it must be made
radon tight, but the beta and gamma radiations are not excluded. After a prescribed time in the ground the
TLD's are removed and analysed by heating to 300 ° C in the appropriate readout equipment. The nett
result is determined by subtracting the intensity of the energy released in T L D 2 (exposed to only 0 and y
radiation) from TLD 1 (exposed to a, 0, and 7 radiation) which is the contribution from alpha radiation
only, and hence proportional to the radon activity.

In his patent, Felice (1977) compared the sensitivity of the CaSCq: Dy/PTFE thermoluminescent detector
with that of published data on "Track-Etch" (Gingrich, 1973). He concluded that the sensitivity of the
T L D is equal to and possibly superior to that of 'Track-Etch". From figures in an example that Felice gave
the standard deviation in sensitivity of the TLD is about 5 - 1 0 % for alphas and 1 0 - 1 5 % for betas and
gammas, which may be sufficiently accurate to dispense with individual calibration (M. Robertson, personal
communication.)

The advantages and disadvantages of the T L D technique are set out below.

Advantages:

(a) the TLD's are less expensive than "Track-Etch" as they can be reused;

(b) they are insensitive to temperature changes up to 95 °C;

(c) the data acquisition procedure is simpler than that of "Track-Etch" because the T L D does not require
chemical manipulation;

(d) this is an integrating method, and flux variations are averaged out over a relatively long exposure
period.

Disadvantages:

(a) those TLD's wrapped to remove the a-radiation contribution, must be gas-tight. This can be difficult if
they are to be reusable;

(b) when one result is subtracted from another, as required for the estimation of the alpha contribution,
random errors accumulate and this can be serious at low-level activities;

(c) no on-site evaluation is possible owing to the complexity of the analytical instrument. The TLD's
therefore have to be sent away to a central processing laboratory;

(d) The cost of the analytical readout instrument is very high.

The thermoluir.inescent method is a potentially powerful technique and may become a serious competitor
of "Track-Etch". At the time of writing the authors had not come across literature reporting case studies
and intercomparisons with other radon methods, so the technique cannot be fully evaluated at this stage.

r
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6.5 ROAC

The ROAC technique was developed by the SA Atomic Energy Board who holds patents in certain
Southern African countries (Hambleton-Jones and Smit, 1977). Technical details of the method are
described by Hambleton-Jones and Smit (1979). It is, at present, being manufactured by Field Industries
Africa Ltd.

The ROAC System (Radon On Activated Charcoal) for the detection of radon in uranium exploration is
based on the adsorption of the gas on activated charcoal. Essentially, the system comprises a cartridge with
an airtight lid, and filled with an amount of activated charcoal of a particular type and grade. In practice,
the cartridge is fitted into a cup with a hole punched into the closed end, and placed in a hole in the
ground. After a preselected exposure period, optimally from 5 to 10 d, the cartridge is removed, the lid is
tightly replaced and the total gamma activity is determined using suitable portoble scintillation counting
equipment. The observed gamma-ray count rate is proportional to the activities of the daughter products
214BJ and 214pb# anc j hence to the amount of radon absorbed.

The purpose behind the development of the ROAC system was to overcome, to some extent, some of the
problems associated with the other detection techniques. The following advantages and disadvantages are
associated with ROAC.

Advantages:

(a) it is a technique operated almost exclusively in the field, using portable battery-operated counting
equipment, and third party handling of proprietary information is eliminated;

(b) no skilled personnel are required;

(c) ROAC relies entirely on electronic counting which provides an absolute objective value for the radon
concentration;

(d) it is an extended type of measurement technique that provides an average value for the radon
concentration over the measuring period;

(e) data acquisition is relatively rapid and final results should become available not later than 8 — 10 d
after starting a 1 000 point survey, assuming that the holes have been prepared;

(f) comparative case studies have shown that ROAC is more sensitive than CN detector and alphameter
techniques;

(g) radon and thoron can be easily distinguished;

(h) the cost of the cup and cartridge is very competitive and that of the counting equipment is low, and
will be amortised within a short period;

(i) maximum performance of the system will be achieved in cold conditions and therefore be suitable for
the most severe winter conditions as found in Northern Canada.

Disadvantages:

(a) the short half-life of radon can be a problem because the cartridges must be counted as soon as
possible, but definitely within 8 d after removal from the sampling site. Breakdown in counting
equipment, vehicles, labour problems and other delays may lead to loss of data. As ROAC is so simple
to operate, the lost data can be easily retrieved;

(b) dramatic changes in the weather in the course of a large survey may alter the rate of radon release and
could affect the performance of the cartridges. This, however, is a problem common with the other
techniques.

The ROAC System has been evaluated against other radon detection methods such as "Track-Etch", Kodak
LR 115 and alphameters, in case studies encompassing different geological and climatic conditions. It has

f
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reproduced the data obtained from the other method, and has a tendency to be slightly more sensitive at
higher radon concentrations. Evaluation of ROAC against the new "Track-Etch" detectors has not yet been
done.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Radon emanometry is another prospecting tool which, like other techniques, is just as susceptible to the
pitfalls due to inhomogeneities in mother nature. It has nevertheless proved successful in a large number of
surveys. In others it has failed dismally by missing known mineralised areas or locating false anomalies. The
interpretation of false radon anomalies is a subject that still requires much attention. If this can be
improved, time and capital will be saved.

Radon migration seems to still be controversial, but it does appear that there are cases that can be made out
for both short and long distance travel. Here the concept of fluid convection promises to open new avenues
for further research, especially in the evaluation of those shifted and spurious anomalies.

Regarding evaluation of the merits of the available radon detection systems, the reader is referred to the
relevant section in our lecture concerning geochemical prospecting techniques. It is difficult for us to be
completely objective in the evaluation of the techniques, as we were personally involved in the development
of one of them. But it is clear that all the techniques perform well and can reproduce data useful to the
prospector. Each has its own particular merits and demerits, and the selection should therefore depend
upon the problem in hand.
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LECTURE 9

AIRBORNE RADIOMETRIC SURVEYS, EQUIPMENT
AND PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

SJ. BULLOCK
GROUP GEOPHYSICIST

ANGLO TRANSVAAL CONSOLIDATED INVESTMENT COMPANY LTD

LBAolC PRINCIPLES

The major naturally occurring radioactive elements, which are present in variable amounts in all rocks,
include members of the uranium-238 and thorium-232 decay series together with the isotope,
potassium-40. (As uranium-235 forms only 0,71 % of naturally occurring uranium, the uranium-235 series
may, for all practical purposes, be neglected.) The gamma rays emitted from specific radioactive
disintegrations possess unique energies which permit the identification of their parent atoms.

Both airborne scintillometer (i.e. a total-count instrument) and spectrometer surveys locate the
approximate position of radioactive sources by the detection, in a low-flying aircraft or helicopter, of
gamma radiation emanating from the ground.

A spectrometer survey provides additional information on the nature of a given radioactive source by
monitoring specific gamma-ray energies whose intensities are related to the relative abundances of the three
main radioactive elements. Potassium may be measured directly from the single 1,46 MeV gamma-ray
photopeak emitted by potassium-40. Uranium and thorium are usually measured indirectly from the
gamma rays emitted respectively by bismuth-214, using the 1,76 MeV photopeak in the uranium decay
series, and thallium-208, using the 2,62 MeV photopeak, in the thorium decay series.

2. EQUIPMENT

2.1 Four-Channel Differential Spectrometer

21 .1 Detection systems

Instruments designed to detect and measure gamma radiation usually utilise thallium-activated soriium
iodide, Nsl(TI), crystals. The crystal must be carefully protected, being thermally insulated, shock-mounted
and moisture-proofed and contained in light-tight containers. Under ideal conditions, when incident gamma
radiation penetrates the crystal, its energy is completely absorbed and transformed into pulses of visible
light (i.e. the crystal scintillates) whose intensity is proportional to the energy of the incident radiations.
These light scintillations are detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT), optically coupled to the crystal,
and converted into electrical pulses whose heights are then proportional to the energy of the individual
gamma rays detected. The combination of crystal, photomultiplier and pre-amplifier, known as a
'gamma-ray detector', provides outputs to the spectrometer proper.

2.1.2 Window settings

In the spectrometer, pulses from different detectors are summed and undergo further amplification and
shaping before being 'energy classified' (i.e. by voltage) in a pulse-height analyser. The conventional type of
spectrometer most commonly used for airborne surveys is a 4-channel 'window' or differential spectrometer
which accepts and counts pulses for each window within pre-selected energy ranges. Outputs are given via
either an analogue or digital ratemeter in counts per second for each window or channel.
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Conventional channel settings are:

Window
Total-count channel
Potassium channel
Uranium channel
Thorium channel

Energy Range
0,2 (0,8) - 3,0 MeV
1,36 - 1,56 MeV ( 4 0 K photopeak at 1,46 MeV)
1,66 -1 ,86 MeV (21 4BJ photopeak at 1,76 MeV)
2,42 - 2,8? MeV (208j| photopeak at 2,62 MeV)

The actual window settings used are mainly governed by the size of the crystal volume. With small crystal
volumes the windows would probably be broadened to improve counting statistics so that the upper limit
of the potassium channel is the lower limit of the uranium channel. Similarly, the upper limit of the
uranium channel is the lowet limit of the thorium channel. Typical back-tc-back channel settings as
described above would be:

Window
Total-count channel
Potassium channel
Uranium channel
Thorium channel

Energy
0,2 (0,8)
1,36
1,65
2,30

Range
- 3,0 MeV
-1 ,65 MeV
- 2,30 MeV
- 2,90 MeV

Generally, as the crystal volume is increased so the windows are usually narrowed to become more
discriminating, provided that a statistically significant number of counts are recorded in each channel and
that the necessary stability in window settings can be maintained instrumentally. However, Richards (Geol.
Survey of SA) has shown that the need to have narrow windows to become more discriminating is
unnecessary, provided that the behaviour of the spectrometer to the three main radioactive sources (K, U,
Th) is known, and that data are recorded digitally to permit later computer corrections to be made for
channel interactions.

2.1.3 Channel interactions

Channel interactions constitute one of the main problems in spectrometric interpretation and are produced
by:

(a) The Compton scattering of gamma rays, which may occur either in the ground, in the atmosphere or
within the detector crystal itself, results in some high-energy gamma rays being degraded and recorded
in lower energy windows.

(b) The selection of window widths such that portions of undesirable photopeaks are included, e.g. in the
uranium spectrum there is a photopeak of bismuth-214 at 2,42 MeV whose tail usually falls into the
thorium window.

The overall effect of channel interaction is that a pure thorium source, besides being recorded in the
thorium channel, will also produce counts in the potassium and uranium channels. Similarly, a uranium
source will be recorded in the uranium channel and the potassium channel, and may possibly be recorded in
the thorium channel if the thorium window setting includes the 2,42 MeV photopeak of bismuth-214.

Most spectrometers possess an automatic stripping facility which permits, prior to recording in analogue
form, if required, the subtraction of counts in the potassium and uranium channels produced by a thorium
source, and the subtraction of counts in the potassium channel produced by a uranium source.
Alternatively, these corrections may be undertaken by computer if digital recording is used.

2.1.4 Recording

The results are usually displayed in analogue form on a 6-channel paper-chart recorder showing individual
channel count rates, (i.e. T/C, K, U, Th) together with a radar altimeter trace, possibly a magnetometer
trace and a fiducial number which is simultaneously recorded on the flight tracking film.
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Digital recording may also be undertaken to supplement rather than replace the analogue recordings. For
spectrometric data it has the advantage of accurately recording any channel value which has gone off scale
on the analogue record. A digital data acquisition system and associated magnetic tape recorder permits all
geophysical data recorded every second on the aircraft, to be transferred onto magnetic tape in a format
compatible with most international computers.

2.1.5 Stability

All spectrometers suffer from drift in gain of the output of detector systems, caused by the inherently large
temperature coefficient of the crystal, photomultiplier tube and pre-amplif ier.

Normal methods of control include the use of a reference isotope contained within each detector package,
with a single photopeak from which the gain of the detector system is maintained constant, either manually
or automatically, by adjustment of the high-voltage supply to the photomultiplier tubes.

A common reference source is caesium-137, which emits gamma rays of energy 0,662 MeV and has the
disadvantage of falling into the total-count channel (0,2 - 3,0 MeV) which increases noise and total
background count. This may be overcome by narrowing the total-count channel (0,8 — 3,0 MeV) which
significantly reduces the overall sensitivity of the channel. Other reference isotopes used include
americium-241, cobalt-57 and barium-133, More recently the use of a constant energy light-emitting diode
for each photomultiplier tube has the advantage that its effective photopeak can be set above that of the
highest energy gamma ray of interest. This permits the full total-count window to be used (0,2 - 3,0 MeV)
which greatly improves the lithological information attained from the total-count channel.

2.2 Modern Developments in Detector Design and Stabilisation

Prior to 1976 the normal gamma-ray crystal was a cylindrical crystal of sodium iodide typically 100 mm (4
in.) thick and from 150 mm (6 in.) to 300 mm (12 in.) in diameter utilising from 1 to 7 photomultiplier
tubes. The standard crystal utilising one photomultiplier tube was approximately 150 mm (6 in.) in
diameter and 100 mm (4 in.) thick, giving a volume of 1 850 cm3 (113 cub. in.). For high-sensitivity
surveys crystal volumes greater than 41 000 cm3 (2 500 cub. in.) are required, which necessitates the use of
at least 22 standard detectors, all of which have to be carefully adjusted to produce the same voltage output
for a single gamma-ray photopeak input.

In 1976 a much larger slab crystal became commercially available having dimensions of 100 mm (4 in.) x
100 mm (4 in.) x 408 mm (16 in.) and a volume of 4 200 cm3, (256 cub. in.) optically coupled to a single
photomultiplier tube.

Four such crystals may be placed in a suitable, thermally controlled housing with four photomuitiplier
tubes and pre-amplifiers to give 16 800 cm3 (1 024 cub. in.) of crystal volume.

The advantages of slab crystal packages over conventional cylindrical crystals are:

(a) Slab crystals are approximately one half the size and weight of an equivalent volume of standard
detectors. This permits large crystal volumes (more than 33 000 cm3 or 2 000 cub. in.) to be carried in
light aircraft or helicopters.

(b) The effect of having relatively large slabs of crystal adjacent to one another, produces greater efficiency
in the absorption of gamma rays by the crystal, and an overall greater photopeak efficiency (i.e.
detection probability for counts within the proper energy peak). Sensitivity tests suggest that slab
crystals show an improvement of at least 20 % per unit volume over standard 150 mm (6 in.) x 100 mm
(4 in.) crystals, and this is probably the greatest single benefit of slab crystals.

(c) The problems of stability were discussed in Section 2.1.5. The use of fewer photomultiplier tubes for
the slab crystals has meant that much greater stability than was previously considered possible, may be
obtained by temperature control of the housing for photomultiplier tubes and crystals. This has
reduced drift of the spectral windows considerably. In addition, the use of a multichannel spectrometer
to measure the full spectrum, enables any slight gain shifts to be made in the final data analysis.
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The successful stabilisation of detector systems without the use of a permanent radio-isotope within
each detector housing, nas enabled the total-count window to be fully opened at its lower end and the
value of monitoring low-energy photopeaks to be investigated.

(d) Advances in the selection of detector materials has significantly reduced background counts originating
from sources contained within the detector itself, principally from the housing and photomultiplier
tubes.

. 2.3 Multichannel Spectrometer

In a multichannel spectrometer the detectable gamma-ray energy range, 0 - 3,0 MeV, is subdivided into
several hundred (usually 256 or 512) very narrow channels or 'windows'. For 256 channels the window
width is approximately 0,012 MeV. It is usual to use a single channel to monitor cosmic rays in the range
3,0 - 6,0 MeV.

In airborne spectrometer surveys it is desirable to record the gamma radiation every second or
approximately every 50 - 60 m along the ground. With multichannel equipment a complete spectrogram is
recorded every second, which necessarily implies the use of large crystal volumes in order to achieve
satisfactory counting statistics.

Advances in solid-state electronics has enabled the spectrometer to be controlled by a small on-board
computer or microprocessor utilising a programmable read-only memory (PROM), random access memories

'] (RAM) and a central pr^ressing unit (CPU).

i While all the benefits of multichannel spectrometers may not have been fully appreciated or implemented,
: the following advantages are readily apparent:

' • ;

; (a) The system may be programmed to provide a summed analogue, or digital, spectral plot showing the
recorded dominent photopeaks during any desired period of time, which also permits automatic

• stabilisation of the spectrometer to be made.

(b) Crystals mounted over either a lead shield or other detecting crystals may be used to monitor and
correct for atmospheric bismuth-214 from radon gas.

(c) Other uranium (bismuth-214) photopeaks may be monitored, or grouped together and summed as
required, to produce an enhanced uranium window.

(d) Automatic computations of channel ratios Tli/K, U/K, U/Th may be made and displayed in analogue
form.

: <e) Digital stripping of data, removal of backgrounds and real-time altitude corrections may also be
' undertaken, utilising the facilities of the microprocessor.

';. (f) Instrumental dead-time may also be corrected for, and all courts expressed accurately in counts/s,
' before being recorded.
L

: For analogue presentation the multichannel information is usually grouped into relatively few channels. A
typical system could include conventional four-channel spectrometer information, a low-energy total-count
channel (say 0,2 - 0,5 MeV), a channel giving the sum of bisrruth-214 photopeaks at 1,12 MeV, 1,76 MeV
and 2,19 MeV, an atmospheric bismuth-214 channel, and three ratio channels.

3. TYPES OF AIRBORNE RADIOMETRIC SURVEYS

Several types of airborne gamma-ray detection equipment may be recognised, each of which has been
designed to satisfy specific survey requirements.

r
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3.1 High-Sensitivity Surveys

High-sensitivity survey equipment comprises a multichannel spectrometer, microprocessor, digital and
analogue recording equipment coupled to between 40 000 - 60 000crr>3 (2 500 - 3 500 cub. in.) of
Nal(TI) detecting crystals, which includes an upward-looking crystal (5 000cm3 or 300 cub. in.) to
monitor atmospheric bismuth-214 (in radon-222). Auxiliary equipment necessarily includes a radar
altimeter, Doppler or VLF and/or tracking cameras to establish aircraft position. The size and weight of the
equipment demand the use of a medium-sized or larger twin-engined aircraft (e.g. DC3).

Such equipment is now generally used for regional reconnaissance surveys, flown by either government
agencies or major mining houses, and usually covers areas of between 50 000 — 500 000 km2. Flight lines
are usually between 1 and 5 km apart and orientated perpendicularly to the geological strike. The main
purpose of such surveys is to map quantitatively the regional radioelement distribution in order to indicate
areas of above-average uranium content which are interpreted as being significant in the search for uranium
mineralisation. In addition, the detailed spectrometric data may be used as an aid to geological mapping and
interpreted in conjunction with aeromagnetic data, gathered simultaneously, together with photogeological
studies, including LANOSAT imagery.

While the spectrometer, like photogeological studies, provides information on near-surface outcropping
rocks, the magnetometer provides information on the distribution of magnetic rocks at depth and may be
used to define the shape and depths of sedimentary basins, as well as assisting in defining the characteristics
of basement rocks.

High-sensitivity equipment has alternative applications in monitoring radioactive leakage at reactor sites,
locating lost radioactive sources and in certain types of soil mapping.

3.2 Medium-Sensitivity Surveys

Medium-sensitivity survey equipment usually comprises a conventional airborne four-channel differential
spectrometer, with multichannel analogue recording, and possibly digital recording, coupled to between
8 200 — 32 000 cm3 (500 — 2 000 cub. in.) of Nal(TI) detecting crystals. Auxiliary equipment is the same
as is used for high-sensitivity surveys. The equipment is usually installed in a medium-sized twin-engined
aircraft (e.g. Britten Norman Islander).

Medium-sensitivity surveys are generally used for mapping of the surface concentration of potassium,
effective uranium and effective thorium in a detailed exploration program for uranium. Flight-line spacings
are between 0,2 and 1 km apart and usually cover areas of less than 10 000 knr»2.

The spectrometer is responsible for the determination of the position, quality and approximate extent of
radioactive anomalies which permits them to be classified in order of priority before undertaking ground or
helicopter follow-up surveys.

It is possible that this type of survey will in the future be flown increasingly with multichannel

spectrometers.

3.3 Low-Sensitivity Surveys

3.3.1 Spectrometer equipment comprises effectively a portable four-channel differential gamma-ray
spectrometer coupled to between 350 — 8 200 cm3 (21 - 500 cub. in.) of Nal(TI) detecting crystals,
mounted in a light aircraft or helicopter. Recording facilities usually incorporate either a four or
single-channel paper-chart recorder. Occasionally surveys are flown without any recorder at all.

Such a system is usually used for rapid inexpensive regional reconnaissance prospecting or follow-up
surveys. Here the operator navigator, usually a geologist, after observing an anomaly, reflies it with one or
more different channel settings before asking the pilot to land and possibly uses the same spectrometer to
locate the anomaly on the ground.

f-
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3.3.2 Total-gamma-ray equipment comprises a portable scintiliometer which may use either its own internal
detecting crystal or be coupled to a larger external crystal usually within the volume range 350 —
1 850 cm^ (21 - 113 cub. in.). In some instances the total count is recorded on a paper chart. Generally
the method of operation is similar to that described in Section 3.3.1.

While such surveys are frequently regarded somewhat disrespectfully by professional geophysicists, the
method has been extremely successful in Southern Africa in finding several unknown uranium deposits
using a light aircraft and flying whenever possible at a ground clearance of 10 — 30 m.

4. ADVANTAGES OF AIRBORNE RADIOMETRIC SURVEYS

4.1 General Advantages

4.1.1 Airborne radiometric surveys permit rapid and systematic coverage of large areas which may be
remote and inaccessible.

4.1.2 Their cost per unit area is usually low in comparison with conventional ground surveys, particularly
so when considering the large areas that may be covered by airborne surveys in a relatively short
period of time.

4.1.3 Measurements represent the average radioactive intensity of an area of ground beneath the aircraft
and hence provides representative sampling.

4.1.4 The percentage of an area that is effectively covered, can be predetermined by selection of the flying
height of the aircraft and the flight-line spacing.

4.1.5 The results enable an immediate interpretation to be made of the distribution of radioactivity
throughout the survey areas.

4.1.6 All airborna geophysical surveys ensure partial secrecy of areas flown and the techniques used, and
complete secrecy of the results obtained. Provided that the equipment included adequate recording
and flight path recovery instruments, the results obtained are permanent records whose value may
increase on reinterpretation when further geological information becomes available.

4.2 Advantages of Airborne Spectrometer Surveys

4.2.1 Measurements are made of the relative abundances of potassium, effective uranium and effective
thorium. This permits radioactive anomalies produced predominantly from uranium, to be
distinguished from those produced predominantly from thorium or potassium.

4.2.2 Areas possessing the greatest potential (i.e. high uranium concentration) for ground follow-up work,
are readily identified.

4.2.3 In contrast to total-count or individual channel measurements, measurements of the ratios U/Th,
U/K, and Th/K are only slightly affected by surface absorbers such as soil moisture and vegetation.

4.2.4 The digital recording of spectrometric data lends itself to computer corrections and statistical
processing by computers, with a variety of options being available for the final presentation of maps
and profiles.

4.3 Advantages of Total-Count Surveys

4.3.1 Equipment costs are relatively low in comparison with those of a spectrometer.

4.3.2 Equipment is less complicated, with fewer things to go wrong. A specialist technician is not usually
required to operate it.

4.3.3 Fewer aircrew and exploration personnel are required to execute the survey.

4.3.4 Systems are suitable for easy installation and removal from light aircraft or helicopters.
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5. LIMITATIONS AND DISADVANTAGES OF AIRBORNE RADIOMETRIC SURVEYS

5.1 General Limitations

5.1.1 Most gamma radiation is attenuated by 0,2 - 1,0 m of barren overburden; approximately 80 mm of
dry soil of density 1,8g/cm3 is sufficient to attenuate the radiation emitted from an underlying
radioactive source by 50 %. Consequently, airborne radiometric surveys do not detect gamma rays
emitted by buried sources.

Survey areas should possess surface materials representative of the composition of bedrock and
should be free from a cover of aeolian sands, dense vegetation, snow and glacial drift, which are all
impenetrable by gamma radiation.

5.1.2 Not all gamma radiation detected by the instruments in an aircraft is emitted directly from geological
sources on the ground. Background radiations originate from cosmic rays, radioactive contamination
from within the detector itself, together with luminous instruments present within the aircraft,
fallout from nuclear weapon tests, and 'skyshine' or the backscattering of gamma radiation emitted
from the ground by the atmosphere.

'False' uranium anomalies may be produced by bismuth-214 radiations derived from radon-222 gas in
the atmosphere. The emission and distribution of radon-222, with a relatively long half-life of 3,8 d,
and which can be transported over considerable distances, is controlled by winds, temperature,
barometric pressure changes and surface moisture. It. has been shown that under temperature
inversion conditions as much as 75 % of bismuth-214 recorded, can be in the atmosphere.

5.1.3 As ground-emitted gamma rays are attenuated almost completely by their passage through 700 m of
air, airborne radiometric surveys require to be flown at a relatively low level (150 - 200 m
maximum) and at a constant ground clearance. This becomes either dangerous or impossible to
achieve in mountainous areas except by using a helicopter, which in turn increases the cost.

5.1.4 All airborne geophysical surveys are adversely affected by bad weather conditions such as rain,
turbulence, low clouds etc., which make low-level flying impossible. Radiometric surveys in
particular are severely affected by high humidity and surface moisture which absorb surface gamma
radiation and may affect the leakage of radon into the atmosphere. An increase in soil moisture from
10 to 20 % will decrease the count rate by approximately 10 %.

5.1.5 Airborne radiometric measurements represent the average gamma-ray intensity of a broad surface
area (say 80 - 300 m in diameter, depending on height). The effect of isolated 'point' sources may
be very small, because the intensity measured at the detector represents an average intensity for a
broad area. Similarly, difficulty may be experienced when trying to locate a 'point' source anomaly
on the ground, as the area to be investigated is the broad area covered by one or several adjacent
measurements.

5.1.6 Disequilibrium conditions on the ground sometimes exist between uranium and its principal
gamma-emitting decay product, bismuth-214.

5.2 Disadvantages of Airborne Spectrometer Surveys

5.2.1 High- and medium-sensitivity systems, together with digital recording equipment, require large capital
expenditure and experienced personnel to operate and maintain equipment and process the results
using sophisticated computer processing techniques.

5.2.2 High-sensitivity systems generally require a larger aircraft and crew.

5.2.3 Individual channel values cannot be used directly to determine the effective concentrations of
uranium and thorium, and the concentration of potassium, but must be processed to remove the
effects of channel interactions and background.

This limitation is effectively removed by the use of computer-controlled multichannel equipment.

r
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5.2.4 The use of a standard 4-channel differential spectrometer does not resolve the problem of
disequilibrium.

5.3 Disadvantages of Total-Count Airborne Systems

5.3.1 Total-count systems fail to distinguish between the naturally occurring radioactive elements (i.e.
potassium-40, and the thorium-232 and uranium-238 decay series).

6. PLANNING AN AIRBORNE RADIOMETRIC SURVEY

The three main types of survey that can be recognised, regarding equipment to be used and purpose of the
survey, are discussed in Section 3. Clearly many variations and combinations of these types of surveys are
possible.

In planning an airborne spectrometer survey the selection of equipment, aircraft and operational details
such as flying height and line spacing are dependent upon the nature of the survey and the budget available.
Ideally, it is usually required to record the maximum number of counts per unit area of ground surveyed,
depending on the survey system available. The number of counts per second recorded in an aircraft by a
spectrometer may be increased by increasing the crystal volume, by flying slower and by flying lower. By
flying slower the cost of the survey can increase rapidly and by flying lower, if safe to do so, the width of
the strip of land surveyed beneath the aircraft becomes narrower, which may demand, depending on
geology, a narrowing of the flight-line spacing with consequently higher costs. For these reasons the trend
in past years has been to increase crystal volumes and the degree of sophistication of equipment and data
processing, so that aircraft may fly at maximum permissible speeds (e.g. 200 km/h) and ground clearances
(e.g. 150 m).

6.1 Detector Crystals

Prior to the development of slab crystals, a major factor in deciding on the crystal volumes for a survey was
their weight and volume in relation to the payload and space available in an aircraft. The advent of slab
crystals has meant that many of the weight and space problems no longer apply and now the main
consideration is that of cost. A slab crystal of volume 16 800 cm3 or 1 024 cub. in. costs approximately
R45 000, or approximately twice as much as the same volume of cylindrical crystals.

For older spectrometers a single cylindrical crystal detector system of volume 1 800 cm^ (112 cub. in.)
generally weighs 25 kg, while packages of four crystals per housing average at approximately 15 kg per
crystal. Thus, for a volume of 16 800 cm3 (1 024 cub. in.) the weight is in excess of 130 kg. This compares
very unfavourably with the same volume of slab crystal which weighs only 79 kg.

6.2 Aircraft

A survey aircraft is required to carry the necessary equipment and crew safely at low speeds {between 90
and 200 km/h), at low altitude and in varying degrees of turbulance for as long as possible without
refuelling. For safety reasons it should not be operated close to its maximum payload, and should display
above-average rates of climb and manoeuvrability.

For high-sensitivity spectrometer surveys the larger, more traditional, geophysical survey aircraft, such as
the OC3, the Short Skyvan and the Canso, are still required to carry the necessary equipment and crew,
which includes carrying large crystal volumes possibly with a lead shielding facility. Although these aircraft
form ideal geophysical platforms, the high cost of fuel makes them extremely expensive to operate except
on surveys where their carrying capacity is fully utilised.

For low- and medium-sensitivity surveys the recent reduction in weight and size of modern equipment
means that there are now numerous suitable aircraft available. Aircraft, flying in 1979 for the Geological
Survey of South Africa, each carrying 16 800 cm3 of crystal volume and a multichannel spectrometer,
together with digital and analogue recording, tracking camera, radar altimeter and magnetometer, include a

r
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Cessna 208 and a Piper Navajo. The main difference between these survey aircraft is that the Navajo can
stay in the air for nearly 8 h and can have a third crew member to operate the equipment, while the
Cessna 206 flies only 4 - 5 h sorties with the navigator being responsible for the equipment when in the air.

A vast range of aircraft size may be found intermediate between a Navajo and a Cessna 206. The more
popular, medium-sized, geoghysical survey aircraft have been the Britten Norman Islander, Beaver, Otter,
Aero-Commander and the Dorniers.

Similarly, it is now possible to carry crystal volumes of ti6800cm3 in some light and all medium
helicopters such as the Hughes 500C, Alouette II and III series and the Bell Jet Ranger I I .

Usually aircraft must be specially adapted for geophysical surveys. They should possess a camera hole to
track the flight path of the aircraft and will possibly require some internal modifications so that equipment
may be mounted safely with the approval of the Director of Civil Aviation.

6.3 Flying Height

The selection and maintenance of an appropriate flying height is dependent upon the equipment and the
type of aircraft to be used, the expected nature of the radioactive source and topography. Typical flying
heights are usually between 100 and 150 m, though surveys utilising small crystal volumes installed in light
aircraft may be undertaken at heights as low as 30 rn. No pilot is able to maintain a constant altitude in
undulating or rough terrain. The variation of count rate with ground clearance necessitates that a radar
altimeter be included as an essential part of the auxiliary equipment. The altitude variations are recorded
concurrently with the spectrometric data.

Count rates are increased at lower altitudes by reduced atmospheric absorption and a closer proximity to
tha source, but are'also reduced slightly as the source will spend a shorter time in the cone of detection.
The presence of irregular topography produces a constantly changing surface area of ground monitored by
the spectrometer. This solid-angle effect can produce an increase in count rates over hilltops. Rock
exposures are commonly better on hills than in valleys, again producing an increase in count rate over hills.

Tc a first approximation the attenuation of count rate with aircraft height is an exponential of the form
N = Noe~A<H. This formula enables data to be normalised to a constant height above the ground. Values for
ju are larger for the higher energy gamma rays with an average value of 6,7 x 10—3 per metre.

One of the main problems encountered in effecting a satisfactory height correction is that the gamma-ray
detector averages the gamma-ray flux from over a wide area, while radar altimeters do not, measuring only
the vertical distance to the ground beneath the aircraft.

6.4 Flight-Line Spacing

The selection of a flight-line spacing is dependent upon the nature of the survey, the flying altitude and the
expected size of the radioactive target. It is normally stated that approximately 60 - 70 % of the ground
radiation originates within a radius equal to the altitude of the aircraft. Alternatively it may be stated that
the intensity of a point source falls to 30 % of its on-line value when situated off-line by a distance equal to
the aircraft's altitude. Whether a source is detectable if it falls outside this corridor (corridor
width o 2 x altitude) depends on its geometry and strength. Thus, at a flying height of 100 m and a line
spacing of 200 - 300 m, all sources should be recorded with an intensity of not less than 30 % of their peak
on-line value.

Consequently, with greater flight-line spacing complete coverage is not being achieved and some radioactive
sources may be missed. Cost is probably the major factor in determing an appropriate flight-line spacing,
but it is generally initially unwarranted to fly closer than % km.

6.5 Geological Considerations

Other factors that warrant careful consideration in the planning of a survey concern the relation of
topography to geology and the selection of an appropriate flight-line direction.
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Generally, flight lines are chosen within 30 ° of perpendicular to the geological strike, though certain
surveys, particularly in areas of severe topography, may be undertaken more successfully and safely by
contour flying.

It must be remembered that airborne spectrometry has no depth penetration and that the area flown should
possess residual surface soils or rock outcrops for meaningful results to be obtained. Areas possessing a
thick cover of windblown sand should be avoided for pure spectrometric surveys.

The geology of the area flown and the type of mineralisation expected can greatly affect the operational
parameters used for a survey.

When flying basement areas in North America it has been found that uranium deposits occur in areas of
above-average radioactivity. If this theory is found to be applicable world-wide then reconnaissance surveys
using widely spaced flight lines, 5 km apart, may be used to exclude unpromising basement areas prior to
detailed flying. For all types of survey the value of flying a magnetometer in conjunction with a
spectrometer cannot be too strongly emphasised. The additional cost is relatively small, and the production
of the aeromagnetic contour maps is almost always justified, as even small magnetic anomalies may be used
to distinguish different lithologies and provide structural information on faulting and folding.

6.6 Weather

The timing of a survey, so that it is flown under suitable stable climatic conditions, can greatly affect its
overall cost and success. Changes in the moisture content of the ground surface during a survey, adversely
affect the quality of spectrometric data. Generally it is regarded that a survey area should be given one or
two days to dry out after heavy rain before resuming gamma-ray measurements (see Section 5.1.4).

Besides rain the presence of low cloud or the build-up of cloud within the survey area during the day can
greatly affect the duration of sorties. Similarly, turbulence may frequently curtail flying when flying at low
level in hot areas possessing some topographic relief.

Whenever possible the aircraft should be based away from areas where take-off or landings are liable to be
delayed owing to early morning or late evening mists.

i

7. FLYING OPERATIONS

Having selected the aircraft, equipment and operational parameters, the success of the survey depends on
the competence of the air crew, the reliability of the aircraft and equipment, and the weather.

At least one crew member should be an expert on all aspects of the spectrometer, radio altimeter, electronic
navigational aids and other geophysical equipment. There should also be a geophysicist, geologist or
possibly a flying manager who has sufficient experience to be in overall control of the survey. Frequently
the survey is neither as simple nor as straightforward as it seemed in its planning stage and some qualified
person should be present to make changes in the operational parameters such as flying height, time
constants, window settings etc., as they become necessary to improve the quality of the results. He should
also be responsible for the general running of the survey, acceptance or rejection of records and client
liaison. The aircraft captain must be responsible for all factors concerning flying and aircraft safety.

The navigation of the aircraft is usually visual, using existing maps and photomosaics, but may be
supplemented by an electronic navigational system such as Doppler. Visual navigation requires good
forward vision and becomes increasingly difficult in featureless terrain at low heights. The navigator
requires recent good quality photography or maps at a scale of usually between 1 : 15 000 and 1 : 50 000.
Mosaics are particularly valuable for subsequent ground follow-up work. Doppler systems measure the
ground speed of the aircraft, and hence may be used to drive all analogue recording devices and strip
cameras, so enabling these records to have any desired constant horizontal scale rather than a constant time
scale which is dependent on the speed of the aircraft.

To assist in determining the exact flight path flown along pre-planned survey lines most aircraft are
equipped with a 35 mm positioning camera which is mounted vertically and photographs the flight path
through a camera hole in the aircraft.

V
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Control of exposure is performed electronically and each exposure is identified by a photographed fiducial
number which is also recorded on the spectrometer record. More recent developments suggest that TV
video tape may eventually replace the 35 mm positioning camera.

Developments in the field of navigation and flight path recovery suggest that semi-portable electronic
navigational aids with ranges of several hundred kilometres will become increasingly cost effective and more
popular in the future.

On completion of each sortie the 35 mm tracking film is processed and the flight path of the aircraft
plotted onto the navigational maps or mosaics by identifying features common to both map and film and
plotting the corresponding fiducial number. This camera is a standard feature of airborne geophysical
surveys and should not be confused with an aerial photographic camera. The plotted flight lines and
fiducials permit spectrometric anomalies to be accurately related to given positions on the ground. At this
stage the expertise of both the pilot and navigator becomes apparent as their success or otherwise of flying
parallel flight lines may be judged directly.

As there are many variables of both equipment and atmospheric conditions which may change without
being noticed, it is essential to complete frequent and regular checks during every sortie. It is usual practice
to carry out checks at 700 m above the ground where terrestial gamma radiation is very low or nil. At this
height the pen zero and background values (cosmic radiation, aircraft contamination and electronic noise)
are recorded and followed by testing the response of the spectrometer to radioactive sources. In addition, a
check line, usually over flat terrain near the air strip, is flown at the beginning and end of each sortie, at the
survey altitude, to monitor diurnal changes in the general level of radioactivity.
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APPENDIX I

THEORY OF GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETRY

The spontaneous disintegration of certain atomic nuclei is accompanied by the emission of one or more
alpha particles, beta particles and gamma rays. Only gamma rays (electromagnetic radiation) originating at
or within 0,5 m of the ground surface can sufficiently penetrate overburden and air to permit their
detection by suitable instrumentation in an aircraft.

Some fifty natural radioactive nuclei are known, most of which belong to four radioactive decay series each
comprising a parent nuclide, a series of daughter nuclides and a stable end product.

The radioactive nuclei of interest to geological exploration belong to the uranium-238 and thorium-232
decay series, together with the isotope, potassium-40. The radioactive decay of these radioelements is
accompanied by the emission of gamma rays, whose energy is characteristic of their source. Spectrometry
measures gamma-ray energies allowing the source of radiation to be diagnosed. The energies of geological
interest lie between 0,2 and 3,0 MeV which corresponds to electromagnetic wavelengths from 6,2 —
0,41 pm and frequencies from 48,4 - 725 EHz (E = 1018).

The radioactive isotope, potassium-40, occurs as 0,012 % of natural potassium and has two possible modes
of decay:

(a) by electron emission to calcium-40
(b) by electron capture to argon-40, which leaves the argon nucleus in an excited state and is followed by

the emission of a gamma ray at 1,46 MeV.

The decay products of the uranium and thorium series have a number of different energy peaks. For the
purpose of airborne spectrometry the 2,62 MeV photopeak of thallium-208 (thorium series) and the
1,76 MeV photopeak of bismuth-214 (uranium series) are usually monitored. These peaks are selected as
they are both of relatively high energy (energies less than 1,00 MeV are rapidly attenuated by transmission
through the atmosphere) and amplitude relative to other photopeaks, and also permit discrimination
between the three elements potassium, uranium and thorium.

As uranium-235 normally forms only 0,71 % of naturally occurring uranium, the effect of the uranium-235
series may, for all practical purposes, be neglected. In any case the gamma-ray energies of the uranium-235
series is concentrated in the range 0,026 — 0,35 MeV, which is usually considered to be outside the normal
range of measurement.

It is important to distinguish the difference between the potassium, uranium and thorium series spectra and
their corresponding spectrograms. A spectrum shows the relative intensity and the discrete energies of
radioactive disintegrations in the series which are accompanied by gamma-ray emissions. A spectrogram
indicates the actual gamma-ray intensities and energies as measured by a spectrometer. The spectrogram
shows that a continuous range of gamma-ray energies is present, known as the Compton Continuum, with
well-defined photopeaks, corresponding to specific disintegration stages, being evident above the smooth
background. The Compton Continuum reflects the phenomenon of Compton scattering which occurs when
incident gamma radiation collides with loosely bound or free electrons either in the ground, in the
atmosphere or in the spectrometer's detecting crystal, and suffers a loss of energy. With increasing
separation of source and detector the energy degradation increases with subsequent loss of resolution of the
main photopeaks.

The monitoring of th3 1,76 MeV photopeak of bismuth-214 as an indicator of uranium assumes equilibrium
of the uranium-238 series. It is possible that in an open environment bismuth-214 may become spatially
separated from its parent uranium whose immediate daughter products are radium which is relatively
soluble, and radon which is a gas. Migration of these elements would produce disequilibrium in the series.
However, in certain circumstances this can be advantageous, as the escape of radon through fissures may
bring to the surface evidence of a uranium deposit at depth.

With thorium there is no evidence to show that it is ever found out of equilibrium in nature. Neither are
there any disequilibrium problems with potassium for it only possesses a single photopeak.
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In addition to detecting specified gamma-ray energies through narrow windows it is customary to measure
the total radiation over a much wider energy range from 0,2 to 2,9 MeV. This quantity, the 'total count', is
equivalent to the output of a non-discriminating scintillometer.

The upper limit is set by the fact that energies above 2,9 MeV are not of geological significance.
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LECTURE 10

THE PROCESSING AND INTERPRETATION OF
AIRBORNE GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETER DATA

B. R.S. Minty

Geophysicist

Geological Survey of South Africa

1. INTRODUCTION

The practical aspects of planning and flying an airborne gamma-ray spectrometer survey have been dealt
with by other speakers. The processing, presentation, and subsequent interpretation of the data acquired
from such a survey can now be discussed.

I

I-

2. PROCESSING OF AIRBORNE RADIOMETRIC DATA

Airborne surveys involve difficulties related to poor gamma-ray count statistics, weak geological signals and

large background count rates. For these reasons it is important to improve the utility of the data through

processing, especially when the purpose of the survey is to aid geological mapping or to detect low-grade

uranium mineralisation.

Broadly speaking, data processing can be subdivided into two processes, viz. data correction and data
enhancement. Data correction involves the removal of the dependence of the data on sampling variables,
whereas data enhancement involves both the improvement of the data through processing and its
conversion into a readily interpretable form.

2.1 Data Correction Procedures

2.1.1 Spectrometer drift

Spectrometers must be calibrated with respect to the positioning of the channels over the observed
spectrum. The drift is caused by variations in the system and may be considerable during the course of a
day's flying. Three-channel spectrometers normally have automatic drift stabilisation using an internal
reference source such as caesium or americium. Modern multichannel spectrometers rely on careful
electronic design and thermostatic blankets around the crystal pack to stabilise the gain of the system.

Even so, an external caesium source (0,662 MeV photopeak) is commonly used to align the photomultiplier
tube gains for each crystal before each day's flying. Since multichannel systems record the whole spectrum
from about 0,2 to 3,0 MeV, the characteristic photopeaks from naturally occurring uranium and thorium
recorded on-line can be used to detect and correct for any drift.

2.1.2 Dead-time correction

Due to electronic design, spectrometers require a finite time to process each pulse from the detector. Any
pulse that arrives while another is being processed is automatically rejected and the total counting time
available is thus reduced by the time taken to process all detected pulses. A typical dead time would be of
the order 15 /us/pulse and should be corrected for according to the procedures outlined by other speakers.

2.1.3 Background correction

For the purpose of interpreting airborne radiometric surveys we are only corcerned with gamma radiation
originating from the ground. Any other detected radiation (background radiation) can be considered as
noise as it is of no geological interest and must be removed before any quantitative interpretation can take
place.
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Background radiation is made up of a cosmic contribution, a contribution from the structure of the aircraft
and its equipment and a part arising from the presence of radon in the atmosphere. The contribution of
this background radiation to the observed spectrum can be determined in a number of ways:

(a) In larger survey aircraft it is possible to have an "upward-looking" detector to monitor the background
level of radiation continuously. These systems have an additional crystal pack which is shielded from
radiation from below by about 100 mm of lead shielding. Additional correction in this case should be
made for background radiation originating from radon in the layer of air between the survey aircraft
and the ground. The fraction of the ground radiation which penetrates the lead shielding will be
minimal and can 13 neglected for all practical purposes.

(b) As an alternative to a lead-shielded detector, an estimate of the background radiation can be obtained
by recording the radiation level at an altitude of 600 m above ground before and after each survey
flight. At this altitude almost all terrestrial radiation is absorbed by the atmosphere and the observed
spectrum can be considered as background. The assumption here, of course, is that the cosmic and
radon contributions to the total background are the same at 600 m as at the survey altitude (about
100 m). This is not necessarily the case. It must also be assumed that the background varies linearly
with time between the two background determinations, and that radon effects are space invariant.

(c) Another method of determining the background is to record the radiation level while flying over a large

body of water at the survey altitude, since gamma rays are almost completely attenuated by about 1 m

of water. This method may be impractical if suitable bodies of water are not available in the survey

area. Again, the background must be assumed to vary linearly with time between background

determinations, and the radon effects must be assumed to be space invariant.

2.1,4 Altitude correction

Gamma rays are attenuated with distance from their source and the observed levels must be corrected for

variations in the terrain clearance of the detector in order to normalise measurements to a standard distance

above the ground. This is probably the most difficult correction to make as the attenuation of radiation

with height depends on the geometry of the source as well as on the energy of radiation. Thus, the radiation

from narrow sources attenuates more rapidly with height than that from a broad source, and low-energy

radiation falls off more rapidly with height than high-energy radiation.

A gross correction for altitude can be obtained by considering an exponential fall-off of radiation as a
function of the instantaneous terrain clearance (Darnley, 1972).

Where ju is the empirically derived attenuation coefficient for any particular energy interval, H is the survey
reference altitude and h is the instantaneous terrain clearance.

A more comprehensive correction can be made by considering the two-dimensionality of the source
(Geometries, 1974). This may be necessary in areas of more rugged topography, but it should be
emphasised that there is no exact correction for variations in the terrain clearance of the detector as all
methods must make some necessarily arbitrary assumptions about the source geometry. The most that can
be expected of a terrain clearance correction is an improvement in the quality of the data. Furthermore,
beyond a certain maximum elevation (perhaps 300 m) above terrain the gamma radiation is, for all practical
purposes, completely attenuated by the air between source and detector. It is, therefore, unrealistic to
attempt to correct the recorded count rates once a certain critical elevation is exceeded.

2.2 Data Enhancement Procedures

2.2.1 Reduction of data to elemental count rates

Once the observed gamma-ray spectrum has been corrected for background, altitude, dead time and
spectrometer drift (for multichannel systems) it is necessary to determine what contribution (in terms of
count rates) each of the three fundamental elements (K, U and Th) makes towards the observed spectrum.
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A brief summary of the least squares matrix method of analysis is given in the appendix. This method can
be applied to data acquired by either conventional 3-channel spectrometers or the more recent
multichannel spectrometer systems.

From a qualitative point of view the reduction procedure could be described as follows:

(a) The responses of the system to different sources of known composition are observed. By suitable
choice of sources this data can be used to calculate the spectra that would be observed by the system
for pure sources of K, U and Th. This step is achieved by using the portable sources (available from the
Atomic Energy Board or Geological Survey), which have been specially constructed for this purpose.

(b) These responses are then normalised for each pure source so that the total number of counts over all

channels is unity.

(c) The actual counts due to K, U and Th are then found by determining the linear combination of the 3
'pure' response functions that will give the best approximation to the observed spectrum, i.e. by solving
the relationship

observed spectrum

= counts due to Th x pure Th response function
+ counts due to U x pure U response function
+ counts due to K x pure K response function

Thus the total number of counts detected over the observed spectrum is subdivided into counts due to

the 3 radioelements.

2.2.2 Reduction of elemental count rates to ppm

Radiometric data is often represented in units of counts per unit time. This is undesirable because the
observed radiation in counts per unit time is dependent not only on the ground radioelement concentration
but also on the equipment used and on the reference altitude (nominal terrain clearance) of the particular
survey. Crystal volume, detector efficiency and spectrum width will all affect the observed count rate and
make it difficult to compare results from 2 different surveys. It is thus desirable that survey measurements
be expressed in terms of mean ground-level abundances of the respective elements.

The problem can be approached in two ways depending on the level of accuracy required. The Geological
Survey of Canada's approach (Darnley and Grasty, 1971) is via calibration flights at known heights over a
carefully selected test strip. The test strip has reasonably uniform concentrations of the radioelements
which have been determined by systematic ground sampling and chemical analysis. For a specific altitude
and survey system, a factor is calculated which will convert count rates to element abundances.

For example 1 ppm U = n counts/s

This method is usually sufficient, although small errors will be incurred in areas of high radiometric
gradients where anomalous ground concentrations will appear broader in extent tl-an they really are (see
Fig. 1). Alternatively, a linear inverse technique (Minty, 1977) could be employed. This technique gives a
better indication of ground-level concentrations by considering more than c ne data point in the evaluation,
but at the cost of increased computer time. Both methods require the use of a well-sampled test strip. Such
a strip is available in South Africa near the Vaal Dam (Day, 1978), although it covers only the
low-concentration range.

2.2.3 Filtering/removal of statistical noise

The primary purpose of most airborne radiometric surveys is to delineate areas of local uranium
enrichment Small uranium anomalies can easily be obscured by 'noise' which is inherent in the data. This
'noise' is predicted by statistical sampling theory and is sometimes called the statistical noise. It arises
because in radiometrics we are using a finite sampling interval to sample events (radioactive decays) which
are occurring in a random way.
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Fortunately, the predominant frequency content of the noise is much higher than that of the signal and the
noise can therefore be removed by filtering. The effect of filtering is to increase the signal to noise ratio of
the sampled data (see Fig. 2) and thus improve the quality of the data. The use of a cross-correlation
(matched) filter for radiometric data has been discussed by Richards (1977b).

3. PRESENTATION OF DATA

The data can be presented in a variety of ways depending on the sensitivity and purpose of the survey. A
plot of the flight lines on translucent polyester to show the exact location of fiducial points serves as the
base map and is compiled by the Geological Survey of South Africa for all surveys (Fig. 3).

The results of a low-sensitivity survey whose primary purpose is the delineation of areas of anomalous
uranium mineralisation, can be represented by indicating the extent of uranium anomalies on the flight-line
maps (Fig. 4) . Aerial photographs, topocadastral and geological maps of the area can then be compared
directly with these maps during interpretation.

High-sensitivity surveys can also be used as an aid to lithological mapping and all the data need to be
suitably presented. Profiles of each line flown showing terrain clearance, total count, potassium, uranium
and thorium count rates, as well as the ratios of the U:Th, Th:K and U:K count rates can be ploned against
distance along the lines. Fiducials should be superimposed along the distance axis (Fig. 5). Other ratios may
also be considered and I l2/Th has been used successfully.

Contour maps of the K, U and Th count rates can be compiled, although this can be quite expensive and
often only a total-count contour map is compiled with the K, U and Th values, as read from the profile
data, marked at the anomaly peaks.

An alternative to contouring is the isometric plot. This is essentially a transformation from a 3-coordinate
rectangular cartesian system (x, y, z) to a 2-coordinate rectangular cartesian system (X, Y ) , such that

X = x cos a2 — y cos ai
Y = x sin a2 + sin a i + z

where a\ and a2 define the apparent viewpoint (see Fig. 6) . Such a presentation can be used to give a
perspective view of the anomalies (Fig. 7) , or the axes can be set at right angles to each other in order that
the plot can be used as a direct overlay to existing geological or topocadastral maps (Fig. 8) . Isometric maps
have the following advantages over contour maps of the same data:

(a) An isometric map is up to 100 times cheaper to produce than a contour map.

(b) Isometric maps are entirely objective and no data are lost, as is the case with contour maps through the

choice of contouring interval.

Contour and isometric maps have the disadvantage that, in order to be of aid to mapping it is necessary to
compare at (east 3 maps (K, U and Th) directly. This may be difficult and the problem is, therefore, to
represent 3 independently varying data items on a single map. This may be solved by using a colour
representation technique (Richards and Walraven, 1975) whereby the three diagnostic concentrations are
represented by intensities of each of the 3 primary hues - red, blue and yellow.

By superimposing the 3 primaries, each with the intensity appropriate to its element concentration, a
colour can be associated with each data point on the map. Each colour will therefore represent a unique set
of element concentrations.

4. INTERPRETATION

As with presentation, the interpretation of airborne radiometric data will depend on the sensitivity and
purpose of the survey. In any interpretation of the data, however, constant reference should be made to
any existing sources of information. These will include topographic and geological maps, aerial
photographs, photomosaics and aeromagnetic maps of the area. I t is also very important to bear in mind the
limitations of airborne radiometric surveys during interpretation. These would include the following:
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(a) The attenuation of gamma radiation. Element concentrations refer only to the top 300 mm or so of the
earth's surface. The radioactivity of superficial cover need not necessarily be representative of the
underlying bedrock. Dense vegetation or waterlogged soil can increase the attenuation of gamma rays.
Terrain corrections are only approximations, as the geometry of source must be assumed to fit a
particular model.

(b) Calculated element concentrations refer to the 'average' concentration within the circle of investigation
of the spectrometer. The diameter of the circle of investigation is approximately equal to twice the
altitude of the aircraft. In the linear inverse technique, the calculated ground concentration refers to a
strip of ground perpendicular to the flight track and equal in width to the distance the aircraft flies
during the sample time.

(c) Large backgrounds and weak geological signals can result in poor statistical accuracy for normally
occurring concentrations of only a few parts per million.

(d) Disequilibrium of the source. As discussed by other speakers this can lead to large errors in calculated
concentrations.

If the purpose of the interpretation is the identification of target areas for further uranium exploration,
then zones of anomalous uranium mineralisation can be selected by visual inspection of the profile data. In
this respect, the use of the U / T h and U/K ratios of the data have been found to be useful (Darnley, 1972).
The advantage of using ratios is that they do not depend on the source concentration and geometry, or the
attenuation within the source and intervening media as is the case with absolute concentrations. They rely
on the fact that it is characteristic of almost all economic uranium deposits that uranium is preferentially
concentrated relative to thorium.

Experimental surveys over several types of Canadian uranium deposits have shown that the uranium to
thorium ratio is generally more specific for potentially economic uranium deposits than is the uranium to
potassium ratio, although the latter provides a wider target halo (Darnley, 1972). There is the ambiguity
present, however, that the ratios can increase either as uranium increases or as either thorium or potassium
decreases.

For larger crystal volume, the sensitivity of the system may be good enough to recognise fairly subtle
changes in radiation. Thus, the system may be able to detect the presence of geochemical dispersion haloes
in the vicinity of mineralisation, which may be poorly exposed or completely blind. In Canada, these zones
may cover thousands of square metres with the average equivalent uranium content being only 1 or 2 ppm
greate, than in the surrounding area (Darnley and Grasty, 1971).

The ability of a high-sensitivity spectrometer system to detect subtle changes in the radioactive properties
of the source, is also the basis for the use of the system as a mapping tool. Histograms can be calculated
showing the count rate (or concentration) distribution of the gamma-ray parameters (percentage K, ppm U
and Th etc.) for each geological unit in areas where the positions of these units are well-defined (see Fig. 9) .
Each geological unit thus has a characteristic radioactive 'signature' which can be used to aid lithological
mapping in areas where the geology is not so well-defined. The colour mapping analogue of these signatures
would be a range of colours for each geological unit.
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APPENDIX

The number of photons R(due to primary monochromatic radiation) detected per unit time in a particular
energy window is generally assumed to be directly proportional to the concentration, x, of surrounding
radioactive elements, i.e.

R = ax (1)

where a is a proportionality constant This is the ideal case. The observed count rate is, however, also
influenced by absorption and by Compton scattering of rays with energies initially outside the window
under consideration. It is therefore necessary to calculate the contribution in each energy window from
gamma rays of all possible sources. For 3 sources and n channels (windows) we can set up the following
system of equations:

F?2 = 821X1 + a23*3

••"•

i=1ton(n>3)
j=ito3

(2)

(3)

where Rj = count rate in the ith channel
x: = concentration of the jth element (i.e. K, U or Th)
aj: = proportion of counts appearing in the ith channel for a given concentration of the jth element.

In matrix notation equation 2 can be written as:

R = AX (4)

which has the least-squares solution (n>3)

A = RXt (XXt) -1 (5/

The calibration matrix A is thus calculated by observing the response of the detector to sources of known
composition. The calibration constants determined will be a function of the sourt stector geometry,
crystal size, detector efficiency and channel widths.

Richards (1977a) has shown that by suitable normalisation of the calibration matrix A (divide each row by
the sum of the elements in that row), each element will represent the proportion (in a particular channel) of
the total number of counts (recorded in n channels) due to either potassium, uranium or thorium. Equation
(3) can thus provide a means of calculating the unknown total count rates due to each of K, U or Th.

3
Ri = 2 ajj XJ (6)

j=1

where Rj= count rate in the ith channel
x: = total count rate due to jth element (i.e. K, U or Th)
ajj = the proportion in channel i of the total number of counts (all channels) due to element j

or in matrix notation

(7)

which has the least-squares solution

X = (AtA) - iAtR (8)

and the n count rates have been reduced to count rates due to each of the 3 radioactive elements.
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PREFACE

Uranium ore deposits are amongst the easiest and most difficult to find. When a deposit outcrops on the
surface it may be detected simply by 7-ray scintillometry or spectronnetry. Conversely, when the deposit is
buried beneath a cover of more than 0,5 m then it may remain undetected by the abovementioned (Basson,
1979). Other geophysical methods could possibly solve the problem of locating buried ore bodies, e.g.
resistivity and magnetics, but generally, like most prospecting techniques, they do have their limitations in
view of their indirect application.

Geochemistry has played an important role in locating these hidden deposits, but again mother nature has
often prevented the successful application of geochemicai prospecting techniques in numerous cases.

Geochemical prospecting utilises the concept of the dispersion of the elements from buried mineralisation
into media that are accessible and more readily sampled. To this purpose our lecture discusses to a lesser
extent the fundamental concepts, but more attention will be devoted to the practical implementation of
the related geochemical processes in exploration.

Geochemical prospecting techniques are based upon the premise that uranium-enriched areas can be located
or identified on any scale because of the fact that uranium concentrations tend to increase towards the
mineralised area. Diagrammatically this trend is shown in Fig. 1 (Arendt, 1977) for hypothetical situations
which show the relationship between uranium concentration and the area! extent of the uranium-enriched
regions. Background naturally covers the greatest area. With increasing uranium concentrations the extent
of the enriched areas may decrease as follows;

province
district
deposit

2 5 0 - 2 500 km?
25 - 250 t«m2
2 , 5 - 25km2

As far as present knowledge is concerned we need not necessarily find a province or district as a deposit is
approached from background concentration. The scales indicated in Fig. 1 may be dependent upon the
type of sample taken.

The initial stages of any prospecting involve the selection of criteria based on the fundamental concepts of
uranium deposition (Hambleton-Jones, 1978). Gableman (1970) considered the extrapolation approach
whereby results and observations concerning geological, chemical, mineralogical, structural and
palaeogeographic evidence obtained from known deposits are extended to unexplored areas. Based upon
this knowledge the appropriate geochemical prospecting method for a particular target area may be
selected.
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This lecture covers the following aspects relating to target area selection:

(a) Uranium geochemical prospecting methods including hydrogeochemistry and stream sediment
sampling.

(b) Radon emanometry in practice.

(c) Other geochemical prospecting techniques covering subjects such as helium, and mercury vapour.

\

1. URANIUM GEOCHEMICAL RECONNAISSANCE

1.1 Introduction

Geochemical prospecting techniques must be applied in such a way that we get maximum information from
subsurface mineralisation. Hydrogeochemistry, stream sediment samples and radon detection are three
possible techniques (the latter is discussed in Section 2).

Two phases of geochemical prospecting are generally recognised:

Phase 1. Reconnaissance surveys are conducted over large regions for the purpose of searching for

favourable areas of mineralisation using the minimum of samples spread over the widest area.

Phase 2. Detailed surveys are undertaken in areas delineated as favourable with the aim of outlining more
definite targets of probable ore using higher density sampling over a smaller area than in Phase 1 .

These concepts are shown schematically in Fig. 2. When changing from the reconnaissance to the detail
stage different types of samples may have to be taken.

Butz (1977) considers that in this two-phase approach three conditions must be met:

(a) The concentration of uranium in samples must be interpreted in terms of several geochemical processes.

(b) The sampling spacing must be able to bracket targets.

(c) The concentrations of various elements, typical of mineralised and barren ground, must be
recognisable.

Within the framework of Phase 1 , pilot studies over known deposits should be conducted in order to
establish the parameters concerning the distribution of the variables constituting the deposit. The Oak
Ridge geochemical reconnaissance program (Arendt, 1977) required that the following information should
be provided by the pilot surveys:

(a) Trace elements indicative of uranium mineralisation.

(b) Relationship between sample types and relative importance of each.

(c) Range of geochemical concentrations from mineralised and background areas.

(d) Adequacy of laboratory sensitivity.

(e) Types of treatments to be given to the samples.

(f) Area to which pilot survey applies.

(g) Adequacy of sample spacing.

Important aspects of any geochemical sampling program are the geological, geographic (e.g. topography)
and climatic (e.g. rainfall) factors which influence the areas being surveyed.
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1.2 The Geochemistry of Uranium

This section deals primarily with those aspects of uranium geochemistry that are pertinent to prospecting.

For a more detailed discussion refer to the lecture on Uranium Geochemistry in this series.

The application of stream sediment and hydrogeochemicai sampling for uranium prospecting is dependent
upon the dispersion of the uranium into the secondary environment from a primary source. Figure 3
illustrates the processes whereby uranium is dispersed into the respective sample types. Although a uranium
deposit is leached in the upper layers this leaching will never be complete and some uranium will remain.
Some of the mobile uranium is removed by subsidiary streams and groundwater to be deposited in the
stream sediments. The interaction of these processes has thereby provided a means for detecting the ore
deposit by the sampling of streams and groundwaters, stream sediments, soils, etc.

Dispersion patterns, that can be found associated with vein deep-seated and sedimentary uranium ore
deposits, are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. So far no true vein uranium deposits have been found in South Africa
but the nature of the dispersion patterns in Fig. 4 could possibly apply to areas of the north-western Cape.
Figure 5 shows typical dispersion patterns that are found in the Karoo Supergroup.

Secondary dispersion can also take place in the solid form as detrital resistate minerals (Leach, 1977; Price

and Ferguson, 1977).

Parameters affecting the secondary dispersion of uranium and their relevance to geochemical prospecting

from the interpretative point of view are briefly discussed below.

(a) Geology: Magmatic enrichment of uranium is responsible for the concentration of uranium in the
major uranium provinces. Subsurface waters in contact with these rocks tend to have higher uranium
concentrations. Rocks, e.g. granites, containing a high content of leachable or soluble uranium will
release it relatively easily to the groundwater (Szalay and Samsoni, 1969). In other words, the uranium
content of the media being sampled depends upon the uranium content of the rocks in the drainage
area. On the other hand, those rocks where the uranium is fixed in the resistate minerals will release
relatively little uranium.

(b) Relief: In mountainous regions the rainfall run-off is rapid causing the finer stream sediment to be
removed and consequently produce only short dispersion trains of uranium. The opposite is generally
true for the low-relief areas where the water flow is slower and the stream sediments have a higher
proportion of finer material which are more favourable for longer dispersion trains. Thus uranium
concentrations in water tend to be lower in the mountainous areas and gradient plays a significant role
(Beeson, 1976).

(c) Seasonal Effects: Weather conditions affect the distribution and concentration of the uranium in
stream sediments and in both surface and subsurface waters (Wenrich-Verbeek etal, 1976; Sharp, 1977;
Grimbert, 1963; Rose, 1977). Wenrich-Verbeek etal report that a study of the relationship between
stream discharge and uranium concentration in the USA since 1960 showed the following trends:

(i) in 80 % of the streams the uranium concentration had a negative correlation with discharge. In the
western USA (a dry area) the correlation coefficient was r = 0,6, whereas in the wetter eastern
areas the correlation was worse;

(ii) at o confidence limit of 9 9 % the uranium concentration is at its maximum during minimum

discharge.

(d) Contaminants: Sources of potential contaminants such as mine workings which include exposed dumps
and pumped-out water, must be recognised. Phosphatic fertilisers are known to contain a high
proportion of soluble uranium, and therefore surveys conducted near to agricultural areas may lead to
false anomalies (Sharp, 1977; Rose, 1977; Adams, 1954).

(e) Modes of Dissolution and Precipitation: Under reducing conditions uranium is immobile, occurring
mainly as uraninite or related compounds where the 4 + valence state is dominant. In an aerated or
oxidising atmosphere the soluble 6 + valence state is stable and uranium is capable of forming the
mobile uranyl complexes (Mann, 1974; Hambleton-Jones, 1976; Rose, 1977; Langmuir, 1978). Because
of the high solubility of uranium in oxidising media, uraninite and possibly other accessory minerals
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release uranium to the aqueous medium. This uranium is transported until it reaches suitable
geochemical barriers such as organic matter, clays and iron oxides, or complex formation with
vanadates, arsenates, phosphates etc., and physical barriers such as impermeable layers and pans.

(f) Chemistry of the water. Uranium distribution in water is controlled to a large measure by the
chemistry of the water, e.g. it has been shown that uranium tends to increase with the
total-dissolved-solids content of the water (Rose, 1976, 1977; Sharp, 1977; Wenrich-Verbeek et al,
1976; Dyck, 1975).

The factors listed above are important when interpreting the data for exploration purposes. In some
instances empirical corrections may have to be applied to certain samples which have high organic contents,
total-dissolved-solids, or accessory minerals. False anomalies created by these factors can to some degree be
eliminated by applying the appropriate corrections. Each area will have its own empirical correction factor
due to the unique environmental conditions pertaining to it. These factors will be discussed in greater detail
in Section 1.6.

1.3 The NURE Program in the USA

The energy crisis and the future shortfall in the long-term supply of uranium has stimulated a flurry of
prospecting activity for uranium throughout the world. The United States of America has mounted an
unprecedented program in order to evaluate and augment their uranium reserves. This program is called the
National Uranium Resource Evaluation (NURE) and embraces all branches of the earth sciences. One
branch is the Hydrogeochemical and Stream Sediment Reconnaissance (HSSR), which is relevant to this

| discussion.

• The object of the HSSR program is to complete by the end of 1980 a nationwide reconnaissance program
i for uranium. Surface and groundwater, stream and lake sediment samples are to be used in the assessment
! • of future potential uranium reserves, and to delineate areas that are favourable for further exploration. It is
i the intention of HSSR to define only potential uraniferous regions, the detailed follow-up on individual
; anomalies is the responsibility of private companies.

'•• The USA has been divided into four zones, each of which has been allocated to a contracting laboratory. A
fifth laboratory has been awarded the task of standardising the results because each of the four laboratories
have adopted slightly different approaches necessitated by their existing analytical facilities and the
different set of geochemical conditions pertaining to each zone.

With regard to the organisation, planning and implementation of HSSR, the four contracting laboratories
have similar approaches. Because of the enormous size of the project a high level of sophistication and

\ ^ methodology is required. As an example of the approaches adopted, the HSSR organisation of the Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratories (LASL) will be briefly mentioned (Sharp, 1977). The project comprises five
components.

(a) Organisation and planning, which includes management, design and execution.

,j (b) field sampling, which includes orientation studies, generation of specifications, contracting and
) inspection of field work.

, I (c) Sample receiving and analysis which includes development of methods and hardware, quality assurance
; and archival storage.

(d) Data handling and presentation, including verification, storage, output, and plotting.

(e) Data evaluation and publication which incorporates geochemical, geological, statistical and empirical
evaluation and report writing.

Before commencing the HSSR programs, extensive surveys of the world's literature were made. A summary
of the LASL survey based on world literature and pilot studies is quoted (Sharp, 1977). " . . . in keeping
within the existing time and funding constraints the most effective geochemical reconnaissance for uranium
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over the'region should follow strict, standardised sampling procedures and concentrate essentially
on the determination of the uranium levels in both natural waters and waterborne sediments wherever
possible.

"On the basis of experience reported in various geologic regimes and climatic zones from around the world,
it is considered necessary that at least one well-chosen water sample and/or sediment sample be obtained
from each nominal 10 km2, except in localities where abundant water in contact with organic

sediment should make one sample location per 20 km?, or so suffice. While it has been shown in some areas
that such a sampling density is not particularly promising, in a considerable number of others it has proven
quite adequate for uranium reconnaissance work aimed simply at delineating areas favourable for
exploration.

"Also, since the dispersion trains of uranium in water are sometimes much greater than in sediment, as is
generally the case in carbonate terrains, or vice versa as has been reported, particularly in areas of
bituminous rocks, the sampling of both waters and sediments wherever possible should enhance the
adequacy of coverage, as well as give better insight into the uranium geochemistry of a specific area.

"Furthermore, while the detailed sampling of water alone has been credited with playing a major part in the
discovery of actual uranium deposits, the sampling of sediment often holds greater promise, particularly in
areas where there is a large component of organic material or where only dry stream beds are generally
available. Under advantageous conditions, which are not uncommon, the benefit of the depth of
penetration to be accrued from water sampling (whether wells are actually sampled or not) can also come
from sampling sediment, particularly where organic material serves to integrate over the long term the
uranium levels in the water with which it is in contact."

1.4 Sampling Procedures

In this section the nature of the samples and sample densities will be discussed.

1.4.1 Stream sediments

\

Mesh size

From the studies conducted by three of the HSSR contracting laboratories the most suitable stream
sediment fraction for analysis was found to be - 1 0 0 mesh (Butz, 1977; Baucom, 1977; Rose etal, 1976).
Uranium values tend to be highest in the —200 mesh and lowest in the coarse - 4 0 + 1 0 0 mesh fractions
(Jacob et al, 1979). Distributions in the - 1 0 0 + 2 0 0 mesh and - 2 0 0 mesh fractions were nevertheless
similar. Sometimes the amount of the - 2 0 0 mesh fractions was insufficient for analysis. It is preferable in
some cases to sieve the sample in the field through 40 mesh to ensure a sufficient amount of the - 1 0 0 mesh1

material.

Sampling errors

Sampling errors are minimised by taking composite samoles preferably collected over a 25 - 50 m stretch
as has also been advocated (Rose et al, 1976). It is general practice to remove the upper 50 mm of stream
sediment before taking the sample. In addition samples should be taken above the confluence of streams
away from the banks. The amount of material to be collected should be sufficient to conduct the analysts
required and samples of 25g (Sharp, 1977) to 350g (Rose etal, 1976) have been suggested. In the
south-western Karoo up to 5 kg of unsieved material may be required.

Sampling procedures in dry deserts are slightly different. The Lawrence Livermore Laboratory uses a
medium-sized fraction 0,5 — 1 mm in order to eliminate that finer fraction considered to be wind borne
(Leach, 1977).

Sampling density

Sampling density is determined largely by the conditions prevailing in the area under investigation.
Densities of 1 sample per 8 km2 are frequently used during Phase 1 (Leach, 1977; Baucom, 1977). In sandy
desert regions where there are extensive developments of playas and aeolian deposits the sampling density
will decrease, but when complex geology is encountered the density may increase to above normal.
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During the Phase 1 exploration (Butz, 1977), used for delineating provinces (say a small province of
2 600 km2), one sample for every hydrological basin of about 260 km? in areal extent is required.
Therefore ten stream sediment samples are collected for this purpose. In the case of Phase 2 where districts
of 260 km2 are being sought, hydrological basins of 26 km? are sampled which again implies that ten
stream sediment samples are required. These requirements demonstrate the variability of the sampling
density during the different phases of exploration.

Rose et al (1976) concluded from their studies in the Appalachians that stream sediment samples from
first-order streams were usually anomalous, but in larger second-order streams the sediments were not
anomalous (after correction for organic material) even though their first-order streams were. This indicated
that the anomalous trains were short and diluted with material from unmineralised rocks within the
catchment areas.

J.4.2 Stream-water and groundwater samples

Both stream-water and groundwater samples can be taken for geochemical exploration. It appears that the
most useful type is groundwater as it defines areas of potential uranium mineralisation more accurately
than stream waters (Butz, 1977; Baucom, 1977). Baucom lists the factors which militate against sampling
stream water in preference to groundwater.

(a) Groundwater provides better subsurface information.

(b) Groundwater is less liable to be polluted.

(c) Groundwater is more stable and not affected by short-term seasonal variations.

(d) Uranium concentration in groundwater is higher than in stream water, and has an improved
peak-to-background ratio.

(e) Year lound sampling is possible.

The volume of water taken, can vary considerably depending upon the analytical requirements. For the
HSSR program some laboratories preferred 250 ml (Butz, 1977) while others required one litre (Baucom et
al, 1977). The South African Atomic Energy Board (AEB) requires a total of 250 ml for uranium and
vanadium analysis; and an additional one litre should major cation and anion analyses be required.

There are different opinions with regard to sample treatment in the field. Some workers specify no field
treatments (Butz, 1977) while others prefer immediate filtering (Sharp, 1977; Baucom et al, 1977;Olsen,
1977, Wenrich-Verbeek et al, 1976; Rose et al. 1976). The pore sizes of the filters used are also not
universal because some use 0,4/urn (Wenrich-Verbeek eta/, 1976; Rose era/, 1976; Sharp, 1977) and others
0,8/jm {Baucom et al, 1977). The AEB finds that 0,8 ^m filters are adequate as this optimises between
filtration rate and removal of suspended material. Adsorption or plating of uranium on container walls is
reported by some workers (Wenrich-Verbeek et al, 1976; ONen, 1977 a and b) but not others (Butz, 1977;
Brits and Smit, 1977). Those who do find that uranium is lost to the container, advocate acidification to
pH < 1 with hydrochloric or nitric acid or after filtration in the field. Olsen (1977a) reports the results of
trials (Table I) where the effects of filtration and acidification were investigated.

Those samples that were only acidified had the highest uranium values indicating that uranium had been
leached from the suspended material.

The lower uranium values in the filtered samples is evidence that plating out had occurred. Samples that
received no treatment tended to be higher than when both filtration and acidification had been applied,
probably due to the dissolution of attached uranium on the suspended material. It was concluded that
water samples should be both filtered and acidified.

The Savannah River Laboratory (SRL) preferred to go one stage further in the field. The water was initially
filtered and immediately passed through a cation-anion ion exchange resin in the hydronium-hydroxide
form which removed all ions from solution (Baucom eta/, 1977). Experimental work showed that 99% of
all ions were recovered. The main attractions of this technique are that losses by plating out are eliminated
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and the concentration of other ions can be determined relatively easily. Furthermore there is no subsequent
contamination and no bulky transport problems.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF STATISTICAL DATA ON THE URANIUM CONTENT OF
GRANTS MINERAL-BELT WATERS WITH RESPECT TO TREATMENT

AND SAMPLE TYPE (AFTER OLSEN, 1977a)

TYPE OF
SAMPLE

Streams

Wells

Natural ponds

Artificial ponds

TREATMENT

None
Filtered
Acidified
Filtered and acidified

None
Filtered
Acidified
Filtered and acidified

None
Filtered
Acidified
Filtered and acidified

None
Filtered
Acidified
Filtered and acidified

AVERAGE U
(ppb)

2,40
1,28
2,98
1.V4

1,41
1.47
1,59
1,33

1,87
1,87
2,16
0,99

1,75
0,95
2,26
1,18

STANDARD
DEVIATION

(ppb)

1,62
1,00
1,63
1,11

1,04
1,34
1,13
1,24

1,18
1,05
1,07
0,87

0,99
0,62
1,07
0,71

NO. OF SAMPLE
POINTS

25
25
25
25

37
37
37
37

10
10
10
10

98
98
98
98

Stream waters should be collected at the point of maximum flow rate and ground water samples at a point
nearest the well head. Field measurements on the water generally include temperature, conductivity, pH,
dissolved oxygen and alkalinity. Scintillometer readings are taken as near as possible to sample point.

Baucom (1977) categorised field measurements into three groups in terms of usefulness.

Group 1 — Most useful
Alkalinity, conductivity, pH, and temperature.

Group 2 — Occasionally useful in streams but more useful in groundwater.
Eh, dissolved oxygen, and sulphate.

Group 3 - Not useful.
Phosphate, nitrate, and ammonium ions.

It must be stated that these conclusions were drawn from surveys carried out over crystalline rocks in
eastern USA.

Wenrich-Verbeek et al (1976) were of the opinion that there is no significant correlation between pH and
uranium and it therefore has no applicability to uranium exploration. Conductivity is useful as it has a
positive correlation with uranium and could possibly be used as a potential pathfinder.

For the dry South Texas region Butz (1977) reported that for Phase 1 groundwater should be sampled at
16 km2 spacings, while for Phase 2, five km2 spacings are adequate.
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1.4.3 General remarks

In certain instances multiple sample types are to be recommended. An example of this is given by Butz
(1977) where it was shown that groundwaters defined sandstone uranium deposits, while stream sediments
distinguished uranium-bearing lignites. If only groundwater had been sampled the lignites would have been
missed because they were not aquifers and therefore not represented by wells.

While sampling, field observations should include general descriptions of the bedrock, vegetation, terrain,

weather, possible contaminants, waterwell configuration etc.

1.5 Analytical Techniques

It is not the purpose of this discussion to describe individual analytical methods, but purely to discuss some
of the requirements posed by geochemical exploration.

The concentration of uranium in waters varies considerably, and in general the water found in desert areas
are higher in uranium content than those where rainfall is more abundant. As a rule of thumb a sensitivity
of 0,01 jug/I is required for high rainfall areas and in particular, streams of those areas (Rose etal, 1976) and
0,5 yug/l in the dry regions. The latter is more than sufficient for South African waters.

Several analytical techniques for uranium are available but the most commonly used are delayed-neutron
counting (DNC), neutron activation analysis (NAA) and fluorimetry. A DNC facility is available at
Pelindaba (Smit, 1977) which is particularly useful for those samples where the uranium concentration is
low, e.g. in stream sediments and water, and cannot be easily analysed by other methods. Analysis for
uranium in water at Pelindaba is done using an anion exchange preconcentration technique followed by
DNC (Brits and Smit, 1977). The method has been proved to be reliable and accurate.

Other trace metals in water are conveniently analysed by preconcentration with ion exchange followed by
neutron activation analysis. Vanadium is an example and a sensitivity of 0,1 jug V per 250 ml water sample
can be achieved. Atomic absorption spectroscopy can also be used for certain trace element analyses.
Sometimes it is useful to analyse for thorium and rare-earth elements in stream sediments which is best
accomplished by neutron activation analysis.

In stream sediments the total uranium concentration comprises essentially two forms: firstly that which

occurs as a uranium mineral or as an impurity in the lattice of minerals forming the detrital material, and

secondly that which has been deposited onto the detrital material from the stream. The latter uranium

component has proved to be useful in geochemical exploratibn (Rose etal, 1976; Jakob etal, 1979).

In order to prevent misunderstanding, the relevant terms can be defined as follows:

(a) Mobile uranium: that uranium which has been transported either in solution or in solid form from a
mineralised area to the sampling site.

(b) Total uranium: the total uranium concentration of the sample, i.e. the sum of mobile and background

uranium.

(c) teachable or ex tractable uranium: that uranium which will dissolve in a suitable leaching agent.

The creation of the last concept is essential because there is no analytical method that will uniquely
distinguish between mobile and background uranium and even the leachable uranium does not provide an
absolute measure of mobile uranium. Too mild a leaching agent will not dissolve all the uranium minerals in
the sample, while too severe an agent will extract uranium from the crystal lattice of detrital material. It is
therefore essential in reporting data that the leaching agent and conditions be clearly specified.

Different techniques have been adopted for analysing the extractable uranium. Rose et al (1976) use a
mixture of acetic acid and hydrogen peroxide. Jakob et al (1979) investigated numerous extraction
methods and concluded that for the best sensitivity an extraction medium of 10 % hydrochloric acid was
the most suitable. It is probable that this relatively severe extraction method leaches more uranium from
the sediment than tbp available amount of mobile uranium.

v
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1.6 Interpretation of Results

1.6.1 Uranium in stream sediments

Introduction

The theory behind stream sediment sampling and the assumption upon which interpretations are based, are
that stream sediments constitute samples of material which are representative of the drainage areas (or
basins) within which they occur. Stream sediments are composed mainly of detrital siliceous minerals,
heavy minerals, clays and organic matter which all contain varying amounts of uranium. The sediments may
freely interchange uranium with surface and groundwater whereby leaching, precipitation, occlusion and
adsorption may take place with respect to one or other of the abovementioned sediment constituents.
Those sediments in contact with anomalous water may therefore be proportionately enriched in adsorbed
or co-precipitated uranium and such anomalies may be referred to as being hydromorphic. Under
favourable conditions the stream sediments can provide evidence for both outcropping and subsurface
enrichments that are being oxidised and leached by surface and groundwaters.

Each area being investigated must be regarded as having its own unique problems, and the best
interpretative work is accomplished by the correct evaluation of the region's characteristic features thereby
making it possible to recognise the differences between true and false anomalies.

There are several general problems which can greatly influence the interpretation of stream sediment data,

(a) Total and extractable uranium

In Section 1.5 the concepts of total and extractable uranium were discussed. Analysis of total uranium

provides a value for all the uranium in the sample, whereas the extractable constituents are those which are

leached using a suitable leaching medium (e.g. 1 0 % HCI), and largely excludes that fraction remaining

associated with the detrital material.

Ten pilot studies were conducted by Jakob etal (1979) using both forms of uranium analysis in areas of
known uranium mineralisation in the south-western portion of the Karoo Supergroup. They concluded that
topography was important in determining the dispersion of uranium. In areas of significant relief the total
uranium had a dispersion train of 0,5 km with a peak-to-background ratio of three. By using the extractable
uranium the length of the dispersion train was doubled and the peak-to-background ratio could be
improved to values in excess of 30.

In the flatter areas the length of the dispersion train of total uranium is up to 0,5 km from the mineralised
zone (Fig. 6) but the anomalous extractable uranium only starts 0,5 km downstream from the mineralised
zone and may extend up to 0,5 km in length.

The results for both the total and extractable uranium were plotted on probability paper (Fig. 7 ) . Both had
log normal distributions, but only the latter technique was significantly bimodal to allow the estimation of
meaningful threshold values. In optimising the selection criteria for the estimation of threshold values, two
conflicting parameters must be considered.

Firstly, as many as possible of the samples with high uranium values, should be included in the anomalous
group that warrant detailed investigation in Phase 2, and secondly, only a minimum number of background
samples must be included with the anomalous samples. The reason for this is that background must be
regarded as a contaminant that enlarges a target area and thereby causing unnecessary expenditure in
investigating low potential regions. A compromise between these two considerations means that the success
rate for finding ore bodies is maximised, while potential loss by discarding possible anomalous samples as
background, is minimised.

Based on these criteria and the probability distributions shown in Fig. 7, the extractable uranium defined
the target areas with greater accuracy and at a higher level of confidence than the results obtained from the
total uranium values.

A large survey undertaken by the South African Geological Survey where in excess of 9 000 stream
sediment samples were taken showed very inconclusive results (Huckel, 1979). Total uranium was
determined on all the samples of which only 37 were regarded as being anomalous; and only one of these
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would have indicated one of the known 53 mineralised occurrences for detailed follow-up work. It is clear
from these results and examining the probability distributions that total uranium in these stream sediments
was completely unsatisfactory for delineating potential mineralised target areas in the south-western Karoo,
which were similar to the findings of Jakob etal (1979).

Rose et at (1976) came to a similar conclusion. They found that known uranium occurrences could not be
detected by the total uranium content, but that extractable uranium had distributions that could be
meaningfully separated into anomalous and background populations. Olsen (1977a, 1977b), on the other
hand, concluded from the results of a stream sediment survey in New Mexico that the use of total uranium
was satisfactory and that good separation of the background and anomalous populations could be attained.

From the findings of the different investigations it appears that each area has its own unique problems and
that the use of the more complicated and expensive analysis for extractable uranium is not always
justifiable. It also illustrates the importance of orientation studies BEFORE starting with the expensive
regional program.

(b) Heavy minerals in the sediments

The uranium concentration in heavy minerals, e.g. zircon, monazite, sphene, xenotime etc., is relatively
high. Analysis of total uranium in the sediment may then create false uranium anomalies. It was for this
reason that the use of extractable uranium was proposed by several workers (see subsection a).

The content of elements such as Zr and Hf in zircon (Zr, HfSiO4), Th in monazite (Ce, ThPC>4), and Dy in
xenotime (Y, DyPO4) provides a measure of the resistate mineral abundance in the sample. By removing
the uranium concentration associated with the resistate minerals it is possible to obtain a value for the
uranium concentration in the light sediment fraction. This can be done by normalising the uranium
concentration to such elements as Zr, Hf, Th and Dy. Price and Ferguson (1977) plotted logarithmic values
of U against Th + Hf + Dy and obtained a good correlation as shown in Fig. 8. Leach (1977) found that by
using this technique, a more accurate comparison of the uranium potential of drainage areas could be made.
This approach provides a viable alternative to the acid extractable technique. The relative complexities,
costs and benefits of the two methods have to be evaluated for each case.

(c) Organic matter in stream sediments

As described earlier, organic matter does scavenge uranium from solution. This again may lead to a situation
where the uranium concentration in organic-rich sediments is too high and not representative of the overall
uranium distribution thereby creating a picture of false anomalies. The relationship between uranium
concentration and loss-on-ignition is given in Fig. 9 (Rose ef al, 1976). The correlation between the
extractable uranium concentration and organic matter is however not convincing.

The poor correlation may be due to the selective adsorption of uranium from stream water onto other
adsorbents such as iron oxides and clays, varying reactivities of the organic matter, and the uncertain
uranium concentration in the water. Rose etal (1976), however, stated that the correlation is acceptable
and recommended that the correction should be made.

(d) Pathfinder elements

Uranium ore deposits commonly have characteristic elements associated with them such as vanadium,
selenium, arsenic, copper, molybdenum and phosphate which may in places be used as pathfinders. Butz
(1977) reports that the multi-element approach clearly aided the interpretation of uranium trends and that
uranium alone was insufficient to provide adequate definition of known districts.

(e) General

It can be stated that the success of using stream sediment sampling as a geochemical prospecting technique
has been unequivocally demonstrated. The rate of success of discriminating between anomalous and
background areas depends upon the degree to which the specific characteristics of a certain area can be
recognised and the application of the relevant correction factors.
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1.6.2 Uranium in stream water

Stream-water sampling with the purpose of locating uranium deposits has not received much attention in
South Africa because most of the uranium deposits (excluding the Witwatersrand) seem to be located in the
more arid regions where the streams are mainly perennial. The eastern areas of the Transvaal and Natal and
the southern Cape are the only places were abundant streams and rivers tend to flow most of the year.

Case studies examining the application of uranium in stream water have been reported by a number of
authors (Nichols et al, 1976; Wenrich-Verbeek et al, 1976; Ferguson and Price, 1976; Rose and Keith,
1976; Grimbert, 1963; Fix, 1959). They all concluded that uranium deposits can be detected and that
anomalies can extend between 0,5 km to several kilometres downstream. The study of possible
relationships between uranium and other variables, showed that in most cases uranium correlated with
total-dissolved solids and sometimes alkalinity, but Rose and Keith (1976) report an example where this is
not the case due to the fact that the waters are very dilute and the normalising procedure was ineffectual.
Wenrich-Verbeek et al (1976) consider that normalising the uranium concentration with conductivity is
useful in order to overcome effects such as evaporation and dilution caused by varying rates of stream
discharge.

Summarising the usefulness of this technique Rose (1977) stated that "useful geochemical data can be
obtained from stream waters, but variability with time, the extremely low concentrations and sample
handling problems must be carefully considered in cases of weak anomalies."

1.6.3 Uranium in groundwaters

Using hydrogeochemistry, in particular groundwater geochemistry for uranium prospecting, the explorer
must be able to predict the influence of environmental parameters on the distribution of uranium, and by
doing so, compensate for their contributions in order to obtain a more useful result. Individual parameters
in themselves may generally be insufficient to provide the required evidence and therefore combinations of
elements may be more useful. The application of hydrogeochemistry to the prospecting of uranium is
fraught with many difficulties, purely because of the chemistry of uranium. In South Africa it is mainly the
subsurface waters that can be sampled because of the vast arid and semi-arid regions. Reliance has to be
placed on existing water points, mainly windmills, and frequently these do not function owing to neglect or
the lack of wind.

How is it possible to interpret the uranium concentration in the water in terms of a potentially good
uraniferous area? The major factors .that determine the distribution of the elements in the hydrological
environment are (Hambleton-Jones, 1976):

(a) composition of the source rocks and the weathering processes acting on them;

(b) the physical nature of the source rocks, e.g. permeability, depth of burial, general structure etc.; and

(c) nature of the transporting processes and the leaching mechanisms of uranium.

Each unit therefore may be different in some or other aspect, which could in turn alter the hydrological
environment, thereby producing characteristics unique to the situation involved. In order to make a
meaningful assessment of the hydrogeochemistry of an area, information concerning the following should
be taken into account:

(a) topography of the area;

(b) general stratigraphy of the area;

(c) structural relations, e.g., folding, dip and strike of sediments, jointing, faulting*etc.;

(d) mineralogy and petrography;

(e) chemical composition of the rocks;
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(f) chemical composition of the waters, which includes the major and certain minor cationic and anionic
species. (In addition, parameters such as 222Rn, 4He, and the 234(j/238u-ratio could be determined.
Oyck et al (1976) showed that in the subsurface waters of Eastern Canada there was a distinct relation
between U, Rn, He, F, and alkalinity, and that the deeper wells had higher values of those parameters);

(g) background values of the analysed species must be established, for these can vary from area to area;

(h) although generally unobtainable, variables such as the pumping rate, whether or not there is casing, and
depth of borehole may be useful; and

5> (i) if possible, the general hydrology of the area.

(Note: This information may also be pertinent to stream sediment surveys.)

f
The final step is to attempt to relate the uranium concentration of the water to some of the above
parameters in order to assess its value as an indicator of uranium mineralisation. Evaluating the possibility
of finally finding an ore deposit is essentially an equation of probability, which increases when another
parameter proves to be positive (Oyck, 1975).

Because hydrogeochemistry plays a fairly important role in uranium exploration, a separate section is
devoted to this topic.

1.7 Hydrogeochemistry

1.7.1 Problems associated with the interpretation of hydrogeochemical data

The Geological Survey of South Africa conducted pilot and regional hydrogeochemical surveys most of
which have been limited to the south-western Karoo basin (Beeson, 1976, 1977; Murphy, 1977,1978;
Brunke, 1977), and to a lesser extent the Namaqualand region (Beeson and Brunke,' 1975; Wilkinson,
1977). Interpreting the results of the Karoo groundwaters, Murphy (1978) was of the opinion that variables
such as topography, geology, hydrology, conductivity, and major chemical composition played an
important role in delineating potentially favourable uranium-bearing areas. The influence of some of these
variables on the uranium distribution in groundwater is given below.

(a) The depth of the borehole

Interpreting the uranium distribution in groundwaters in terms of the geohydrology is complicated by the
fact that more often than not the sampling depth is unknown if the sampling point was a windpump.

Murphy (1978) pointed out that in one particular area with a low gradient the uranium concentration was
unusually low and attributed this to the occurrence of the thick alluvium layer overlying bedrock carrying
abundant water.

The 'presence of calcrete may also pose a problem in this regard as it tends to be largely a superficial
deposit. As water flows through calcrete, and in particular those that may be somewhat enriched in
uranium, it will tend to have a higher conductivity and uranium concentration than in non-calcrete areas.
Water samples drawn from shallow calcrete aquifers will suffer from this problem, and consequently the
anomalies may not be related to bedrock geology.

The chemistry of the water may also change over the depth of the borehole.

(b) Effect of gradient

Murphy (1977) and Beeson (1976) reported on the effect of topography after completing regional studies
of the uranium distribution in groundwaters in the Karoo in the vicinity of Beaufort West. Murphy found
three distinct population distributions as shown in Table I I .

Diagrammatically this was illustrated by Marchant (1978) as shown in Fig. 10.
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TABLE II
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TOPOGRAPHY AND URANIUM
CONCENTRATION NEAR BEAUFORT WEST (MURPHY, 1977)

POPULATION

Low uranium

Medium uranium

High uranium

MEAN U (ppb)

<6

6-30

>30

TYPE OF RELIEF

Steep to moderate

Low to gentle

Low

Beeson (1976) compared the slope or gradient of the ground with the uranium concentration and found
that a correlation existed. Figure 11 gives a plot of the mean uranium concentration plotted against the
mean gradient for each farm. The numerical gradient values used in this figure are the ratios of horizontal to
vertical distances, i.e. the lower the number the higher the true gradient of relief. He found that for one
area 67 % of the known mineralised areas were associated with high uranium and low relief. In a second
small-scale area the mineralisation was associated with high uranium in the water and high gradient which is
somewhat uncharacteristic of the overall picture in the Karoo.

(c) The effect of total solids

Earlier on in this lecture the effect of total-dissolved solids on uranium distribution was mentioned where in
certain waters there appeared to be a direct correlation between the two variables. This relationship was
also found by Brunke (1976), and Hambleton-Jones (unpublished data). Data of the latter are plotted in
Fig. 12. Brunke (1976) recommended that the ratio U/TDS should be used for plotting instead of U only,
and the data of Fig. 12 corroborate nis findings.

In practice the ratio U/TDS tends to reduce the number of spurious anomalies and enchance those that are
masked at the lower uranium concentrations. In a pilot study these aspects were clearly demonstrated
where even the smaller known radioactive occurrences could in places be detected.

Figures 13 and 14 are contour plans of U and U/TDS distributions in the groundwaters respectively. The
data based on uranium distribution shows four small anomalous zones which appear to be related to the
mineralised area whereas, for the U/TDS ratio, the anomalous zone almost follows the outline of the
mineralised area. Clearly, the use of the ratio U/TDS is an improvement over the uranium concentration for
the purpose of anomaly detection. The background values for both variables were selected from their
respective probability graphs which were 20 ppb U and 15 x 10-3 U/TDS. Probability graphs for uranium
and total-dissolved solids are given in Fig. 15. Three log-normal populations may be indicated for both
variables which again seems to suggest their interdependence with each other.

This relationship may however not apply to those cases where there is very high or very low total-dissolved
solids in the waters.

(d) The effect of seasonal variations

Rainfall is singularly the most influencial factor affecting the variations in the uranium distribution in the
subsurface waters. Generally during the wet season the uranium concentration is diluted whereas the reverse
is true for the dry season. However, both Beeson (1976) and Marchant (1978) point out that at the
beginning of a wet season a rising watertable wiil leach out abnormal amounts of uranium initially from the
ore whereafter the uranium concentration will drop to reach a state of equilibrium with the rate of water
recharge.

Beeson (1976) concluded that over a 20-month period during which three batches of samples wore taken in
different seasons from the same boreholes, the variation in uranium content was within ± 22 % of the mean
of all the readings. This value includes analytical variations and in general the mean variation in uranium
concentration decreased at higher values.

i -
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(e) General remarks

What has been described so far concerns the Karoo near Beaufort West. A limited investigation by Beeson
and Brunke (1975) in the Aggenys area in Namaqualand, revealed the opposite conclusions. They found
that the uranium anomalies in the groundwater were not related to topography, total-dissolved solids, the
geology, or airborne radiometric anomalies. No reasons were given for this, but it can be speculated that
sampling density was too low due to a lack of boreholes and therefore the results were not representative of
the true dispersion pattern.

The factors influencing the distribution of uranium in groundwaters are all interrelated and must therefore
be taken into account when interpreting the results. Great care must be taken that ALL relevant data be
noted when a borehole water sample is taken. It is unwise to disregard even the seemingly irrelevant piece
of sample site information because it eventually might be an aid in deciding between anomaly and
background.

1.7.2 The carnotite solubility index

Under suitable conditions carnotite is generally an insoluble mineral as was described by Hambleton-Jones
and Smit (1979a). In the natural environment carnotite forms as a chemical precipitate by one or other
means and under stable chemical conditions will maintain an equilibrium with the solution from which it
precipitated.

Based on the principles of chemical equilibrium, and under certain conditions of pH and HCOg
concentration, the elements potassium, vanadium and uranium will combine to form carnotite. Figure 16
shows the field of carnotite stability in terms of the ion product (2K.SV.2U ppm3) and pH (Mann, 1974).
Maximum carnotite stability occurs at pH = 6 whereas above and below this value carnotite begins to
dissolve.

At equilibrium and the stage where carnotite starts to precipitate the following relationship will hold,

10PH-9,022K.2U.2V
CSI =

10.4,15-pH + 10-5,69+pH (BC)2 + iQ-17,00+2pH

Where CSI = Carnotite solubility index

SK = total potassium concentration (expressed as ppm or mg/l of the metal in solution)

2U = total uranium concentration (expressed as ppb or jug/I of the metal in solution)

2V = total vanadium concentration (expressed as ppb or jug/I of the metal in solution)

(BC) = bicarbonate concentration, excluding CO*j~ and H2CO3, in aqueous solution (expressed as

ppm or mg/l).

With the aqueous solution in contact with carnotite the following generalisations can be made,

when CSI > 1 the solution is oversaturated with respect to carnotite and it will precipitate

• CSI = 1 carnotite is in equilibrium with the aqueous solution

CSI < 1 the solution is undersaturated with respect to carnotite and the latter will dissolve

It is seen that the CSI is determined using actual concentrations of the active species in solution e.g. K, U,
V, HCO3 and pH. Mann (1974) describes a similar index but in his case the bicarbonate concentration,
which is an important factor for the precipitation or dissolution of carnotite, is not used.

In practice, however, it is very cumbersome to calculate the solubility index from this formula, although it
can easily be done by computer. A series of graphs representing the formula can be used instead, from
which the values can be read. Figure 17 shows a graph where HCO3 (ppm) is plotted against pH and a
diagonal line representing the CC^/HCO^COj'equilibrium. Also plotted on the graph are isovalues of the
ion product ZK.2V.2U.

The following procedure is adopted when calculating the CSI using the concentration values obtained from
chemical analysis in either ppb or ppm as specified for the formula.
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1. Multiply the concentrations of K, V and U together from the analyses to obtain the ion product
S K . Z V . S U . . . (A)

2. Using the analyses of HCO3 and pH, determine the point on Fig. 17 and then interpolate another

2 K . S V . S U value from between the SK.SV.SU isolines... (B)

3. Calculate the ratio

- = CSI
B

As the values tend to be rather small use Log CSI instead.

From experience it has been found that even under ideal conditions, i.e. a possible equilibrium situation,
the CSI does not reach 1 , but is generally very much lower. It is not uncommon to have CSI values of 10~3
in those areas favourable for carnotite mineralisation. These low CSI values are due to the fact that the
equations are based on theoretical chemical equilibria for ideal solutions. In nature the precipitation of
carnotite does not take place from ideal solutions but from ones that may be relatively concentrated.
Furthermore, the precipitation of carnotite is influenced by the presence of clays and hydrated iron oxides
where nucleation and adsorption onto the surfaces can take place. Mechanisms for the precipitation of
carnotite have been discussed in detail by Mann (1974), Hambleton-Jones (1976) and Carlisle (1977). I t
might therefore be advisable to use a CSI value much below unity as the threshold dividing line between
anomalous and background values.

The application of the CSI is only effective in those areas which are favourable for the precipitation of
carnotite, e.g. in the calcretes of South West Africa, and certain areas of the northern and north-western
Cape. We understand that this technique has been successfully applied in the central portion of western
Australia where the contoured CSI values defined the carnotite-bearing calcretes/dolocretes more accurately
than the contoured uranium values. In the south-western portion of the Karoo Supergroup the technique
cannot be applied as carnotite does not occur very widely. Perhaps in this situation a solubility index based
on arsenic-bearing uranium minerals may be more applicable but such an index has as yet not been
determined although attention is being given to the matter.

In South Africa this technique has not been widely used and therefore the merits of the method still have
to be fully assessed.

2. RADON EMANOMETRY IN PRACTICE

2.1 Introduction

The purpose of conducting radon surveys is to provide an indication of the possible distribution of uranium
mineralisation beneath the ground; in other words, it is another technique capable of "looking" under the
surface cover. The thickness of this cover through which uranium mineralisation has been detected varies
from a few metres down to 200 m below the surface (Gingrich and Fischer, 1976).

Generally, radon surveys have been fraught with many problems from which a mixed bag of success and
failure has been recorded. There are numerous problems that inhibit the upward free-flow or diffusion of
radon from buried uranium mineralisation to the surface. Bearing in mind some of the associated problems
in radon exploration, this paper win discuss some of the practical applications of implementing such a
survey.

Two types of radon surveys are possible: firstly, radon in soil gas, and secondly, in water.

2.2 Radon Surveys in Soil

As with the stream sediment and hydrogeochemical techniques, radon surveys can be conducted either in
reconnaissance or detailed surveys. Whatever type of survey is selected a choice has to be made regarding
the type of instrumentation that will be used. As pointed out by Hambleton-Jones and Smit (1979b) all the
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radon techniques currently available on the market do tend to produce the same or similar distribution

patterns of anomalies.

On what criteria should the selection of the most suitable radon method be based?

Several general factors are relevent
(a) How large is the survey to be and how soon should the results become available? If the survey is to be

very large covering a big surface area and extending over a lengthy period of time, an integrating
technique may be more applicable. This is because it may be desirable to eliminate some of the climatic
variables that can influence the rate of radon emanation. I n a smaller survey the same technique may be
used, or one that is instantaneous. Integrating techniques do have the disadvantage that a return visit to
the sample site is necessary. When results are more urgently required a rapid method should be used.

(b) The type of terrain is important, and in particular the nature of the soil cover. All radon methods
require a hole to be made in the ground into which the sensor is placed. In sandy or unconsolidated
material it is relatively easy to dig a hole and any technique may therefore be used. When the soil is
thin, digging a hole into rock is more difficult and if mechanical apparatus is not available, it is simpler
to dig a large hole with a pick and shovel in which case an integrating method may be more suitable.
Backfilling the hole with the loose material can be done after which an instantaneous method can be
applied.

(c) All the radon techniques do not have the same sensitivities. If a deposit is suspected to be covered with
overburden, that is not very porous, the most sensitive method is necessary.

(d) In certain terrains and in particular those high in thorium content, the gas thoron, 220R n i m a y g j v e

spurious results thereby apparently increasing the 2 2 2 R 0 concentration. If this is the case, a method
must be used that can compensate for thoron. Both instantaneous or integrating detection systems are
available.

(e} The cost of the techniques varies: in some, the instrumentation can be amortised after measuring a
number of sites, in others the cost per sample point is largely the same. When greater numbers of
individual units are purchased, the price is reduced.

(f) Some people ma\ have a personal preference for a particular radon method and in such an instance the
choice is simple to make.

The cost of a radon survey, taking all factors into account, can be very high. Rowntres and Mosher (1976)
found that an alpha-particle sample point in the Jabiiuka area of Australia cost up to $40 per point and that
the end result was not necessarily positive. Auger drilling to 20 m cost $200, but since both geological and
radiometric logging can be carried out this seemed to them to be a better proposition than radon. The total
cost of a radon survey can be itemised as follows: laying out a grid (if required), digging a hole, transport,
labour and instrumentation. The most substantial ones are probably the first two.

Cost effectiveness of the chosen method is ultimately the overriding factor when conducting a radon
survey. Hambleton-Jones and Smit (1979c) have commented as follows, " In all radon surveys used in
uranium exploration a hole in the ground into which the detector is placed, is a prerequisite. The holes can
be arranged on a regular basis of a grid or randomly along public roads in the case of regional studies. In
each of these situations the cost of makinci the hole contributes substantially to the overall cost of the
radon survey. This discussion, however, does not deal with this aspect as it is a common denominator to all
radon detection techniques". For those techniques requiring a relatively short period for data aquisition
both reconnaissance and detailed surveys can proceed simultaneously. "This means that potentiaily barren
areas can be rejected and promising areas selected in a very short time. On this basis the best cost
effectiveness of a radon detection method is achieved when the rate of useful data acquisition is high
compared to the time spent on obtaining it".

The actual execution of a radon survey is not complicated once the hole has been prepared. The sensor is
placed into it from which a reading is obtained either immediately or after an extended exposure period.
The results are contoured and the anomalies can indicate the position of the buried uranium ore deposit.
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The most serious problems affecting radon distributions are, firstly, the nature of the rock overlying the
uranium mineralisation, and secondly, the displacement of anomalies away from their expected position.
Both of these factors have in some cases been sufficiently severe so that some explorers have discontinued
using the technique altogther. Calcrete terrains should in theory provide the ideal situation for radon
emanometry to be at its highest efficiency. In certain areas of the Namib Desert, however, the presence of a
fairly thin layer (0,2 - 1 m) of impervious hardpan calcrete or gypcrete occurring just below the surface
(0,1 - 1 m) completely inhibited the release of radon to the atmosphere. For an effective survey this layer
must be penetrated so that the sensor can have free access to radon diffusing from below (J.P. Moulliac,
personal communication). Radon has not proved to be very successful in the Karoo Supergroup because of
the impermeable beds of mudstone and sandstone. Large radon releases associated with fractures
penetrating these rocks have produced many false anomalies. But as this may be the only means of bringing
radon to the surface, an improvement in the interpreting techniques is urgently required.

Dahlkamp (1977) provides two examples, one in Australia and the other in Canada where radon techniques
have dismally failed in terrains where one would have expected it to work.

The reader may wonder why the failures are being emphasised. It is here that the problems exist and not
where the successes have been achieved. How does the exploration geologist decide whether a radon
anomaly is true or false? There is no precise solution to this question. Provided that radon techniques are
applied with circumspection, an awareness of the associated problems and in conjunction with other
prospecting tools, the explorer would to a lesser extent succumb to the pitfalls to which radon methods are
susceptible.

2.3 Radon Surveys in Water

In South Africa borehole water is the most useful type of water to sample for radon surveys mainly because
the current exploration effort is centered in the drier areas.

Suitable instrumentation required for analysing radon in groundwater is available. The method is based
upon the principle of degassing the water with radon-free air, the radon being transferred to a scintillation
cell and analysed in the appropriate counter. The method is easy and straightforward. As radon has a short
half-life and tends to dissipate from the container the sample should be analysed within a few hours of
sampling. If necessary a factor should be applied to correct for the natural radioactive decay of radon
where, of course, it is assumed that no radon has been lost by dissipation.

Dyck (1975) and Rose (1977) both found that generally there was a reasonable correlation between
uranium and radon in water. The latter however discovered in one case study that water associated with
uranium mineralisation had no uranium but only 3 radon anomaly. He interpreted this to severe leaching of
the uranium with the isotopes 230jh and 226Ra remaining behind providing the source for radon. It
appears that the analysis of both uranium and radon in subsurface waters would be wise, but that care must
be taken in distinguishing between radon that is either supported or unsupported by uranium, and not
purely due to radium migration.

2.4 General Remarks

Uranium mineralisation, which may not be of economic potential, is frequently associated with other types
of deposits such as fluorite, tin and tantalum. Radon methods can be used to detect and delineate further
target areas for such minerals.

3. OTHER GEOCHEMICAL PROSPECTING TECHNIQUES

In Sections 1 and 2 the more important and widely used geochemical prospecting techniques were
discussed. There are a few others that have not received such wide attention mainly due to analytical and
interpreting problems associated with them but which are potentially useful in uranium exploration. Some
of these techniques are briefly mentioned in this section.
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3.1 Helium

Potentially helium is a good indicator of uranium and more so than radon because it is less soluble in water
(Table III). It can diffuse through denser media than radon and is not restricted by radioactive decay.

TABLE III
SOLUBILITIES OF HELIUM AND RADON IN WATER (GOLDAK, 1974)

GAS

He

Re

SOLUBILITY (ml STP/fi)

0°C

9,78

510

60 °C

8,95

96

Helium has two isotopes, ^He and 4He; the former is present in insignificant quantities and the latter is
important for uranium exploration (Dyck, 1976; Reimer and Otten, 1976; Rice and Reimer, 1977).

When an a-particle is emitted during radioactive decay, it forms helium by picking up two electrons. It is
produced in the three radioactive decay series as shown in the following equations:

238u

235u

232Th

206pb

207pb + 7

208pb + 6

The first reaction is the most important one due to the relative abundance of the parent 238(j_ Eight
helium atoms are produced through this decay chain.

Results of Rice and Reimer (1977) showed that helium values in groundwaters down gradient from the
uranium mineralisation were 30 to 50 t'mes higher than that of atmospheric equilibrium. Helium
concentrations in open waters such as streams and ponds had no anomalous values. In general helium is
potentially a viable and promising prospecting technique and is capable of being used on the reconnaissance
level. The limiting factor, however, is the cost of the analytical method.

3.2 Mercury

Mercury has been widely used as a general pathfinder element for sulphide deposits and there are impressive
lists of references in the literature describing the technique. A review of mercury dispersion in the natural
environment was given by Jonasson (1970), and Rosier etal (1976) described the distribution of mercury
over fractures. The object of this section is to evaluate the potential use of mercury as a tracer for uranium
deposits in the Karoo Supergroup based upon the premise that jranium in the channel sandstones is usually
associated with a wide variety of sulphide minerals but that not all the sulphide accumulations have
uranium mineralisation.

In sulphide minerals mercury will occur as the sulphide. During the oxidation of pyrite, i.e. Fe2+
the HgS will be converted to the sulphate. In the presence of Fe2+ ions, derived from pyrite, the following
reactions can take place.

Hg2+ + Fe2+ -» Hg+ + Fe3+
2Hg+ -» Hg + Hg2+

The net result is the formation of metallic mercury which, having a relatively high vapour pressure, will
gasify and subsequently diffuse to the surface. Sampling of this gas in soil air should then provide
information with regard to the presence of sulphide mineralisation below the surface.
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As uranium and sulphides are associated in the deposits of the Karoo a concurrence of both radon and
mercury anomalies may assist in deciding the status of a radon anomaly as to whether it is true or false. In
Section 2.2 the association of radon anomalies with fractures was briefly mentioned and it was noted that
frequently false anomalies had been encountered. Should the radon anomaly be associated with a mercury
anomaly there may be a higher probability that the radon was derived from uranium ore.

Figure 18 shows an idealised situation which demonstrates the relationship between the presence of only
sulphide minerals {Fig. 18a) and both sulphide and primary uranium minerals (Fig. 18b) with respect to the
distribution of th;ir gaseous anomalies over a fracture zone. In the first case there is only a mercury
anomaly over the fracture zone assuming that the sulphide is not associated with uranium mineralisation,
whereas in the second case both radon and mercury anomalies occur over a fracture intersecting both the
sulphide and uranium mineralisation.

A limited case study was undertaken to test these concepts. Four areas were selected where fractures were
known to intersect uranium mineralisation at depth. Unfortunately no study was done over a fracture
intersecting sulphide mineralisation only so the tests were rather one-sided. It was difficult to delineate
exactly the width of the fracture zone because of superficial covering, so it is possible that in some of the
test cases the traverse lines did not extend sufficiently far into the background well away from the fracture.
The results of the four surveys are shown in Fig. 19a-d which are profiles of gas concentration over the
estimated fracture position and traverse length. Generally the graphs are fairly erratic but nevertheless there
appears to be a relationship between radon and mercury. Case (a) was rather unexpected as there were
definite negative mercury and positive radon anomalies over the fracture. Sandstones did outcrop in the
traverse which had some sulphide minerals present. This may account for the high mercury in the
background at the start of the traverse. It seems that the traverse did not extend past the fracture zone on
the other side. The distinct negative mercury anomaly is difficult to explain and further tests are necessary
to find the reason. Such a situation may therefore also be indicative of a close association between uranium
and sulphide mineralisations.

Cases (b), (c) and (d) also have distinct negative mercury points in relation to radon but in general there
may be a relationship between the two gases over the fracture zones.

From this work there is sufficient evidence to warrant further investigation of the concept whereby it might
be possible to obtain a higher degree of confidence in deciding between true and false radon anomalies
emanating from concealed uranium mineralisation.

X

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has attempted to provide outlines for some of the more important geochemical techniques that
can be applied to the prospecting of uranium ore deposits. There are several other geochemical prospecting
methods that have been tested which include the use of radium and geobotany. As these methods seem to
have had limited potential they are therefore not widely used. Geobotany is however included in the NURE
sampling program and at the time of writing this paper no results and conclusions were available for that
work.

Uranium is one of the most ubiquitous elements occurring in nature for it is found in almost all types of
geological environments in concentrations that may consitute ore deposits. The use of the geochemical
prospecting techniques depends upon the circumstances prevailing within the area or region being explored,
and only some of the methods may be applicable under the particular conditions.

Quoting here from his article, Dahlkamp (1977) concluded as follows:

"The classic example of the lone prospector striking an ore body is all very well and good, but there is
actually no universal exploration technique which alone is capable of finding-a uranium deposit under
present exploration conditions. For an effective approach to exploration techniques, after the construction
of an adequate model, the requirements are: (a) the expert selection of exploration methods, (b) the proper
combination of these methods to match the problems posed by the model, and (c) the flexibility to alter all
of the original concepts and models during the course of a program, and to adapt them to incoming
information so that new or refined techniques can be selected and applied."
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This approach clearly applies to geochemical prospecting strategy and the success of the chosen techniques
clearly depends upon the manner in which they are implemented.
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Fig. 1. The generalised relationship between uranium concentration and area! extent (Arendt, 1977)
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Fig. 2. The diagrams illustrate the concepts behind reconnaissance and detailed geochemical surveys (Rose,
1977)
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Fig. 4. Uranium dispersion haloes around ore bodies formed in vein and deep-seated environments, and
their relationship to the surface. A — exposed ore and halo; B — exposed halo; C - cover by recent
sediment; D — exposed superjacent halo; £ — completely blind (Rose, 19771
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Fig. 5. Relationships of stratabound ore and associated haloes to the present surface, and sample media
suitable for detection (Rose. 19771
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Fig. 7. Probability plots of the distribution of (a) total and (b) extractable uranium concentrations for an
area in the south-western portion of the Karoo Supergroup
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Fig. 9. The relationship between extractable uranium and organic matter concentrations (i.e.
loss-on-ignition) in stream sediments has a correlation coefficient of + 0,45 (Rose etal, 1976)%
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Fig. 12. The relationship between the uranium concentration and conductivity for water samples taken in

the Beaufort West District
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